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Abstract
Turbulent characteristics of a reattaching shear layer is im portant in gas 
turbine blade cooling, dump combustors, airfoil separation, internally ribbed heat 
exchangers, and in electronic cooling. In this study flow past a surface mounted rib 
encountered in the internal coolant channels of gas turbine blades and internally 
ribbed heat exchangers is studied. The main objectives of this investigation are: 
(1) to develop improved methods of coherent structures analysis, (2) to examine the 
spectral characteristics and length scale, (3) to investigate the types of turbulent 
motions using octant analysis, (4) to study the flow structures and kinetic energy 
budget for both excited and unexcited flows and (5) to investigate single and two 
frequency forcing on the mixing of the reattaching shear layer.
This work proposes a pattern recognition based Fourier analysis method for 
computing the coherent structure magnitude and phase decorrelation. Using both 
simulated and reattaching shear layer data, the new techniques are observed to 
provide better estimates of phase decorrelation and magnitude of coherent struc­
tures. A dominant frequency in the flow behind the rib is observed, in contrast 
to the findings of previous experimental investigations. The correct length scale 
for calculating the Strouhal number is the momentum thickness of the shear layer 
at the downstream face of the rib. The quadrant analysis technique modified here 
for reversed flow situation (termed as octant analysis) shows the importance of 
reversed outward interaction motion. The large scale structures are present well
X XV
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downstream of reattachment and the interaction motions axe p red o m in a n t  there. 
The outer part of the shear layer is observed to be non-Gaussian indicated by high 
values of skewness and flatness, presumably due to the intermittency, or ig in a tin g  
from the turbulent and non-turbulent interface of the shear layer. The dominance 
of pressure transport term, the presence of negative production at the outer edge 
of the shear layer and the presence of reverse cascade mechanism are some of the 
important findings of this study. From the parametric evaluation of single fre­
quency and two frequency forcing the fundamental mode forcing is observed to be 
most conducive to mi-ring enhancement.
xxvi
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 Scope of This Work
Vortex shedding is observed in a variety of practical applications and has both 
beneficial and undesirable effects. Vortex shedding applications like free spanning 
p ip e lin es, structures of high rise b uild ings and drilling rigs used in petroleum in­
dustries, while it has certain beneficial effects in heat exchanger, turbine blade, 
electronic cooling and combustion chamber applications. A common feature of 
these flows is the presence of large scale structures. These large scale structures can 
be manipulated through subharmonic forcing that leads to merging and collective 
interactions resulting in  increased spreading rate [1]. Promotion of vortex pairing 
can also lead to increase in the heat transfer rate for heat exchanger, gas turbine 
blade and electronic cooling applications, and increases the mixing rate between 
fuel and oxidizer for the  combustion chamber applications. The configuration of 
interest for the present study is that of a surface mounted rib encountered in the 
internal coolant channel of gas turbine blades, internally ribbed heat exchanger 
and in electronic cooling. This study focuses on the understanding and control of 
large scale structures observed in the reattaching shear layer of a surface mounted 
rib.
1
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1.2 Previous Studies
2
Various iuvestigators([2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]) have reported conflicting results 
regarding the presence or absence of vortex shedding for the rib mounted on the 
wall. Beannan et al. [2] reported an experimental investigation and observed vor­
tex shedding for the rib mounted on the fixed wall. Amal et al. [7] also numerically 
predicted vortex shedding behind a wall mounted rib. Other investigators ([3], [4], 
[5], [6]) have however observed a critical height below which the vortex shedding 
is suppressed.
Hasan [8], for flow past a backstep observed the splitting of the reattaching 
shear layer into two halves. The downward deflection of the shear layer was not 
continuous but it reversed intermittently. Amal and Friedrich [9] Horn their laxge 
eddy simulation of backward facing step flow, observed laxge departures of instan­
taneous shear layer from the mean flow. Thus, it may be construed that the time 
averaged quantities reported by previous investigators may not be able to give the 
true picture of the reattaching shear layer. The information regarding the detail 
turbulent structure is essential for turbulent m o d elin g . Thus a new method for 
characterization of turbulent motions in a reattaching shear layer seems necessary.
The coherent or large scale structures have attracted the attention of the 
turbulence community in recent years to a great extent. The structures at close 
to its origin are younger and axe usually more organized and energetic than those 
present in fully developed structures. The degree of organization in these flows
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3decreases as the flow ages. The structures present in the early flow axe mostly 
characteristic of the initial instability, while, those present in a fully developed 
flow have characteristic of fully developed flow i.e. the instability of that flow. 
In naturally occuring flows, and flow in machines, the possibility of encountering 
fully developed flow is relatively remote with the exception of the boundary layer. 
W hether more or less organized, and more or less energetic, it is a known fact that 
some form of organized structures are always present in turbulent shear flow of 
all types. Considering the fact that the coherent structures have an undeniable 
role in the flow development of variety of flow applications, the determination 
of magnitude and correlation of coherent structures is very important. But, the 
performance of traditionally used phase averaging and Fourier technique is poor in 
the presence of phase jitter or for a signal having less degree of organization [10]. 
Thus, there is a need of better robust technique for characterization of large scale 
structures.
The higher order moments are capable of providing the flow structure in­
formation which are not possible to extract from 2nd order moments [11]. The 
information regarding the flow structure development is important for the efficient 
control of turbulence in practical applications. The turbulent kinetic energy terms 
i.e. production, convection, dissipation, pressure transport and diffusion are impor­
tant not only for guiding turbulence modeling efforts but also for characterization 
of flow structures. The effect of excitation on the turbulent kinetic energy budget
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
of the reattaching shear layer has not yet been investigated to the best knowledge 
of this author.
The influence of excitation on the mixing rate for plane shear layers has been 
investigated by various investigators (Ho and Huang [1], Yang and Karlsson [12], 
Rajaee and Karlson [10] ). For an axisymmetric jet, Raman and Rice reported the 
effect of both single frequency and two frequency forcing on mixing enhancement. 
For a backward facing step, the effect of single frequency forcing were reported by 
various investigators (Roos and Kagelman [13], Bhattacharjee et al. [14], Hasan 
[8].) The effect of two frequency excitation and the relative phase difference be­
tween the two modes has not yet been reported for the backward facing step or 
reattaching shear layer. To the best of this author’s knowledge, there is no report 
on either single frequency excitation or two frequency excitation of the reattaching 
shear layer developing behind a surface mounted rib.
1.3 Research Objective
Considering the current state of knowledge regarding the turbulence structure 
of a reattaching shear layer developing behind the surface mounted rib, discussed 
in the previous section, the main objectives of this research are:
(a) to investigate the  performance of existing large scale structure magnitude 
and phase decorrelation determination techniques and to suggest any possible im­
proved methods and to compare their pros and cons,
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5(b) to determine if the separated flow developing behind a surface mounted 
rib is dominated by large scale structures or not,
(c) to describe the proposed modified quadrant analysis technique named here 
as octant analysis and to report the turbulent motions present in the reattaching 
shear layer behind a surface mounted rib, using octant analysis,
(d) to describe the turbulent structures using higher order moments and tur­
bulent kinetic energy budget for both excited and unexcited case of the reattaching 
shear layer and
(e) to investigate the effect of single and two frequency excitation on the 
mixing enhancement of surface mounted rib reattaching shear layer.
The above stated objectives are discussed in Chapter 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 respec­
tively.
1.4 Dissertation Outline and Chapter Descrip­
tions
C h a p te r  D escrip tion
1 Provides the introduction to the dissertation. Describes the previous studies,
scope and objective of this research.
2 Reviews the  background theory.
3 Describes the experimental apparatus and procedure.
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4 Describes the data analysis technique for large scale structure character­
ization i.e. calculation of magnitude and phase decorrelation of coherent 
structures.
5 Describes the spectral content of the naturally evolving reattaching shear 
layer, the appropriate length scale for Strouhal number calculation and the 
turbulent length scale.
6 Discusses the turbulent structure, i.e., different types of turbulent motions(ejection, 
sweep, wallward interaction and outward interaction) and their length scale 
from octant analysis.
7 Summarizes the detail turbulent structure of excited and unexcited flow using
higher order moments, shear stress correlations, and turbulent kinetic energy 
budget. Discusses the results of turbulent kinetic energy budget from both 
2-D decomposition and triple decomposition.
8 Provides a parametric estimation of mixing enhancement for both single 
frequency and two frequency excitation.
A p p en d ix
A  Gives brief description of objectives, input quantities, input files and output
files of the computer programs developed and used in this study.
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7B Derives the curve fit equation for two peak log-normal probability distribu­
tion and the equation to calculate standard deviation of two peak log-normal 
distribution.
C Derives the equations for calculation of uncertainty of the calculated quan­
tities.
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Chapter 2 
Background Theory
2.1 Triple Decomposition
Hussain [15] outlined the procedure for identification of the organized periodic 
disturbance quantities from the instantaneous turbulent signal. Instantaneous flow 
variable /  is decomposed into the mean field / ,  the periodic coherent field /  and 
the background turbulent field /'[15, 16].
/ (» , t) =  / »  +  / (* ,  t) +  /'(„ , t) (2.1)
Phase average of a flow quantity at a particular phase in the time period T is 
defined as:
<  /(* , i) > =  Hrn i  £  f(x,  t  +  nT)  (2.2)
The backgroimd turbulence is assumed to be random and its contribution to the 
phase average of a large ensemble is therefore zero. Hence, < / > = /  +  /•  The 
difference between the instantaneous value and the phase averaged value represents 
the background random fluctuation and the difference between the phase average 
and the time average denotes the (periodic) coherent component. Hence, knowing 
the period of the oscillatory component, the mean, coherent and random compo­
nent of the signal can be extracted from the instantaneous signal. Using the above 
decomposition, the instantaneous velocity and pressure fields can be written as:
«»(*> *) =  ■“»(*) +  £) +  u[(x, t) (2.3)
8
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P  = P + P + P  (2.4)
Substituting the above equation into the incompressible continuity and momentum 
equation the continuity and momentum equation for ut-, U{ and u'{ can be derived 
[15, 16, 17]. The continuity equation is:
§  =  «  =  “ <2'5>U £ ( / • U
The momentum equation for the mean velocity U{ is:
Sili SHi I S P  8 (  Sui\ 8 ( - - —TT\ fn /,\
- f a +*>'•) t2-6)
Here, — is the component of Reynolds stress caused by the turbulent 
fluctuations. This stress is responsible for the exchange of momentum from one 
volume of fluid to another induced by the mixing caused by the velocity fluctua­
tions. —u ,-iij is known as the oscillation stress or coherent mean Reynolds stress, 
is the component of Reynolds stress which gives the effect of the organized wave 
on the mean flow. The momentum equation for the periodic velocity tt,- is:
Sui _ 8u{ 1 8P 82U{ _ 8u{ 8
~  U'iUj > ~ u'iU'^ (2-7) 
The momentum equation for the background turbulent velocity is:
8u'{ 8u’{ _ 8u\ 8€i ,8ui 1 8P‘ 82u'{ 8 , , , i. -LtT. — l- + u -—- + u -— - = ---------- Yv------ -— ------ (< u u -  > —u u )
St 3 8xd 3 8xy  3%  3 8x 3-  p 8xi SxjSx,  f c c /  1 3 1 j}
(2.8)
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Here, <  UjUj >  is known as the phase averaged coherent Reynolds stress, <  u'-u'- > 
is the phase averaged background Reynolds stress, and u£u'- is the mean turbulent 
Reynolds stress(or background mean Reynolds stress). The term <  u^u'- >  
is the difference of the phase and time averages of the Reynolds stress of the 
background turbulence and is known as the oscillation of the background Reynolds 
stress due to the passage of the organized wave [15].
Turbulent energy at a given point of the flow may vary due to the transfer of 
turbulent energy from different parts of the fluid (i.e. by the diffusion of turbulent 
energy), the action of the fluctuations of the external forces, the viscous energy 
dissipation and finally, the transformation of part of the energy of the mean motion 
into turbulent energy, or, conversely, the transformation of part of the turbulent 
energy into energy of the mean motion [18]. For a turbulence field consisting 
of both random and periodic components, the turbulent energy balance equation 
describes the variation of kinetic energy of the mean flow, fluctuating flow and 
the periodic motion. In a turbulent shear flow there is continuous dissipation 
of turbulent kinetic energy into internal thermal energy. For replenishment of 
the turbulent kinetic energy, there is corresponding transfer of turbulent energy 
from the mean field known as production. There is also continuous diffusion of 
turbulent kinetic energy by fluctuating motions. Considerable insight about the 
flow containing organized wave can be obtained from consideration of the energy 
transfer between the mean, coherent and fluctuating fields. The average kinetic
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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energy at a point is [15]:
1^ -
~ U iU i  =  ~ U m i  +  - U iU i  +  - u 'i i i’i (2.9)
The evolution of the turbulent kinetic energy due to mean, coherent and random 
component of the turbulent motion is governed by diffusion, production and dissi­
pation mechanism. The equations for the three components of total kinetic energy 
was presented by Hussain [15] as:
8 ,  l _ _ v ,  _  S  , 1  . 1  SPHi  -T - r  ———. S tti a r
a t r ^ ) =  - p - f c r  ~ ( _ U i  _  +
+ u Sxj
Ui g+ g)]-i(g*s)(s*a  i“ )
- , p  1__,
« i(— +  « * w ) 
p  1
£ - [ T k < u W j > ] + „ ±
8 , 1 -
_ /  <5u,- <$U/\ _ ^ a .  ^ i \  ( ^“*A
2 8x{)
(2.11)
=  g x j u' A j  +
- 8  1 . , £ «/ f  M  +  y f s u ' j  | , K A
1 V<5iy <5x,-y 2  \ 8 x j  8x i )  \tfas,- Sx i j
(2.12)
The left hand side of the above equations denotes the rate of increase of 
the energy component and the right hand side describes the  m e chanism  (diffusion, 
production and dissipation) governing this change.
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One of the approaches of large-scale coherent structures studies is that the 
coherent structures axe considered to be composed of several instability waves of 
different frequencies, and, the instability waves propagate and amplify in the down­
stream direction. Rajaee and Karlsson [10] reported the energy exchanges between 
the mean flow and odd, even modes and the binary mode energy exchanges. The 
energy transfer from the mean flow to the odd modes were calculated from [10]:
The energy is transferred from the mean flow to the odd modes when the above 
term is greater than zero. The energy transfer from the even modes to odd modes 
is given by:
Here, superscript “o” corresponds to odd modes and superscript “e” corresponds 
to even modes.
2.2 Quadrant Analysis
Corino and Brodkey [19] observed the sequence of events described in Table 
2.1 from high speed motion-picture camera photograph of trajectories of very small 
particles suspended in the  flow of a flat plate turbulent boundary layer. Inside the 
flat plate turbulent boundary layer and close to the wall, there was the formation 
of a low-speed parcel of fluid, with velocity in the low speed region as low as 50% 
of the local mean velocity and a very small streamwise velocity gradient within the
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low-speed region. Then a high, speed parcel of fluid from the upstream direction 
begins to accelerate the fluid by interaction. The next step in the process was 
called ejection (u < Q,v' > 0) during which one or more eruptions of the low-speed 
fluid occurs. Then high speed fluid entering from further upstream carried away 
the retarded fluid remaining from the ejection process, called as sweep process 
(u' > 0, v < 0). Sometimes, at the interface between the decelerated region 
(giving rise to ejection) and the sweep, low speed fluid from the decelerated region 
pushes fluid back towards the wall (u < 0,v' < 0). At the above interface, 
sometimes the high-speed fluid from the sweep also reflects back toward the central 
region(ii' > 0,v' > 0). Several investigators [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] have used 
quadrant technique to describe ejections and bursts in turbulent and transitional 
boundary layer.
Wallace et al.[20] introduced the u v  quadrant splitting scheme to gain more 
insight into the process of Reynolds stress(puV) production in turbulent shear flow 
in a fully developed channel. To obtain a quantitative measure of the intermittency 
of the Reynolds stress and to better understand the nature of the contributions to 
it, the contributions from four quadrants of the u v  plane is calculated based on the 
data points that lie within each quadrant (see Figure 2.1). The association between 
the u  , v and u v  turbulence signals and the sequence of events associated with 
them in turbulent shear flow are summarized in Table 2.1 [20]. The conceptual 
drawing of eddies in each quadrant is presented in Figure 6.1 [26]. The relative
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contributions from the four quadrants can be compared to show which eddy motion
is important.
2  <fc <5
He 1 e
lu’v ’l =  H J u ’v ’l
— Constant
1
Figure 2.1: Quadrants of the instantaneous u v  plane
The quadrants can be further partitioned, based on the strength of the eddies 
in each quadrant [21]. The contributions to u v  can be measured in four quadrants 
of the u ,v  plane when the signal \uv'\ is greater than certain value known as 
hole size (H t ) (See Figure 2.1). The central region bounded by four hyperbole 
\u'v'\ <  Ht \uv'\ can be said to be the hole region. When the hole size is large, the 
Reynolds stress outside the hole region gives the contribution from the strongest 
eddies. Bogard et al. [22] using the x-type hot-film probe measurement in a water 
channel made an evaluation of different burst detection techniques i.e. VITA,
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Table 2.1: Quadrant analysis nomenclature.
Quadrant Sign of u Sign of v Sign of u v Type of motion
1 + + + Interaction(Outward)
2 - + - Ejection
3 - - + Interaction(wallward)
4 + - - Sweep
r r r r r c  High momentum u’ > O
--------------». Low momentum a ’ -c O
•  Probe
u > O Stream- wise motion
Figure 2.2: Conceptual drawing of eddies in each, quadrant.
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Quadrant, TPAV and U-level. It was concluded that quadrant technique have the 
greatest reliability with a high probability of detecting ejections and low probability 
of false detections. Luchik et al. [24] and Bogard et al. [23] presented conditional 
velocity and shear stress profiles during burst and ejections in a turbulent channel 
flow based on different phases of the ejection event identified using fluorescent-dye 
flow visualization.
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Chapter 3 
Experimental Equipments and 
Techniques
3.1 Wind Tunnel Facilities
The experimental setup for the measurements is shown in Figure 3.1. Air 
is drawn into a rectangular channel with 0.3m by 0.06m cross section through a 
5.25 to 1 contraction section, honey comb and anti turbulence screens by a blower 
operating in suction mode. The channel is followed by a settling chamber designed 
to eliminate swirl and large scale turbulence generated by the blower. The rib sizes 
used here satisfy two-dimensional flow criterion i.e. the smallest aspect ratio (ratio 
of channel width to rib height) is 18.89, which is larger than the required aspect 
ratio (12) to minimize three-dimensional effects. The floor of the channel was not 
adjusted to minimize the free-stream pressure gradient effects.
3.2 Experimental Setup for Forcing
The schematic of the loudspeaker arrangement for exciting the flow is shown 
in Figure 3.2. Similar arrangement was also used by Fiedler and Mensing [27] 
in their study of plane turbulent shear layer excitation. The excitation by the 
loudspeaker was chosen because the arrangement is simple and repeatable range of 
amplitude and frequency can be obtained for the evaluation of the excitation effect 
on the reattaching shear layer. The two channel PCI312 signal generator from PC
17
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Instruments provided the required type of signal (single mode or two modes at 
different phase difference) to the loudspeaker through the power amplifier from 
Velodyne Acoustics (Model OLD-12-N). The loudspeaker was connected to a rect­
angular cavity of dimension 0.5969mX0.3048mX0.0222m. The sound wave from 
this cavity was entering the test section through a slot of 0.00476m thick. Sty­
rofoam was mounted on the wall of the cavity, opposite to the loudspeaker, to 
minimize the presence of multiple modes originating from the reflection of acoustic 
wave inside the cavity. Assuming the cavity as a Helmholtz resonator, the res­
onating frequency of the cavity was calculated to be equal to 228Hz. Tam [28], 
from the numerical study of excitation of instability waves in a two-dimensional 
shear layer by sound, observed th a t a narrow beam aiming at an angle between 50° 
and 80° is most effective in exciting instability waves. Therefore, the aiming angle 
of the acoustic beam used here is 90° and the width of the slot is about 4.76mm 
i.e. about (1/4.663) of the width of the cavity. The slot was located at about 9h 
upstream of the rib i.e. ahead of the upstream recirculating region.
3.3 Hot-wire Technique
The experiment consisted of measurements of velocity using hot-wire anemome­
ter and Laser Doppler Velocimetry. The hot-wire anemometer was used in the 
region of zero reversed flow intermittency due to its limitation in the reversed 
flow region. The anemometer was operated in the constant temperature mode 
with 70% overheat ratio. The anemometer output was connected to Keithley Me-
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of experimented setup.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of loudspeaker arrangement for excitation of the flow.
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trabyte data acquisition board (DAS-16) through screw terminal accessory board 
(STA-16). Streamer package supplied by Keithley Metrabyte or Acqwire package 
supplied by Dantec was used to enable direct storage of data from the DAS-16 
board to the hard disk of the computer. The difference between the Acqwire and 
Streamer software is that the later can take more than 16K number of samples while 
former can only take 16K number of samples. The spectral density and autocor­
relation of the u-component of velocity were obtained from the single wire(Dantec 
probe type 55) measurements. The u and v velocity used for the kinetic energy 
budget calculation and mixing enhancement evaluation were obtained using the 
X-wire(Dantec probe type 55 P53). The hot-wire was calibrated using Model 1125 
calibrator supplied by TSI. The calibration accuracy was confirmed by comparing 
the data taken by hot-wire and the data taken using laser Doppler anemometry, 
where the results from the two different techniques were within one percent.
3.4 Laser Doppler Velocimetry
The velocity measurements were performed using a two-color DANTEC fiber­
optic LDV system. The Argon-Ion laser beam was split into a pair of 488nm (blue) 
and 514.5nm (green) wavelength beams using a color separator and a beam splitter. 
One beam from each of the two pairs was shifted by 40MHz using a Bragg cell 
to eliminate the directional ambiguity in velocity measurements. A 400mm focal 
length lens focussed the resulting pair of beams to a measurement volume of less 
than 0.2mm waist diameter. The flow was seeded with an aerosol mist, obtained
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by heating the fog fluid supplied by Rosco. Backscattered light was collected by 
photomultiplier tubes and processed using the PDA signal processor and SIZEware 
software supplied by Dantec.
3.5 Experimental Procedure
For the single wire measurements, the sampling rate at which the velocity 
data were taken was 1.0 KHz. In each time step, 1024 number of data points 
were used for the spectrum calculation. Then, the spectral amplitude values were 
averaged 16 times or 32 times depending on whether 16384 or 32768 total number 
of samples were taken. The spectral resolution for the spectrum calculation was 
equal to 0.976Hz. A Hanning window was used to reduce the presence of side lobes 
in the spectrum.
For the kinetic energy budget calculations, the u and v component of velocity 
measurement using X-wire was taken at a sample rate of 4160Hz/channel and the 
total n u m b er of samples for each channel was 24,000. For the coherent amplitude 
evaluation calculation, at different forcing frequency, the sampling rate was selected 
such that there will be at least 40 number of data points in the highest frequency 
cycle(i.e. sampling rate=4160Hz for 52Hz forcing and sampling rate=6240Hz for 
78Hz forcing). To determine, the Y-locations at which the reversed flow intermit- 
tency is zero, for accurate measurement of X-wire, LDV measurements were done 
at X /h=3 and X /h=6 locations at two different Reynolds number (Re(D^)=14594 
and 8236). It was observed that Y-locations, at which U/U~.— is greater than 0.65,
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the reversed flow intermittency is zero. Therefore, the X-wire measurements were 
made at or above Y-location where, U/Umax =  0.65. The spatial spacing between 
measurement locations in the Y-direction was equal to 0.79375mm inside the re­
gion of high velocity gradient and was equal to 1.5875mm neax the edge of the 
boundary layer. The spatial locations between measurements in the X-direction 
was 3.175mm.
The acoustic response of the forcing setup is not same at different forcing 
frequencies. Therefore, the forcing amplitude obtained for same voltage input to 
the loudspeaker is different for different forcing frequencies. The response of the 
loudspeaker at different function generator voltage input was obtained from the u- 
velodty measurement, taken at the edge of the rib at a height 2h from the channel 
surface. A curve fit equation between the forcing amplitude and the function 
generator input was obtained at different forcing frequencies. The required voltage 
input from the function generator for a specified forcing amplitude and frequency 
was thus obtained from the above curve fit equation.
3.6 Uncertainty
Basic equations of uncertainty described by Moffat [29] was used to calculate 
the uncertainty of the experimental results. The detail procedure are described 
in the appendix. From repeatability of LDV velocity measurements the uncer­
tainty in velocity measurements was estimated to be ±0.01m/s. The uncertainty 
in Y-location measurement was estimated to be the least count of the traverse
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mechanism and equal to (1.1mm. Maximum uncertainties in displacement thick­
ness, momentum thickness and vortidty thickness were 3.1%, 7.1% and 23% re­
spectively. Uncertainty in Strouhal number based on rib height was 2.14%, and 
based on momentum thickness was about 8.0%. Uncertainty in non-dimensional 
number based on vortidty thickness was about 24%. Uncertainty in the measure­
ment of the most amplified frequency was estimated to be equal to the spectral 
resolution of power spectrum (redprocal of signal observation time in second) i.e. 
about 1.0Hz.
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Chapter 4 
Analysis of Large Scale 
Structures in Separated Shear 
Layers
4.1 Introduction
Large scale structures play an important role in the development of free shear 
layers and jets and there is a large body of literature, experimental and analyti­
cal, dealing with this subject (see [30], [16], [31], [12], [10], [32]). For meaningful 
interpretation of data, different analysis techniques have been used. The primary 
goal of the data analysis techniques is to identify the individual modes present 
and to determine the evolution of the amplitudes and phases of these modes. In 
many cases, the analysis is made more difficult by the jitter in the data or by 
the superimposed small scale fluctuations. To enhance coherence, and to facili­
tate  data analysis, many investigators have used a low amplitude forcing signal 
to manipulate the flow. The most com m on data analysis approach has been to 
use phase-locked conditional sampling technique with the driving signal as a tim­
ing reference. Yang and Karlson [12], Rajaee and KarlssonflO] and Hussain [16] 
have used this approach to determine the large scale structure amplitude. One 
limitation of the above approach is that it is accurate only if the phases of the 
structures of interest retain their coherence throughout the domain. But in real-
24
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ity, there will be significant jitter during the various stages of the evolution of the 
large scales. These scales include the formation, the growth, the re-orientation, 
the mutual interaction, and the breakdown of the large scale structures. With 
the phase averaging technique, the jitter will be responsible in smearing out the 
large scale structure amplitude. Rajaee and Karlsson [10] have further observed 
that identifying a single mode, for example, the fundamental is inadequate be­
cause of the involvement of other instability waves with different frequencies in the 
turbulent flow field. They considered four instability modes the fundamental, its 
first sub-harmonic, 3/2 fundamental and the first harmonic to study the  evolution 
of large scale structures. But, they observed that the vortex pairing approach is 
not successful beyond the  first vortex pairing stage where the flow becomes more 
chaotic and there is considerable phase jitter. Hence, any real practical definition 
of coherent motion should consider not only all the instability modes but also the 
relative phase jitter among themselves.
Zhou et al. [32] have proposed a pattem-recognition approach to quantify 
coherent structures and have used it to study the coherent and random motion 
in a forced plane wall je t. They observed that neither the phase-locked and the 
ensemble-averaged procedures correctly represent the energy contained in the co­
herent structure. Their pattern recognition approach appeared to provide the 
correct partitioning of energy between the several different modes selected to rep­
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resent the coherent structures. However, they proposed further testing of their 
technique in a variety of applications.
In addition to examining the amplitude of the coherent structures, it is im­
portant to determine the spatial extent in  which the structures retain their identity 
and to quantify this coherence of the structures as they evolve downstream. Ho et 
al. [31] observed that for a plane mixing layer, there is a zone of influence within 
which the vortex merging is phase locked to the control signal and the spreading 
rate is greatly changed. Beyond that region the vortices and control signal are 
no more locked to each other and the  forcing loses its influence. Armstrong and 
Barnes [33] observed that for a flow with single frequency perturbation superim­
posed on its mean velocity, there is a range of velocities for which vortex shedding 
locks into the frequency of the perturbation such that the shedding frequency is 
half of the perturbation frequency. The criterion used to define lock-in was that 
the ratio of the vortex shedding frequency to perturbation frequency is between 
0.495 and 0.505.
Active forcing by application of periodic disturbances to the flow has been 
used not only to enhance the coherence of the large scale structures, but also to 
promote their interactions and to control the shear layer spreading rate  in flows 
dominated by large scale structures [30, 31, 14, 33, 8]. Yang and Karlsson [12] and 
Rajaee and Karlsson [10] have studied plane shear layer perturbed by two different 
modes at different phase differences between the two modes. The evolution of
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the perturbation modes is observed to be influenced substantially by the phase 
difference between the two. Raman and Rice [34] observed the importance of phase 
difference between the fundamental and sub-harmonic tones on the spreading rate 
of axisymmetric jet.
The zone of influence of the forcing is dependent on the phase lock between 
different modes. Ho, Zohar, Foss and Buell [35] presented an approach in comput­
ing the phase jitter or decorrelation of the coherent structures in a natural mixing 
layer. In their analysis, hereafter called the HZFB method, the mean value was sub­
tracted from the signal first, which enabled the detection of positively sloped zero 
crossings of the fluctuating component of the stream-wise velocity. Subsequently, 
the time periods of large scale eddies were computed as the distance between these 
zero crossings. A histogram was constructed by using the entire population of 
normalized time periods. One or two log-normal distributions were used to fit the 
histogram and the mean and standard deviation of the histogram was calculated 
using the least square method. The calculated standard deviation was used as a 
quantitative measure of phase jitter.
The first goal of the present work is to develop suitable data analysis tech­
niques for evaluating the evolution of coherent structures. We have examined the 
potential of the pattern recognition technique to identify the characteristics of in­
dividual modes, first with the help of simulated data and then with hot wire data 
for a reattaching shear layer developing behind a surface mounted square rib. We
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have compared the results of the pattern recognition procedure with the tradi­
tional phase averaging and Fourier transform methods. An attem pt is also made 
here to evaluate the HZFB technique for the quantitative representation of the 
development of phase jitte r  in large scale structures, and based on this evaluation, 
a modified HZFB technique is suggested here to elim in a te  the effect of small scales 
in the phase jitter calculations. We have further extended the pattern recognition 
technique for the measurement of phase jitter in large scale structures. The HZFB 
method, the modified HZFB method proposed here, and the pattern recognition 
method are compared with each other using different sets of simulated data and 
data obtained in a reattaching shear layer.
The second goal of this work aims to use the advanced analysis techniques 
developed in this work, to analyze the flow structure in a separated shear layer 
past a wall mounted rib. The flow field is complicated by several facts: (1) the flow 
separates upstream of the rib, (2) the low speed side of the separated shear layer 
is a complex recirculating flow region, and (3) the shear layer reattaches roughly 
5 rib heights downstream of the rib and then develops els a boundaxy layer. In an 
earlier study by Panigrahi and Acharya [36] the importance of large scale structures 
in the separated shear layer region and in the developing boundary layer region 
was shown. However little information is available on the amplitude and phases 
of the various modes present, their evolution and interaction as the flow develops 
downstream. To accurately assess such quantities, advanced analysis techniques
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are needed, that identify the coherent structure amplitude and phase jitter as the 
large scale structures evolve.
4.2 Data Analysis Procedure
The instantaneous stream-wise velocity component(u(x,y,t)) can be decom­
posed into the global mean field(U(x,y)), the periodic coherent field(uc(x,y,t)) and 
the random background turbulent field ( ^ ( x ^ t ) )  [16], i.e.
«(s> V, 0  =  U{x, y)  +  uc(x, y , t) + Ur(x, y, t ) (4.1)
Using this kind of decomposition, equations of fluid motion is devised for each 
of the mean, periodic and turbulent fields of the flow. The experimental mea­
surements can be decomposed in the  same fashion and the behavior of the three 
components of the turbulent field can be analyzed. The following subsections dis­
cuss the techniques for determining the  three components of the turbulent signed.
4.2.1 Phase Averaging M ethod
The most widely used triple decomposition technique for deducing the turbu­
lent and organized-unsteady component of turbulent flow is the phase averaging 
method. The assumptions behind this technique is that the organized unsteady 
motion is identical from cycle to cycle and the random turbulent motions in succes­
sive cycles are independent motions. Here, the phase average or ensemble average
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is obtained from:
< u ( x , y , t ) > =  — ^ u ( x , y , t  + nT)  (4.2)
n=0
where T  is the period of the cyde. From the assumption that the phase averaged 
and turbulent components are uncorrelated in time, the following equations are 
used to calculate the large scale and small scale turbulent motions.
Ur(x, y, t) =  u(x, y, t ) -  < u (x , y , t ) >
Uc(*,y,t) = <  u ( x , y , t )  > - U (x ,y )
The accuracy of the phase averaging m ethod is dependent upon the accuracy with 
which the cyde period is known and the  repeatability of the organized motion. 
If the time period is inaccurate than the  organized motion will be reported as 
turbulence. Similarly, when the organized motion vary from cyde to cyde, the 
organized motion will be reported as turbulence.
4.2.2 Fourier M ethod
In the Fourier method, the large scale vortices present are assumed to be 
composed of several instability waves which propagate and amplify in downstream 
direction. Thus the coherent vdotity  field is written as the superposition of dom­
inant modes present in the vdodty  field i.e.,
u c(s, y, t) =  Y l  y)cos(kwf t  +  <f>k(x , y)), k =  1,2,3,4.... (4.3)
k
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where, k refer to the predominant modes, Ak(x,y) and <f>k(x,y) axe the amplitude 
and phase angles of respective modes. The amplitude and phase of the signal can 
be determined using Fourier Transform and the coherent contribution of different 
modes and the total coherent contribution can be determined. Compared to the 
phase averaging method, where only the identification of fundamental frequency 
is done, the Fourier method identifies the different predominant modes and thus 
provides to tal picture of the large scale structures. The advantage of the Fourier 
analysis is that it can be used to study different frequency structures. The limita­
tion of the  Fourier method is in the presence of phase jitter in the  signal, where, due 
to the smearing of the neighboring structures, the calculated value of the coherent 
amplitude is smaller than actual and thus the Fourier method may underpredict 
the coherent magnitude and overpredict the turbulent magnitude.
4.2.3 P attern  Recognition Technique
The coherent velocity component can be approximated by assuming it to be the 
combined contribution from several modes. Based on measurements reported in 
the mixing layer studies, the possible dominant modes are the 5/2 fundamental, 
1st harmonic, 3/2 fundamental, fundamental, 1st sub-harmonic, 2nd sub-harmonic 
and 3rd sub-harmonic. The coherent velocity component can then be written as:
=  Y2 A k(x,y)cos(kujft + <f>k(x ,y , t ) ) ,k  =  1 /4 ,1 /2 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5  (4.4)
k
where u// is the 1st sub-harmonic frequency(equal to half the forced frequency or 
natural frequency), Ak and <f>k are the amplitude and phase corresponding to the
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respective mode of the wave in the velocity signal and k = l/4 ,l /2  ....5 corresponds 
to the 3rd sub-harmonic, 2nd sub-harmonic, 1st sub-harmonic, fundamental, 3/2 
fundamental, harmonic and 5/2 fundamental respectively. For modes having phase 
jitter, the <j>k values axe not constant from one period of the mode to another. The 
modes chosen to represent the coherent velocity component can be modified if 
there is sig n ifica n t contribution from other modes. Any contribution from fre­
quency larger than the maximum frequency (here the 5/2 fundamental) will be 
regarded as coming from the random small scale motion. Any contribution below 
the m in im u m  frequency considered(here the 3rd sub-harmonic) will appeax in the 
zeroth coefficient of the Fourier series and represents the jitte r of the mean velocity 
per segment. This jitter may be either from the coherent part lower than those 
included in the data analysis (here the 3rd sub-harmonic) or from the random 
small scale motion.
The evaluation of the Fourier components for different modes is performed 
by segmenting the whole time series of the signal into different segments such 
that in one segment, one period of the corresponding wave is present. The total 
mean of the time series is subtracted from the signal first. Then the calculation 
of the Fourier components is performed starting with the lowest frequency i.e. 3rd 
sub-harmonic using segments of eight fundamental waves long. The amplitude 
and phase of the 3rd sub-harmonic axe calculated by using the traditional Fourier 
technique and then the contribution of the 3rd sub-harmonic is subtracted from
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the time series for calculation of the next mode( i.e. 2nd sub-harmonic). The 
amplitude and phase calculation of the 2nd sub-harmonic uses the segments four 
fundamental waves long and then the contribution of the 2nd sub-harmonic is 
subtracted to obtain the new time series. This tim e series is then divided into 
segments of twice the fundamental period. This time period is then used to evaluate 
the 3/2 fundamental, the 5/2 fundamental and the subharmonic. For the 3/2 
fundamental and 5/2 fundamental, segments of 1.5 times fundamental time period 
and 0.4 times the fundamental time period can not be used, because the respective 
magnitude calculation will be affected by the fundamental wave. Segment equal 
to the fundamental time period also can not be used as the segment will not 
contain whole number of waves of 3/2 fundamental and 5/2 fundamental frequency. 
Therefore, the segment of length equal to twice the fundamental time period is 
used. The 3/2 fundamental and 5/2 fundamental wave amplitudes and phases are 
calculated first from these segments and then their contributions are subtracted 
from the time series before computing the 1st subharmonic. After subtracting the 
contribution of 1st sub-harmonic the calculation of fundamental and 1st harmonic 
is performed using segments of length equal to one period of the fundamental wave. 
Finally, the coherent structure amplitude is calculated by summing the amplitudes 
of all modes( 5/2 fundamental, 1st harmonic, 3/2 fundamental, fundamental, 1st 
sub-harmonic, 2nd sub-harmonic and 3rd sub-harmonic). The contributions from 
the lowest frequencies are always subtracted from the total signal before calculating
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the next higher frequencies or else the higher frequency magnitude calculation 
will be affected by the presence of lower frequency. It should be noted that the 
choice of frequencies to be included in the definition of coherent structures should 
be based on the predominant modes present in the  turbulent signal. The non­
inclusion of predominant modes will result in overpredicting the turbulent part 
and underpredicting the coherent part.
4.2.4 Phase Jitter Using the HZFB Technique
In the HZFB technique [35], the period of the coherent structure passage was 
calculated from the fluctuating velocity signal to be as equal to the distance be­
tween the positively sloped zero crossing point, and this was then used to construct 
the histogram of normalized time. The log-normal probability distribution is used 
to curve fit the histogram. The standard deviation of the log normal distribution is 
then used as a measure of the phase jitter magnitude of the signal. Using simulated 
data it will be shown in a subsequent section, that the  HZFB method can bias the 
phase jitte r calculation in the presence of coherent structures with multiple modes. 
In addition to that, the presence of small scale structures can affect the coherent 
structure histogram to a large extent too. This will be apparent in the phase jitter 
results of the reattaching shear layer measurements. Considering the above limita­
tions of the HZFB method, in the following sections two new techniques for phase 
jitte r  calculation will be suggested. One of the methods will be the modification of 
HZFB method to eliminate the effect of small scales in the phase jitter calculation.
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The second method will be based on the pattern recognition technique, which will 
provide the phase jitte r magnitude in the individual modes of the forcing signal. 
The pattern recognition method is expected to be unaffected by either multiple 
modes or small scales and will be able to provide accurately the phase jitte r  from 
individual modes. However, the advantage of the modified HZFB method is that 
it can predict the phase jitter in an unforced flow without the  need of a driving 
signal as a reference, which is required in the pattern recognition approach.
4.2.4.1 P hase J itter  Using M odified HZFB M ethod
In the HZFB method, the positively sloped zero crossing points were cal­
culated on the assumption that if the fluctuating velocity signal changes sign from 
the “k-1” to “k”th  point and “k + l”th  point signal is larger in magnitude than 
the “k”th point, then the “k”th  point was assumed to be a valid zero crossing 
point with positive slope. Using this criteria the method was successful in pre­
dicting the phase jitte r of simulated data consisting of random noise presented in 
the next section. But, for the reattaching shear layer, the results obtained using 
the above criteria, showed high probability density for small time periods (close 
to r  ~  0), indicating that the histogram includes the periods of the small scale 
structures. This is undesirable since the primary idea behind the HZFB method 
is to delineate the phase decorrelation of coherent structures. Hence, an attem pt 
is made here to modify the HZFB method to exclude the small scale periods in
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the population of coherent structure periods. The method used is discussed in the 
following paragraph.
The basic idea behind this method is that a valid zero crossing point is de­
cided not only on the basis of the slope at zero crossing but also on the basis of 
minimum number of positive points after the zero crossing. If the required mini­
mum number of positive points axe specified to be small then the small scale time 
periods will be included; if it is large, only the more energetic eddies corresponding 
to the large scale time periods will be included. This parameter therefore controls 
the range of scales to be included in the coherent structure classification. This 
parameter is decided based on the highest frequency that can be considered as a 
frequency of coherent structures or large scales. It cam be specified as the per­
centage of the total no of data points in a fundamental cycle(natural frequency or 
forcing frequency), that have to be positive in order to be considered as a valid zero 
crossing point. The total no of points in a fundamental cycle is determined from 
the sampling rate and fundamental frequency. In p erform ing  the calculations, the 
required m in im um  number of positive points is incremented by one and the total 
no of zero crossing points are recalculated. The percent difference between the 
previous number of zero crossing points and the recent number of zero crossing 
points is calculated. If it(the percent difference) is less than from some previously 
set value(this is a second parameter that has to be specified) then it is assumed
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that the present population of time periods consists of only large scales and the 
small scale effects axe negligible.
4.2.5 Phase Jitter Using Pattern R ecognition Technique
In this approach, the phase jitte r present in the large scale structure is as­
sumed to be predominantly from the discrete large scale modes considered. For 
a single-frequency forcing, the main source of phase jitte r is the forcing wave fre­
quency itself. For two-mode forcing,(i.e. fundamental and lst-sub-harmonic) the 
phase jitte r may be present in either of the modes or in both of them. Hence, in 
the pattern recognition method, phase jitte r is calculated for both the fundamental 
and the 1st sub-harmonic and in the phase difference between the two modes. The 
phase difference (A<£) between the two are calculated as
A (f> =  2(f>t — <f>f (4-5)
where, <f>s is the phase angle of the 1st sub-harmonic and 4>f is the phase angle 
of the fundamental. A histogram is constructed from the whole population of 
phase differences {4>k) computed using the above described pattern recognition 
procedure for coherent amplitude calculation. The mean and standard deviation 
of the histogram is calculated by fitting the histogram with a normal distribution 
using the least square method. The standard deviation of this distribution is used 
to provide a quantitative measure of the phase jitte r in the turbulent signal.
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4.3 Results and Discussions
As discussed earlier, one objective of this work is to analyze the effectiveness 
of the data analysis techniques in quantifying the phase jitter and the coherent 
structure amplitude. To meet this objective both simulated data and reattaching 
shear layer data are used to evaluate the data analysis techniques. The results 
of these techniques are discussed separately for simulated data and reattaching 
shear layer data. The pros and cons and the effectiveness of these techniques are 
expected to be clear from the following results.
4.3.1 Sim ulated Signal
The data analysis technique studied here uses simulated data in addition 
to the actual data. The benefit of using simulated data is that it is obtained by 
superimposing different waveforms together, and the validity of the data analysis 
technique can easily be evaluated by comparing the amplitudes and phases of the 
various modes obtained with the data analysis with the corresponding values in 
the original wave forms. The actual input used in generating the simulated signal 
also can be varied in a systematic way, which will help to identify the situations 
where the data analysis technique is valid or invalid.
4.3.1.1 Sam pling R ate Effect
The pattern recognition technique presented here is a variation of the tradi­
tional Fourier method, and it is necessary to know if the Nyquist frequency criteria
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is sufficient in deciding the sam p lin g rate. The coherent amplitude of the hot wire 
signal taken at the center of the rectangular channel (measurements are shown for 
two forcing frequencies equal to 52Hz and 104Hz) at a  sampling rate of 1000Hz 
is shown in left hand side of Figure 4.1. The corresponding coherent amplitudes 
taken at a sampling ra te  of 2080Hz and 4160Hz respectively are shown in the 
right hand side of the Figure 4.1. The above measurement location (center of the 
rectangular channel) being outside the shear layer, is expected to have negligible 
phase jitter and hence the coherent amplitude should be very close to the RMS 
value. However, results using the data taken at a 1000Hz sampling rate (see LHS 
of Figure 4.1) are contrary to the above expectation. W ith an increase in the forc­
ing frequency, the differences between the RMS value and the coherent amplitude 
value is observed to increase for the 1000Hz sampling rate case. When the sam­
pling rate is adjusted to 2080Hz for 52Hz forcing and 4160Hz for 104Hz forcing, 
such that there are 40 number of samples in one period of the forcing frequency 
cycle, then the RMS value and coherent value are almost equal to each other(see 
RHS of Figure 4.1). We also used twice the sa m p lin g  rate with 80 points in a 
forcing cycle and observed no appreciable change in the coherent amplitude value 
compared to that with 40 data points per cycle. Hence, it may be conjectured 
that there should be a m in im u m  number of data points contained in the highest 
frequency cycle of the coherent structure for the pattern recognition technique to 
correctly predict the coherent amplitude.
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To know the optimum number of samples required in the forcing cycle, the 
total and coherent RMS amplitude of the velocity signal obtained at center of the 
rha.nnftl using 40 and 80 data points in the forcing cycle is presented for 26Hz 
forcing frequency case in Figure 4.2. The fact that the total rms value of the u- 
fluctuation for two cases(using 40 and 80 data points) are not same, should not 
be a concern as both the measurements were not taken at same Y-locations in 
the free-stream. We are more interested to see the difference in the total RMS 
and coherent RMS value, and larger difference between the two will indicate the 
need for higher sampling rate. It should be noted from Figure 4.2 that difference 
of coherent magnitude from the total magnitude has not changed significantly for 
high sampling rate case (80 data points per cycle), indicating that 40 data points 
per cycle may be a sufficient requirement for pattern recognition method. But to 
be in safe side, for all the coherent magnitude calculation reported in the present 
investigation, the sampling rate was selected such that there will be 80 number of 
data points in the forcing cycle.
4.3.1.2 Coherent Structure Am plitude
To see the effectiveness of the pattern recognition technique in the calculation 
of the coherent structure amplitude, compared to the traditional Fourier transform 
method, simulated data consisting of different modes and phase jitter are used. In 
the following paragraphs, the performance of both the technique is discussed for 
all possible cases not only to show the effectiveness of the pattern recognition
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Figure 4.1: The coherent amplitude calculated by pattern recognition method 
using signals taken at different sampling rate.
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Figure 4.2: The coherent amplitude calculated by pattern recognition method 
using signals obtained at the  center of the channel for 26Hz forcing case with two 
different sampling rates.
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Figure 4.3: Simulated signal consisting of fundamental waves without phase jitte r 
and random noise superimposed on it with the results of the pattern recognition 
technique and traditional Fourier transform technique.
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Figure 4.4: Simulated signal consisting of fundamental waves with phase jitter 
and random noise superimposed on it with the results of the pattern recognition 
technique and traditional Fourier method.
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Figure 4.5: Simulated signal consisting of fundamental, 1st, 2nd and 3rd sub­
harmonic waves without phase jitter and random noise superimposed on it with the 
results of the pattern recognition technique and the traditional Fourier transform 
method.
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method but also to show the importance of phase jitter on the  coherent amplitude 
calculation.
Simulated signal without phase jitter
Figure 4.3 uses a simulated signal having a fundamental frequency with con­
stant phase from cycle to cycle and random noise superimposed on it. It may be 
observed that both the pattern recognition technique and the Fourier technique 
work satisfactorily in representing the coherent signal. A measured turbulent sig­
nal may be a combination of different modes depending on the location of the 
measurement region. To observe the effect of multiple modes in the signal on the 
calculation of coherent structure amplitude, the simulated signal in Figure 4.5 con­
sist of fundamental, 1st, 2nd and 3rd sub-harmonic with constant phase from cycle 
to cycle and random noise superimposed on top of it. Both the  Fourier method and 
the pattern recognition technique are observed to work perfectly well for periodic 
signal without phase jitter.
Simulated signal with phase jitter(rectangularly distributed phase)
Figure 4.4 uses a simulated signal consisting of the fundamental frequency 
component with random phase from cycle to cycle and a random noise super­
imposed on it. It can be observed that the pattern recognition technique repre­
sents the coherent part of the signal perfectly well, whereas the traditional Fourier 
method severely under-predicts the amplitude of the coherent part of the signal. 
The signed in Figure 4.6, consist of 1st, 2nd and 3rd sub-harmonic with constant
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phase, and fundamental wave with phase jitter, and random  noise superimposed 
in each mode. The pattern  recognition technique is observed to work perfectly in 
describing the coherent part of the signal whereas the traditional Fourier method 
under-predicts the coherent contribution by huge margin(Figure 4.6).
To explain the above-noted behavior, consider a periodic signal (Acos(wt  +  
4>)). The real part of the Fourier transform will be Asin(<f>) and the imaginary 
part will be (Acos(4>)) and thus the magnitude of the signed obtained from FFT 
will be equal to “A” i.e. the true magnitude of the signal. But, in the presence 
of phase jitter,. i.e. the signal with different phase from cycle to cycle, the  real 
part of the signal will be the integration of Asin(<f>) over the possible ranges of 
phase and the imaginary part of the signal will be the integration of Acos(<f>) 
over the possible ranges of phase . For the range of phase equal to the real 
part and imaginary part of the signal will be equal to zero after integration. The 
contribution to the real and imaginary part from each period cancel each other 
and thus reducing their magnitude. But, for the pattern recognition approach, the 
amplitude is calculated for each individual period and thus the difference in phase 
from one period to another do not affect the total magnitude. Hence, it may be 
observed that the pattern  recognition technique is much more effective in presence 
of phase jitter than the Fourier method, and the pattern  recognition technique 
successfully predicts the coherent amplitude of a signal consisting of large scale 
structures with phase jitter.
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Simulated signal with, phase jitter(normally distributed phase)
In an actual experiment, the data representing large scale structures with 
phase jitte r can be modeled as a fundamental wave w ith phases normally dis­
tributed around the m ean phase angle of the wave. Figure 4.7 shows the recon­
structed plot of the signal with the pattern recognition method and the Fourier 
transform method. It can be seen that the traditional Fourier method does not 
represent the coherent part of the signal well and under predicts the  coherent 
amplitude by 53%, while the signal based on the pattern  recognition approach is 
almost on the top of the  actual signal.
To show the effect of presence of multiple modes in the  signal on the coherent 
amplitude calculation, the  simulated signal with fundamental, 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
sub-harmonic and normally distributed phase jitter present in the fundamental is 
presented in Figure 4.8 with the reconstructed plots from the pattern recognition 
and the Fourier methods. The reconstructed signal from the pattern  recognition 
method is almost on the  top of the original signal, while the  reconstructed signal 
from the Fourier m ethod is considerably off with a maximum deviation of 63.18%.
Importance of including or excluding predominant modes
Next we try to evaluate the importance including or excluding some pre­
dominant modes in characterizing the coherent structures. The signed used for 
evaluation have fundamental, 3 /2  fundamental, 5/2 fundamental, 1st, 2nd and 3rd
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Figure 4.6: Simulated signal consisting of fundamental, 1st, 2nd and 3rd sub­
harmonic waves with phase jitte r in fundamental wave and random noise super­
imposed on it with the results of the pattern recognition technique and traditional 
Fourier transform method.
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Figure 4.7: Simulated signal with phase variation normally distributed between 
+7r& — 7r for the 10Hz fundamental frequency at sampling rate equal to 1000Hz 
and the random scale amplitude at about 2% of the fundamental.
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Figure 4.8: Simulated signal having fundamental, 1st sub-harmonic, 2nd sub­
harmonic and 3rd sub-harmonic with phase variation normally distributed between 
+x&  — x  for the 10Hz fundamental frequency, at sampling rate equal to 1000Hz 
and the random scale amplitude at about 2% of each mode.
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Figure 4.9: Simulated signal having fundamental, 3/2 fundamental, 5/2 funda­
mental, 1st, 2nd and 3rd sub-harmonic with phase variation normally distributed 
between +x& — x for the 10Hz fundamental frequency, at sampling rate equal to 
1000Hz and the random scale amplitude at about 2% of each mode. Here 3/2 fun­
damental and 5/2 fundamental were not included in the definition of the coherent 
structures.
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sub-harmonic modes and phase jitter normally distributed about the phase of the 
fundamental frequency can be seen in Figure 4.9 and 4.10 respectively. For the 
reconstructed plot shown in Figure 4.9, the 3/2 fundamental and 5/2 fundamental 
are not included in the  definition of the coherent structures, while for Figure 4.10 
they axe included in the  definition. The change in coherent amplitude is observed 
to be about 61.165% for Fourier method(see Figure 4.10), while for pattern  recog­
nition method the change is about 15.492%. Hence, both the  pattern  recognition 
method and Fourier method axe sensitive to the absence of any predominant modes 
in the definition of the  coherent structures, and axe affected depending on the rel­
ative amplitude of the coherent modes excluded in the definition of the coherent 
structure. Therefore, the user should be awaxe of the predominant modes in the 
signal and may visually inspect the reconstructed signal w ith the actual signed 
when using the pattern  recognition method.
4.3.2 Large Scale Phase Jitter
In the following paragraphs, we evaluate the performance of HZFB method
and pattern recognition method using simulated data. All simulated data  file used
here for comparison has a random noise superimposed on top of the large scale
fluctuation with its amplitude varying randomly between ±25%  of the large scale
amplitude. The phase jitte r is introduced into the simulated signal by assuming
that the absolute phase |( ^ ( t) ) |o f  a particular mode has a  normal distribution
about its mean, i.e. for each segment, the phase differences from segment to 
segment are random with a normal probability distribution.
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Phase jitter of a single mode signal
In Figure 4.11, the probability density distribution from HZFB technique, 
of a sim u late d  signal consisting of a fundamental wave with constant phase(phase 
jitter=0) throughout the entire time duration can be seen. The nature of proba­
bility density distribution is sim ilar to that in the near flow region of forced mixing 
layer [35]. This indicates th a t the simulated data used here approximates well the  
actual data in measured experiment [35]. The above simulated data  was also an­
alyzed with the pattern recognition method(see Figure 4.12). In both  Figure 4.11 
and 4.12, there is a steep peak with negligible standard deviation indicating the 
absence of phase jitter in the  signal. Hence, both HZFB method and the pattern 
recognition method work well for a signal having constant phase fundamental wave 
with random noise superimposed on it. To verify the ability of these techniques in 
predicting the evolution of phase jitter, two simulated data sets consisting of a fun­
damental wave with random phase are considered; the first is normally distributed 
between +45° and —45° and the second is normally distributed between +90° and 
—90°. It is expected that th e  ±45° phase jitter signal will evolve into a  ±90° phase 
jitte r signal and the ability of the two methods to track this phase decorrelation 
is to be evaluated. The results using the above data flies with HZFB technique is 
shown in Figure 4.11. It is observed that for the ±90° phase jitte r case, the stan­
dard deviation or phase j it te r  increases in comparison to ±45° phase jitte r  case by
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Figure 4.10: Simulated signal having fundamental, 3/2 fundamental, 5/2 funda­
mental, 1st, 2nd and 3rd sub-harmonic with phase variation normally distributed 
between +W& — 7r for the 10Hz fundamental frequency, at sampling rate equal to 
1000Hz and the random scale amplitude at about 2% of each mode. Here 3/2 
fundamental and 5/2 fundamental were included in the definition of the coherent 
structures.
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Figure 4.11: Results from HZFB method using a simulated signal consisting of 
fundamental waves with and without phase jitter and random noise superimposed 
on it.
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Figure 4.12: Results from pattern recognition technique using a simulated sig­
nal consisting of fundamental waves with and without phase jitte r and random 
noisesuperimposed on it.
98.6% i.e. from 0.0573 to 0.1138(see Figure 4.11). W ith the pattern recognition 
technique, it is observed that the standard deviation increases by 99.3% i.e. from 
0.0589 for ±45° case to 0.1174 for ±90° case (see Figure 4.12). Hence, it may 
be concluded that both the HZFB method and the pattern recognition technique 
work well in predicting the evolution of phase jitter for a turbulent signed with 
a single fundamental mode having random noise and a random phase jitter from 
cycle to cycle.
Phase jitter of two mode signal
A turbulent signal is likely to have different modes superimposed on each 
other due to vortex interactions and mergings. To verify the  performance of the
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HZFB technique and the pattern recognition technique in presence of multiple 
modes, data files consisting of different modes (fundamental and sub-harmonic) 
with different relative amplitudes and phase differences but without any phase 
jitter and random noise superimposed on it were generated. The simulated signal 
generated and used for the evaluation are shown in Figure 4.13. For the  two mode 
signals with different phase difference and amplitude ratio between the modes, 
the number of zero crossings are different and the tim e period is not same either. 
The left hand side of the Figure 4.14 shows the histograms obtained using HZFB 
method for the four sets of data  shown in Figure 4.13 with additional random 
noise superimposed on it. For the signal in case (A) and (B), the phase difference 
between the two modes is same but the amplitude ratio between the two modes are 
different. In case (A), the probability density distribution of the normalized time 
has a single peak distribution, while for case (B), the histogram has three peaks. 
The case (A) histogram has s im ila r  distribution as a  signal with only fundamental 
mode. Sim ilarly, the signal in case (B), (C) and (D), have same amplitude ratio 
but different phase difference. The histograms of the above signals have either 
two or three peaks depending on the phase difference between the  two modes. 
Therefore, from the above results it is clear that in the presence of multiple modes 
with different relative amplitudes and relative phase differences between them, the 
histogram obtained from HZFB method may have one, two or three peaks. All 
h isto g ra m s except the h is to g ram  of case (B) obtained from HZFB m ethod are curve
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fitted using log-normal probability distribution. The solid lines in the above figures 
represent the curve fitted data. In the histogram of case (B), reasonably good curve 
fitting could not be obtained due to the unavailability of log-normal curve fitting 
equation for the histograms with three peaks. It may be observed that the standard 
deviation in case (A), (C) and (D) are different from each other indicating different 
phase jitte r level. But, no phase jitter was included while generating the simulated 
data. Hence, different level of phase jitte r obtained from the HZFB method while 
using the simulated signal with two modes should be considered as a shortcoming 
of the HZFB method. The same simulated signal consisting of fundamental and 
sub-harmonic with different relative amplitudes and phases were also used by the 
pattern  recognition technique and the results are presented in right hand side of 
Figure 4.14. The phase jitte r results obtained from pattern recognition technique 
is invariant with respect to the phase difference and amplitude ratio. Therefore, it 
ran be concluded that the phase jitter results obtained from the pattern recognition 
method are insensitive to the presence of multiple modes in the signal.
The HZFB technique and the pattern recognition technique were next eval­
uated for signals with multiple modes and phase jitte r in the signal. The Figure 
4.15 shows the phase jitter results from the HZFB method and pattern recognition 
method obtained using the signal in Figure 4.13 with normally distributed phase 
jitte r (± 7r) imposed on the fundamental mode and random noise superimposed on 
it. It is expected that the phase jitter magnitude in Figure 4.15 should be identical
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Figure 4.13: Dual mode simulated signal consisting of fundamental and sub- 
harmonic mode with same or different phase difference and amplitude ratio.
since, the same amount of phase jitte r is used as input while generating all the data 
files. But it can be observed from Figure 4.15, that while using HZFB method, 
different value of phase jitter is obtained for different cases and the variance in 
results between different cases is very high. While using the pattern recognition 
method, same amount of phase jitter(standard deviation) is obtained for all cases. 
This indicates the superior performance of pattern recognition technique for the 
phase jitte r calculation relative to the HZFB method. Thus, it can be concluded 
that the pattern recognition technique for the phase jitte r calculation of a tur­
bulent signal having random noise, multiple modes and phase jitte r is reasonably 
accurate. However, with the HZFB method, the presence of multiple modes in a 
turbulent signal may increase the calculated phase jitter values.
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Figure 4.14: Probability density distribution from HZFB method and pattern 
recognition method using the simulated signal shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.15: Probability density distribution from HZFB method and pattern 
recognition method using the simulated signal shown in Figure 4.13 with phase 
jitter ( ± 7 r )  in the fundamental wave.
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4.3.3 R eattaching Shear Layer Data
To study the performance of different data analysis techniques, it is applied 
next to the hot wire signal obtained in a reattaching shear layer behind a 6.35mm 
square rib mounted on the surface of a  rectangular channel. Measurements are first 
made in the near field of the separated shear layer to determine the most unstable 
modes in the unperturbed shear layer. The flow is then forced at a frequency 
equal to the natural frequency or the most unstable frequency of the shear layer. 
The forcing level, defined here as the ratio of RMS value of forcing amplitude to 
the mean velocity is set equal to 2.0% at X /h  =  0 and Y fh  =  3, where X is the 
distance from the downstream edge of the rib and Y is the distance from the bottom 
surface of the channel. The velocity measurements at different X /h  locations were
performed at a Y /h location where C7/17max is equal to 0.7, where U is the
maximum u-velocity at the corresponding X/h location. LDV measurements were 
used to verify that the reversed flow intermittency is zero at U/Umax equal to 0.7, 
and hence at this location,the error on the hot-wire measurements due to flow 
reversals is absent. The Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter of the 
channel is equal to 14594.
4.3 .3 .1  Coherent Structure A m plitude
To evaluate the performance of the pattern recognition technique in predict­
ing the coherent structure amplitude, the X/h locations of 1.0, 4.0 and 11.0 are
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selected with first two X /h  values representing locations upstream of reattachment 
and the 3rd X /h  value represents a location past reattachment. At X /h =1.0 
the phase jitter is small, while at X /h=4.0  there is significant phase jitter with 
almost complete phase decorrelation. Figures 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18 show the mea­
sured signal, and coherent components of the signals calculated using the pattern 
recognition and Fourier methods for X /h=1.0, X/h=4.0 and X/h=11.0 locations 
respectively. For X /h=1.0, the Fourier method has started under-predicting the 
coherent amplitude as the development of phase jitter has started prior to X /h=1.0 
location(see Figure 4.22). For X /h=4.0 and X/h=11.0, the Fourier method under- 
predicts the coherent amplitude to a  large extent and indicates that most of the 
turbulence contribution is due to the random or small scales. However, from the 
results obtained using the pattern recognition method, there is strong presence 
of large scale structure both before reattachm ent(AT/h  =  4) as well as well past 
the reattachment point (X /h  =  11). It may be noted that similar observations of 
large scale structures being present well past reattachment were made by Panigrahi 
and Acharya [36] using the octant analysis technique. In reattaching shear layer, 
where, there is appreciable phase jitte r  in the downstream direction, the pattern 
recognition technique is able to predict the coherent scale amplitude correctly in 
comparison to the Fourier method.
It is customary to use low level forcing as a tool to regularize the flow and 
use the forcing signal as a reference in studying the coherent structures by using
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the phase averaging method. The assumption made in this approach is that the 
coherent structure development obtained with low level forcing is sim ilar to the co­
herent structure of unforced flow. But low level forcing modifies the flow structure 
to a large extent(this will be shown in the subsequent chapter). Hence, by low level 
forcing we are not necessarily able to study the coherent structure development 
of the natural shear layer. To know the effectiveness of the pattern recognition 
method used here in predicting the coherent structure development in natural or 
unforced shear layer, the actual signal with its coherent and random component 
for unforced reattaching shear layer at X/h=1.0 and X/h=11.0 i.e. close to the 
separation point and well past the reattachment point are presented in Figure 4.19 
and 4.20 respectively. In both the locations, the unforced signed shows lower level 
of organization and wider spectral distribution compared to the forced case. The 
present pattern recognition method is observed to predict the coherent amplitude 
satisfactorily in contrast to the Fourier method. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that the pattern recognition method used here is a robust tool in predicting the 
coherent amplitude in both forced and unforced flows in presence of strong phase 
jitter.
4.3.3.2 Large Scale P hase Jitter
The reattaching forced shear layer data at the U/Umax — 0.7 location was 
used to predict the phase jitter during the shear layer development. The results 
from the HZFB method and pattern recognition method are presented in Figure
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Figure 4.16: The coherent and random component of the velocity signal at X /h—1.0 
aXU/Umax =  0.7 location for forced reattaching shear layer.
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Figure 4.17: The coherent and random component of the velocity signal at X /h=4.0 
a t U/U  =  0.7 location for forced reattaching shear layer.
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Figure 4.18: The coherent and random component of the velocity signal at
X/h=11.0 at U[Umax — 0.7 location for forced reattaching shear layer.
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Figure 4.19: The coherent and random component of the velocity signal at X /h=1.0 
at U/Umax = 0.7 location for unforced reattaching shear layer.
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Figure 4.20: The coherent and random component of the velocity signal at 
X/h=11.0 at U/Umax =  0.7 location for unforced reattaching shear layer.
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4.21 and 4.22 respectively. From the HZFB method (Figure 4.21) it may be ob­
served that complete phase decorrelation takes place before X/h=2.0, long before 
the reattachment point (X /h  ~  5.5). The pattern recognition method (Figure 
4.22) shows complete phase decorrelation to occur after X/h=3.0. We could not 
relate the differences in the prediction between HZFB and pattern recognition 
technique to the multiple modes, because from the spectral analysis (which will 
be presented in the subsequent chapter), the multiple modes are not seen to be 
predominant before X/h=3.0. This implies that the presence of small scales are 
responsible in affecting the results from the HZFB method. Keeping this in mind, 
we had suggested the modified HZFB method (described in data analysis section 
before) to eliminate the effect of small scales in the phase jitter calculation. The 
results obtained using the modified HZFB method with the reattaching shear layer 
data is presented in Figure 4.23. Comp axing Figure 4.23 with Figure 4.22, it can be 
observed that both modified HZFB and pattern recognition approach give similar 
qualitative results. Both methods predict that complete phase decorrelation takes 
place at about X/h=3.0. Both the methods also predict a slight reduction in phase 
jitte r after the separation point(X/h=0.0) implying improved organization of the 
structures and subsequent gradual increase in phase jitter till complete phase jitter 
takes plate at about X/h=3.0. The drawback of the modified HZFB method is 
that an priori decision on the relative amplitudes and frequencies of the large scales 
have to be made. In the modified HZFB analysis, the parameters are chosen here
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such that the probability density close to r  =  0 is close to zero, as they represent 
the small scale time scales. We tried to verify if the modifications made in the 
HZFB method to eliminate the effect of small scale on phase jitter calculation has 
any effect on the large scale structures. Therefore, the results presented previously 
by using HZFB method with simulated signal(Figure 4.11) was reprocessed by us­
ing the modified HZFB method and no difference in results between the two were 
observed. This indicates that the results of reattaching shear layer from HZFB 
method were affected by the small scale turbulent structures only and the modi­
fied HZFB method was successful in the phase jitter development calculation of a 
reattaching shear layer data. Therefore, it may be concluded that both the pattern 
recognition technique and the modified HZFB method are successful in correctly 
predicting the phase jitter in a forced reattaching shear layer. But, considering the 
sensitiveness of the modified HZFB method to presence of multiple modes it should 
be used with caution. But it has an advantage that it can be used in unforced flow 
while the pattern recognition method need a phase reference and hence a forced 
flow situation. The phase jitter evolution for the unforced case obtained using the 
modified HZFB method is shown in chapter 8.
4.4 Summary
The existing data analysis techniques for calculating the phase jitte r and 
coherent structure magnitude of a turbulent signal is evaluated in this work. For 
phase jitte r calculation the method used by Ho et al. [1] referred here as HZFB
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Figure 4.21: The phase jitte r  development of a forced reattaching shear layer forced 
at its natural frequency=52Hz, along If/Umax — 0.7 using HZFB method.
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Figure 4.22: The phase jitte r  development of a forced reattaching shear layer forced 
a t its natural frequency=52Hz, along U/Umax — 0.7 using pattern recognition 
method.
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Figure 4.23: The phase jitter development of a forced reattaching shear layer forced 
at its natural frequency=52Hz, along ll/Umax — 0.7 using modified HZFB method.
method is tested with both simulated data and reattaching shear layer data. The 
HZFB method is observed to predict the evolution of phase jitter successfully, 
in the absence of multiple modes and small scale structures. In the presence of 
multiple modes, the calculated phase jitter may be larger than the true phase jitter 
value while using the HZFB technique. The effect of multiple modes on the HZFB 
method was presented with the help of simulated data and the effect of small scales 
was observed from the results of reattaching shear layer data.
The HZFB technique was modified here to eliminate the small scales effect 
on the phase jitte r calculation and was observed to be successful in predicting the 
phase jitter evolution successfully for a reattaching shear layer data. The limitation
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in using this method(modified HZFB) is the assumption to be made regarding what 
should be considered as small scale and what should be considered as large scales 
before eliminating the effect of small scales. When using the reattaching shear 
layer data, we did not observe any difference in results while a ssu m in g  the large 
scale to be the frequency below 4 times the fundamental frequency or 2 times the 
fundamental frequency. A pattern recognition approach was also suggested here to 
evaluate the phase jitte r in a turbulent signal. The pattern recognition approach 
was observed to be robust in presence of either multiple modes or small scales in the 
signal. The advantage of the modified HZFB approach over the pattern recognition 
approach is that it is capable of predicting the phase jitter of a u nforced  flow signal, 
while the later can not.
For coherent magnitude calculation, we used a pattern recognition approach 
similar to one suggested by Zhou et al. [33] and compared the results with the 
traditional Fourier method. The pattern recognition technique, suggested here is 
observed to predict the coherent magnitude successfully. The m ain limitation of 
the pattern recognition approach suggested here is the high sa m p lin g  rate required 
for the measurement. The sampling rate should be selected in such a way th a t the 
number of data points in the highest frequency of the assumed coherent structure 
should be at least 40. Comparison between the reconstructed plot and the actual 
signal at certain locations should be made to assure that all the predominant modes 
are included in the assumption of large scale structures.
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Chapter 5 
Spectral Characteristics of a 
Reattaching Shear Layer
In this chapter, we focus attention on the naturally evolving reattaching shear 
layer of a surface mounted rib. The presence of large scale structure has been re­
ported by various investigators for mixing layers, jets and reattaching shear layer 
of backward facing step. For surface mounted rib, there is contradictory report 
regarding the presence or absence of large scales both from experimental and nu­
merical investigations. Hence, the primary objective of this chapter is to investigate 
the presence of large scale structures behind a rib mounted on the bottom surface 
of a rectangular channel. The length scale for calculation of Strouhal number of a 
cylinder mounted in the free stream is well established. The numerical investiga­
tion of Amal et al. [8] suggest half the rib height to be the true length scale for 
Strouhal number calculation contrary to the rib height for free stream case. Thus, 
the next objective of this work is to find the true length scale for Strouhal number 
calculation of surface mounted rib. The integral length scale and spreading rate of 
the shear layer is also presented and comparison is made with that of jets, m i-ring  
layer and backward facing step.
68
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5.1 Experimental Studies on Flow Past Bluff 
Bodies
Beaxman and Zdravkovich [3] experimentally investigated the flow around 
a circular cylinder at various heights above a plane boundary. The thickness of 
the turbulent boundary layer on the plate, at the cylinder position, (but with it 
removed from the t u n n e l)  was about 8% of the cylinder diameter. The Reynolds 
number based on cylinder diameter was about 4 .5  x 104 . They observed, that 
regular vortex shedding was suppressed for all gaps less them about 30%  cylin­
der diameters (see Figure 5 .1 ) .  Buresti and Landontti [37] performed similar 
experiments with both rough and smooth cylinders and observed that the vortex 
shedding re.ma.ined  unchanged for distances greater than about 40%  cylinder di­
ameter. For lower values of distance from a plane wall, the regular vortex shedding 
disappeared and hot wire signals showed a typical turbulent spectra similar to a 
flat plate boundary layer.
Angrilli et al. [4] investigated the wall effects on vortex shedding frequency 
in water at Reynolds number of 2860, 3820 and 7640. They observed that the 
proximity of the wall induced a slight increase of vortex shedding frequency (see 
Figure 5.2). The discrepancies between their results and those of Bearman and 
Zdravkovich [3] were attributed to the following reasons: (a) the Reynolds number 
in Angrili et al.’s experiment was in the low sub-critical range. At high Reynolds 
numbers the influence of the wall is less pronounced, because of the shorter length
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of formation of vortex shedding, (b) Compressibility effects may have played a  role 
because the working fluid was water in reference [4] and water is incompressible, 
(c) Contrary to [3] the minimum value of gap in their experiment was more than 
twice the boundary layer thickness on the wall. Grass et al. [38] performed an 
experimental study of vortex shedding from free spans of bed pipelines, which 
axe influenced by the separate and combined effects of bed proximity and velocity 
gradients in the approach flow boundary layer. They observed that in uniform 
approach flow tests, vortex shedding frequency increased as the bed gap to diameter 
ratio was reduced below 2. Strouhal number increase was more substantial under 
combined influences of bed proximity and velocity gradient. However, the vortex 
shedding was suppressed for gap to diameter ratio less than 0.3.
Taniguchi and Miyakoshi [5] observed th a t regular vortex shedding from a 
circular cylinder was abruptly interrupted when the bottom of the cylinder came 
in contact with the outer layer of the boundary layer developing on the wall (see 
Figure 5.1). Vortex shedding suppression was attributed to the absorption of 
the high concentration of vorticity in the separated shear layer of the cylinder 
by the opposite vorticity in the wall boundary layer. Durao et al. [6] performed 
Laser-Doppler measurements in flow around a square cross section cylinder placed 
at various heights above a plane channel wall, at a location where the ratio of 
uninterrupted boundary layer thickness to the rib size was 0.8. For Reynolds
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number based on rib size(b) of about 1.36 x 104, they showed that regular vortex 
shedding was suppressed for a gap height less than about 0.35h.
5.2 Numerical Studies on Flow Past Bluff Bod­
ies
Davis and Moore [39] obtained numerical solutions for a two dimensional flow 
about rectangles in an in fin it e  domain. The parameters they varied were Reynolds 
number, upstream velocity profile, angle of attack and the rectangle dimensions. 
In their studies, for a uniform inlet velocity profile the Strouhal numbers ( fmh/U)  
of a square cylinder at Reynolds numbers of 250 and 1000 were respectively 0.165 
and 0.142. Davis et al. [40] presented numerical and experimental results of a 
confined flow around a rectangular cylinder for different choices of the Reynolds 
nu m b er, rectangular aspect ratio, blockage ratio and upstream velocity profile. An 
increase in Strouhal number with increasing blockage ratio was observed. Also, the 
Strouhal number for a parabolic inlet profile was higher than that for a uniform 
inlet profile.
Mukhopadhyay et al. [41] numerically investigated the confined wakes behind 
a square cylinder in a channel and showed that with an increase in blockage ratio 
the value of the Strouhal number increases, but that the Reynolds number has 
little effect on the Strouhal number. Arnal et al.[8] performed a 2-dimensional 
computational study to investigate the influence of a fixed plane bounding wall on 
vortex shedding from square cylinder. They considered three cases: rib in a free
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stream, rib on a fixed wall, and rib on a sliding wall. Reynolds numbei(hUAv/v) 
was varied in the range of 100 to 1000, where h is the rib size and Uav is the bulk 
velocity. The value of boundary layer thickness to rib height was about 0.10 and 
0.03 for Reynolds numbers of 100 and 1000 respectively. It was observed that the 
transition to periodic shedding flow occurs at a low Reynolds number (Re «  50) for 
rib in the free stream case, at an intermediate Reynolds number (50 < Re < 100) 
for the sliding wall case and at a  high Reynolds number (Re > 100) for the rib in 
the fixed wall case. Based on these observations, the authors concluded that the 
flow past a rib on a fixed wall is the most stable one.
The results from the studies of Taniguchi et al. [5, 7], Bearman et al. [3] and 
Duxao et al. [6] have been summarized in Figure 5.1 while the results of Grass 
et al. [38] and Angrilli et al. [4] are summarized in Figure 5.2. These studies 
indicate that vortex shedding is suppressed below a critical height above the plane 
surface (contrary to observations in the 2-dimensional numerical study of Amal et 
al. [8]).
5.3 Initial Conditions
The significance of initial condition on a reattaching shear layer flow was 
recognised by Eaton and Johnston [42], and Adams and Johnston [43]. The initial 
state of the boundary layer at different Reynolds numbers and at the rib position 
but with it removed from the channel are shown in Table 5.1. The corresponding 
velocity profiles are shown in Figure 5.3. Shape factors presented in Table 5.1,
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Figure 5.1: Stroulial number data of circular cylinder from previous investigators 
at different gap to diameter ratio. f Q is the most amplified frequency at free stream.
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axe close to the shape factor of a l /7 th  law turbulent layer i.e. ~  1.22, indicating 
that the approaching flow is turbulent.
The frequency content in the approaching boundary layer is expected to 
play a role in the development of the instability behind the rib. Evolution of 
mixing layers is highly susceptible to low amplitude disturbances[31]. To examine 
the influence of the frequency content in the approaching flow, the power spectral 
density of the approach flow at different Reynolds number are presented in Figures: 
5.4 and 5.5 . Favre et al. [44] did an experimental investigation of turbulent 
boundary layer on a flat plate with zero pressure gradient. Turbulent boundary 
layer in a channel can be considered to be similar to that of a flat plate. Comparing 
the spectra in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 with spectra of Favre et al. [44] it is observed 
that the spectra inside the boundary layer in this investigation is similar to that 
of the flat plate in Favre et al. [44] with log-log slope about -5/3. Spectra on 
a flat plate outside the boundary layer shifts to higher frequencies. However in 
Figure 5.5 corresponding to the center of the channel, the same phenomena is not 
observed. From Figures 5.4 and 5.5 a 90Hz and 300Sz frequency at all Reynolds 
number axe observed to be present in the approaching boundary layer. Castro 
and Haque [45] obtained an equation for calculation of integral length scale of grid 
generated turbulence based on mesh size and distance from the grid. The grid 
generated length scale (La) is obtained from the following equation:
LX = M  * 0.015(x'/M  + 10.4) (5.1)
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where, “M” is the mesh spacing and “x ” is the average distance of test section from 
the mesh. Using the above equation, the grid generated frequency(U/ Lx) were thus 
obtained to be within 440Hz and 1775Hz. Hence, cause of these frequendes(90Hz 
and 450Hz) can not be due to presence of grids. These frequencies are present both 
inside and outside the boundary layer. Therefore, they axe not from the boundary 
layer. The above frequencies are also observed to be Reynolds number independent 
and may be from either the acoustics of the channel or from the electrical noise.
RafOJ-MSM 1137S R«(D^)-a236
Figure 5.3: Velocity profile at bottom  surface of the channel at a streamwise 
location where the rib is placed.
Velocity profiles at the downstream edge of ribs axe shown in Figures 5.6, 
5.7 and 5.8 for 3.175mm and 6.35mm and 15.87mm ribs respectively. Presence 
of negative velocity close to the rib surface is observed for 6.35mm and 15.87mm
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Figure 5.4: Power spectral density inside the boundary layer of the channel at 
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rib is positioned.
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Table 5.1: Boundary layer characteristics at the bottom  surface of the channel 
without the rib but at same location where the rib is placed.
Reynolds No. 8{mm) 8* {mm) 8 {mm) 8*18
14594 6.0 1.542 1.088 1.417
11375 7.5 1.202 .8791 1.367
8236 9.0 1.055 .744 1.418
ribs. Effect of boundary layer thickness to rib height ratio on natural shear layer 
instability behind the rib is also investigated. When a rib is submerged into a 
boundary layer, there is an approaching velocity gradient at top surface of the 
rib (contrary to a uniform approaching velocity for rib not submerged inside the 
boundary layer). From Figure 5.3 it is seen that at all Reynolds numbers, 3.175mm 
rib is completely submerged inside the  approaching boundary layer. The velocity 
profile at downstream comer of the 3.175mm rib is shown in Figure 5.6. Comparing 
Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8, it is seen tha t for the 3.175 rib there is no negative 
velocity present at downstream comer. In contrast for the 15.87mm rib the flow 
is clearly separated at the downstream rib comer.. It is also observed that there 
is no constant free stream velocity at rib comer due to the asymmetry created 
by rib located on bottom surface of the channel. Mean velocity increases up to a 
maximum value and then decreases slowly.
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Figure 5.6: Velocity profile at downstream rib comer of a 3.175mm rib at different 
Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 5.7: Velocity profile at downstream rib comer of a 6.35mm rib at different 
Reynolds numbers.
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5.4 Spectral Density and Autocorrelation
In this section, autocorrelation and power spectral density are presented at 
selected locations. Autocorrelation is defined as:
J J ..M  = (5.2)
u 2
The power spectral density is defined as:
E U )  =  f
n=l
.N f  2 (5.3)
Where T is the time interval during which N equi-spaced samples axe collected. 
Autocorrelation graphs of velocity data for Reynolds number 11375 and 14594 
axe shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 respectively. The presence of a sinu­
soidal variation in the autocorrelation function at y/h=1.483 is clearly evident.
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The frequency of the sinusoidal variation of the autocorrelation function is higher 
for the  higher Reynolds number. Since, autocorrelation of a  sinusoidal function 
is sinusoidal [46], the sinusoidal variation of the autocorrelation function in the 
measurements indicates that there is a definite sinusoidal fluctuation or vortex 
shedding present in the flow. The velocity time trace behind 6.35mm rib at dif­
ferent Reynolds number and transverse location are presented in Figure 5.11 and 
5.12 respectively. These two plots support the conclusions from autocorrelation 
graph that the velocity has a sinusoidal variation inside the core of the shear layer 
and the time of vortex passage decreases with increase in Reynolds number. At 
y/h=0.78 and 1.092 the autocorrelation function looks like the autocorrelation of 
a tim e series with random fluctuations. At these locations there is no presence of 
vortex shedding. Location y/h=1.404 corresponds to the core of the shear layer 
where vortex shedding is clearly present. These findings are in contrast to those 
of Taniguchi et al. [5, 7], Durao et al. [6], Grass et al. [38] and Angrilli et al. 
[4], where vortex shedding was found to be suppressed for gap to rib height of less 
than  0.2; in the present study vortex shedding is clearly observed, as documented 
in Figure: 5.9 and Figure: 5.10 for gap to rib height ratio of 0, i.e. with the rib 
on the wall.
Power spectral density for h =  6.35mm and Re(Dh) =  4528 at different Y- 
locations and at different distance from downstream comer of the rib are presented 
in Figures 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16. The most amplified frequency MAF is observed
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Figure 5.9: Autocorrelation behind 6.35mm rib at X=2h and at Reynolds number 
equal to 11375.
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Figure 5.10: Autocorrelation behind 6.35mm rib at X=2h and at Reynolds number 
equal to 14594.
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Figure 5.11: Velocity time trace behind a 6.35mm rib at different Reynolds number. 
Measurements were taken at Y=0.4h and X=2h.
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Reynolds number equal to 14594.
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to be about 12.5Hz. The MAF represents an instability wave th a t in comparison 
to other instabilities, is the most amplified as the flow moves downstream. Thus 
it can be construed to represent the vortex shedding frequency. It can be observed 
that, the amplitude of the MAF increases in the streamwise direction. Differences 
in the amplitude of the spectrum in the transverse (Y) direction indicates that 
effect of the coherent wave is clearly present inside the shear layer and weakens at 
other transverse locations. This behavior is consistent with the nature of convective 
instabilities present in shear layers [47]. Spectral density for 6.35m m  and 9.525mm 
ribs at different Reynolds numbers are respectively presented in Figures 5.17 and 
5.18. It may be seen that there is a continuous increase in the shedding frequency 
with increase in Reynolds number for both 6.35mm and 9.52mm ribs. The MAF vs. 
Reynolds number for 3.17mm, 6.35mm, 9.52mm and 15.87mm rib is presented in 
Figure: 5.19. For all ribs, the MAF is observed to increase linearly with Reynolds 
number. The behavior is similar to the behavior of a rib in placed in the free 
stream. However, the MAF is a lm o st invariant with respect to the rib size. This 
behavior is not observed for a rib in free stream.
Huerre and Monkewitz [47] demonstrated that spatially growing waves can 
only be observed if the mixing layer is convectively unstable, i.e. when the velocity 
ratio (AU /2U ) is smaller than about 1.35. In the present study, with the rib on 
a fixed wall, velocity ratio is 1.0 indicating that shear layer is convectively unsta­
ble. In the convectively unstable case, the background fluctuations are amplified
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Figure 5.13: Power spectral density of a 6.35mm rib at X=h from downstream 
edge of the rib at Reynolds number equal to 4528.
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Figure 5.14: Power spectral density of a 6.35mm rib at X=2h from downstream 
edge of the rib at Reynolds number equal to 4528.
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Figure 5.15: Power spectral density of a 6.35mm rib at X=4h from downstream 
edge of the rib at Reynolds number equal to 4528.
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Figure 5.16: Power spectral density of a 6.35mm rib at X=6h from downstream 
edge of the rib at Reynolds number equal to 4528.
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Figure 5.19: Most amplified frequency versus Reynolds number of different sized 
ribs.
downstream, and spatially growing waves are present. Figures 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 and 
5.16 experimentally confirm that the flow behind rib on a fixed wall is convectively 
unstable. All the amplified frequencies observed behind the ribs are well below 
90Hz indicating that the shedding frequencies are not due to the amplification of 
90Hz and 450Hz frequencies observed in the wind tunnel.
The downstream spectral evolution of the 6.35mm rib at Reynolds number 
equal to 14594 rib is shown in Figure 5.20. The reattachment length for this case is 
about 5.8h. Therefore, the X-location shown include near field region(X/h=1.5), 
near reattachment region(X/h=4.0), after reattachment region (X/h=9.0). It may 
be noted that after reattachment, the magnitude of the subharmonic is predomi­
nant. Similar observation were observed for the backward facing step. The ener­
m  ■ h » 3 . l 7  m m
tm h a 6 . 3 5  m m
h i s 9 . 5 2  m m
'W n — 1 5 . 8 * 7  m m
*
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getic eddy is observed to grow in the downstream direction(increasing X /h) in the 
near field region, and the growth rate is different at different Y /h location.
5.5 Flow Length Scale
Antonia et al. [48] reported streamwise variation of longitudinal length scale 
of shear layer formed in a wind tunnel consisting of smooth floor followed by rough 
grooved floors of similar length. A comparison between estimates of streamwise 
integral length scale from fixed point autocorrelation and two-point space-time 
correlation showed reasonable agreement. Taylor’s hypothesis assumes that the 
correlation — £) averaging with respect to t ‘ must be identical with the
correlation ‘iii(Ci)'ui(Ci — *i) averaging with respect to  Ci- The comparable length 
scale results obtained from autocorrelation and space-time correlation seem to 
support the validity of Taylor’s hypothesis even in a  region where mean velocity 
gradient and turbulence intensities are high [49]. In the present work, longitudinal 
length scale (L /) is obtained by making use of the above hypothesis:
L i  =  U [ to RvU{t )<Lt  (5.4)
Jo
t„ is the time delay at which autocorrelation reaches zero.
Antonia and Luxton [49] compared integral length scale (Xj) between smooth 
and roughened channels by placing ribs transversely across the floor. On the 
smooth wall, L i was approximately constant and about 0.4S(S =  4.83cm) in the 
range 0.2 < y /S  < 0.6, but it decreased abruptly near the edge of the bound-
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Figure 5.20: The spectral evolution, in the downstream direction at Reynolds num­
ber equal to 14594 of the 6.35mm rib.
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axy layer to a value of 0.155. Over the roughness, the length scale was reduced 
significantly near the wall but becomes equal to the smooth wall values at about 
y /8  ~  0.18. Antoniou and Bergeles [50] reported length scale measurements be­
hind a surface mounted prism of different aspect ratios after the reattachment of 
shear layer. At sufficiently long distance from the reattachment point (25h), L i/8  
in the outer part of the boundary layer was almost constant and about 0.53.
In this study, the transverse Y-locations were selected so that the hot wire 
measurements are taken outside the recirculation region. Integral length scales 
before and just after the reattachment point at different Reynolds numbers behind 
the rib are presented in Figures 5.21 and 5.22. Except for X/h=2, the length 
scales outside the shear layer(Y/h^3) are close to each other and are about 0.555, 
where 5 is the boundary layer thickness after reattachment(X/h=12). Antoniou 
and Bergeles [50] for the surface mounted rib, after reattachment, reported the 
integral length scale to be equal to 0.535 at outside the shear layer. RMS velocity 
profiles before and after the reattachment point at different Reynolds numbers 
behind the rib is presented in Figures 5.23 and 5.24. Comparing the length scale 
and rms velocity profiles it is observed that variation of length scale and rms 
velocity is similar. Values of both length scale and rms velocity increases in the X- 
direction up to a certain point and then decreases. For the four locations shown, 
the maximum values occurs in the vicinity of X/h=9. Integral length scale is 
a measure of average length of the energetic eddies present in the flow. Thus
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more energetic eddies represented by higher rms values will in general gives larger 
values of the integral length scale as noted. Rms velocity and the length scale at 
X  =  2h is smaller than that at X  = 6h, 9h and 12h. This is associated with the 
evolution of the initial shear layer instability, which consists of small amplitude 
waves at frequencies higher than the step mode or preferred mode instabilities 
which manifest further downstream. There appears to be a significant redirection 
in the length scale between x /h= 9  and 12, presumably due to the breakup of the 
eddies on reattachment. Antonious and Bergeles [50] reported integral length scale 
profile after reattachment at different downstream locations and also noted that 
the average integral length scale decreases downstream of reattachment region.
S
4
3
O
o 2 31
Y/h
Figure 5.21: Integral length scale profile behind a 6.35mm rib at different stream- 
wise(X) locations and at Reynolds number equal to 11375.
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Figure 5.22: Integral length scale profile behind a 6.35mm rib at different stream- 
wise(X) locations and at Reynolds number equal to 14594.
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Figure 5.23: RMS velocity profile behind a 6.35mm rib at different streamwise(X) 
locations and at Reynolds number equal to 11375.
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Figure 5.24: RMS velocity profile behind a 6.35mm rib at different streamwise(X) 
locations and at Reynolds number equal to 14594.
The average length, scale of large eddy structure, called energy scale (Lu) in 
this paper, is estimated by multiplying the inverse of vortex shedding frequency 
with the average velocity in the wind tunnel (Uav)• The results are summarized 
in Table 5.2. The energy scale is observed not to be a strong function of the rib 
height. This is consistent with the fact that the frequency of vortex shedding is 
relatively independent of the rib height. The energy scale(Zu), being the length 
scale of large eddy structure, is expected to be higher than the integral length scale 
{Li). The maximum integral length scale of 6.35mm rib is about 28 and 32mm at 
11375 and 14594 Reynolds numbers respectively. The energy scale is about 41.62 
and 42.31mm at corresponding Reynolds numbers. A similar behaviour was also 
observed by Ames [51].
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Table 5.2: Strouhal number based on rib height, and energy scale of flow behind 
rib at different Reynolds numbers.
h[mm] Re(.Dh) /m[Hz] ' Lsh ut. Z,u[mmJ
3.17
3.17
3.17
8236
11375
14594
28.3
41.99
51.75
0.079
0.085
0.083
39.82
37.03
38.16
6.35
6.35
6.35
6.35
6.35
6.35
4528
8236
9822
11375
13008
14594
12.25
26.36
30.27
41.01
45.89
51.75
0.114
0.135
0.130
0.152
0.149
0.150
55.34
46.88
48.69
41.62
42.53
42.31
9.52
9.52
9.52
9.52
9.52
8236
9822
11375
13008
14594
26.36
35.15
41.01
45.89
50.78
0.203
0.227
0.228
0.223
0.220
46.88
41.93
41.62
42.53
43.12
15.87
15.87
15.87
15.87
15.87
8236
9822
11375
13008
14594
29.29
31.25
39.06
46.87
50.78
0.376
0.336
0.363
0.381
0.368
42.19
47.16
43.70
41.64
43.12
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5.6 Length Scale for Strouhal Number Calcula­
tion
The values of the most unstable frequency for different sized ribs and the 
Strouhal number based on the rib height axe presented in Table 5.2. It can be 
observed that the vortex shedding frequency increases with increasing Reynolds 
number, but is almost invariant with respect to the rib height. The Strouhal 
number (based on rib height) is not constant as opposed to that reported for 
ribs placed in the free stream. It varies within range of 0.079 to 0.318 which is 
significantly different from the value of 0.2 reported for the rib in a free stream. 
Arnal et al. [8] used a length scale of 0.5h for a rib in the free stream and h for 
a rib fixed on the wall and observed that the Strouhal number lies around 0.072. 
They concluded that length scale of vortex dynamics is different for the free stream 
and wall bounded cases. For a wall bounded case, they argued that vortices scale 
with h whereas for a free stream case they scale with h/2. These conclusions 
are not however supported by this experimental investigation. According to this 
investigation, the Strouhal number for a surface mounted rib, did not scale with 
either h or h/2. Mcmanus et al. [52] studied shear layer excitation of both reacting 
and non-reacting flow of a backward facing step. Strouhal numbers based on 
momentum thickness for non-reacting flow (S'£ =  f6 a/U ) were 0.026 and 0.034 
and within the range suggested by Ho and Huerre [32] (St =  0.032) for the natural 
hydrodynamic instability. Hasan [9] observed that for a backward facing step non-
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dimensional natural instability frequency of the reattaching shear layer scales with 
momentum thickness(0o) rather than with the step height and is about 0.012.
In this study, an attempt is made to determine the correct length scale for the 
natural instability frequency of a reattaching shear layer behind a rib. The Strouhal 
numbers based on the momentum and vortidty thicknesses at the downstream 
edge of the rib are given in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. The boundary layer thickness 
(5) at the downstream edge, is defined as the distance from the rib surface where 
the velocity in the shear layer reaches a maximum value. For the calculation of 
momentum thickness, the integration is done till the Y-value where the velocity 
is within 1% of the maximum velocity. Calculation is done by both including and 
neglecting the negative velocities present at the edge of the rib. Vorticity thickness 
was found to be same whether negative velocities were neglected or included in the 
calculations. This indicates that the maximum velocity gradient is present outside 
the negative velocity region.
The Strouhal number based on the momentum thickness is calculated by 
using both U and Uav as characteristic velocity. For a backward facing step, as 
noted earlier, Hasan [9] showed Strouhal number based on the momentum thickness 
and the free stream velocity to be about 0.012. From Table 5.4, it is observed 
that the Strouhal number based on momentum thickness (calculated excluding the 
negative velocities at downstream corner of the rib) and Uav is fairly constant (in 
the range of 0.1-0.19) with an average value and 0.011. Strouhal numbers based on
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momentum thickness and U are within the range 0.014 to 0.04 which are consistent 
with these 0.026-0.034 range reported by Mcmanus et al. [52] for a backstep and 
the 0.032 value for a mixing layer (Ho et al. [32]). It can therefore be argued 
that, the momentum thickness calculated including only positive velocities at the 
downstream comer of the rib, is the most appropriate length scale for interpreting 
the non-dimensional frequency of vortex shedding behind the rib.
We next examine the choice of vorticity thickness as an appropriate length 
scale. Monkewitz and Huerre [53] define a non-dimensional frequency based on 
vorticity thickness as:
. = v fr J L  (5.5)
2 U K J
Their analysis has shown that the most amplified frequency lj* ~  0.21. Winant 
and Browand [54] reported u* for mixing layer between two streams of water to lie 
between 0.25 and 0.32. Najjar et al. [55] calculated the non-dimensional frequency 
(w*) of a normal fiat plate at a streamwise distance equal to 0.0 and 0.125 of the 
reattachment length and found these values to be about 0.06 and 0.21 respectively. 
Pauley et al. [56] calculated the non-dimensional frequency (a/*) to be 0.21 for 
flow separated under the influence of a suddenly imposed pressure gradient They 
concluded that the vortices are indeed formed as a result of invisdd instability of 
the detached shear layer, and that the shedding frequency is consistent with linear 
stability analysis.
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To assess the consistency of the current vortex shedding with the stability 
analysis, the values of cj* at X=0.0h, h and 8h are calculated and summarized in 
Table 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 respectively. From Table 5.4 at x/h=0.0(separation point) 
it is observed that u>* is about 0.09 which is consistent with 0.06 value reported 
by Najjar et al. [55] for a normal flat plate. From Table 5.5 the non dimensional 
frequency (u/*) at X=h is observed to be around 0.2147, which is consistent with 
observation of Najjar et al. [55] and Pauley et al. [56]. Hence we may construe that 
for a rib on the wall the length of formation of vortices is at about X =h. Driver et 
al. [57] reported the n o n -d im en sio n a l frequency at reattachment point (X=6h) for 
a backward facing step to be ~  0.31. The average ui* value at reattachment point 
(X  ~  8h) reported in Table 5.6 is about 0.286. In su m m ary, the non-dimensional 
frequency (a;*) for a surface mounted rib is consistent with the linear stability 
theory for a mixing layer and e x p e rim en ta l results for a mixing layer, rearward 
facing step and normal flat plate.
5.7 Spreading Rate
The growth or spreading rate of the shear layer can be obtained from the calculation 
of Gutmark et al. [58] observed the spreading rate to be within the range 
0.125 to 0.2 for an axisymmetric jet. For a plane mixing layer Brown and Roshko 
[59] reported the spreading rate to be within the range of values 0.145 to 0.22. 
Over the first half of separation bubble of a bluff rectangular plate Djilali and 
Gartshore [60] observed the spreading rate to be equal to 0.147. In the second half
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Table 5.3: Strouhal number based on momentum thickness and vorticity thickness 
at point of separation. Negative velocities at point of separation were included in 
the calculation.
h[mm &[mm 771772.] u
f rr t&
..jr. a. U s .
6.35 14594 0.421 1.395 0.0185 0.011 0.034
6.35 11375 0.516 1.389 0.0154 0.009 0.024
6.35 8236 0.675 1.968 0.029 0.017 0.043
15.87 14594 0.033 3.128 0.0013 0.0008 0.068
15.87 11375 0.332 2.388 0.0089 0.006 0.039
15.87 8236 0.351 2.013 0.0106 0.007 0.036
of of the shear layer, the growth rate decreased sharply taking a value of about 
0.1 at a streamwise distance equal to 0.65 of the reattachment length. From Table 
5.4 and 5.5, in the reattaching shear layer behind the rib, in the first half of the 
reattaching shear layer the spreading rate is observed to be within the range of 
0.168 to 0.232 which is similar to the previous results of plane mixing layer [59], 
axisymmetric jet [58] and rectangular plate [60].
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Table 5.4: Strouhal number based on momentum thickness and vorticity thickness 
at point of sepaxation. Negative velocities at point of separation were excluded in 
the calculation of momentum thickness.
h[mm R e(A 0 6 [mm Sw[mm /mtf " 7 ^9 u
TrfrtL&hf
2 U
3.17
3.17
3.17
14594
11375
8236
0.627
0.701
0.781
1.232
1.563
1.44
0.016
0.018
0.019
0.034
0.038
0.041
0.109
0.091
0.124
6.35
6.35
6.35
14594
11375
8236
0.472
0.550
0.691
1.395
1.389
1.968
0.012
0.010
0.015
0.020
0.017
0.025
0.098
0.068
0.121
9.52
9.52
9.52
9.52
9.52
8236
9822
11375
13008
14594
0.695
0.438
0.425
0.442
0.366
1.361
1.497
1.305
1.352
1.301
0.008
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.014
0.023
0.017
0.016
0.016
0.014
0.075
0.092
0.080
0.080
0.079
15.87
15.87
15.87
14594
11375
8236
0.548
0.581
0.601
3.128
2.388
2.013
0.014
0.010
0.012
0.023
0.015
0.018
0.210
0.103
0.097
Table 5.5: Strouhal number based on momentum thickness and vorticity thickness 
a t X=h. Negative velocities at point of separation were excluded in the calculation 
of momentum thickness.
h[mm] Re( Dh) 6[mm] 5u[mm Iml is®TT irf^6u2TT
9.52
9.52
9.52
14594
11375
8236
1.249
1.004
0.860
2.908
3.518
3.488
0.029
0.024
0.018
0.052
0.043
0.033
0.199
0.242
0.203
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Table 5.6: Strouhal number based on momentum thickness and vorticity thickness 
at X=8h. Negative velocities at point of separation were excluded in the calculation 
of momentum thickness.
h[in] Re(L>fc) 9 [mm] [mm] f-m.9 __ U i„
' 7md
u
TT f-m&w 
2 U
9.52
9.52
9.52
14594
11375
8236
3.657
3.500
3.684
4.606
4.406
4.222
0.085
0.084
0.079
0.153
0.152
0.141
0.303
0.300
0.255
5.8 Summary
The near-wall behavior of reattaching flow behind a rib mounted on the sur­
face of a rectangular channel has been studied using Laser Doppler Velocimetry 
and hot wire anemometry. Comparing the experimental data with previous ex­
perimental/numerical data of flow behind a backward facing step and normal flat 
plate the following major conclusions are obtained:
(1) Vortex shedding is clearly observed for a rib to gap height ratio of 0.0 i.e. 
for a surface mounted rib. This is in contrast to previous experimental findings 
[3, 4, 38, 5, 7], where vortex shedding was suppressed for rib to gap height ratios 
less than a critical value(typically 0.2).
(2)The most amplified frequency is observed to increase linearly with an 
increase in the Reynolds number, but is almost invariant with respect to rib size.
(3)The results from this investigation do not support the conclusions from 
the numerical calculation of Amal et al. [8] where, it was noted for a surface
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mounted rib, vortices scale with the rib height h and that the Strouhal number 
based on the rib height was a constant. Instead, the correct length scale for 
Strouhal number calculation is observed to be the momentum thickness at the 
downstream rib comer. This Strouhal number is found to be about 0.011, which 
is consistent with 0.012 value reported by Hasan [9] for a backward facing step.
(4)The non-dimensional frequency based on the vorticity thickness at the 
downstream rib corner is about 0.09 compared to a value of 0.06 for a normal flat 
plate reported by Najjar et al. [55]. The point of formation of vortex shedding 
is about 0.125 of the reattachment length where the non-dimensional frequency is 
0.2147. This compares well with the 0.21 value for a normal flat plate obtained 
at 0.125 of the reattachment length as reported by Najjar et al. [55]. At the 
reattachment point the non-dimensional frequency is about 0.286 compared to a 
value of 0.31 for a backward facing step as reported by Driver et al. [57]. Hence, the 
non-dimensional frequency based on vorticity thickness is comparable to previous 
findings of flow behind normal flat plate and backward facing step.
(5)In the first half of the reattaching shear layer behind the rib, the spreading 
rate is between 0.168 and 0.232, sim ilar to the spreading rate reported for plane 
m ix in g  layer [59], axisymmetric je t [58] and rectangular plate [60].
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Chapter 6 
Octant Analysis
6.1 Introduction
The flow in the internal ribbed passages of a gas-turbine blade coolant chan­
nel is essentially characterized by flow separation about one-rib-height upstream 
of each rib and re-attachment nearly 5 to 6 rib-heights downstream of the rib. The 
separated shear layer past the rib has been shown (Panigrahi and Acharya[61]; 
Acharya et al.[62]) to be dominated by coherent structures and it is expected that 
the flow and heat transport mechanisms would be largely influenced by the dy­
namics of these structures. Nearly all the reported measurements[49, 63, 64, 65], 
that have presented Reynolds stresses and heat fluxes in ribbed ducts, have done so 
without carefully identifying the mechanisms associated with the production and 
transport of these fluxes. Yet this information is critical, not only in understanding 
the basic flow mechanisms, but also in developing suitable models for turbulent 
transport.
Wallace et al. [21] employed the quadrant analysis technique to identify the 
mechanisms associated with the production and transport of the shear stresses in 
flat plate boundary layer and channel flows. With this analysis, the flow motion is 
represented by a sequence of events that describe how fluid is swept into or ejected 
from the shear layer, and allows the partitioning of turbulence production into
107
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these events. In flat plate boundary layer and channel flows, it has been shown 
that the primary production mechanism for sheax stresses is due to “ejection” of low 
speed fluid from the sub-layer followed by an inward “sweep” of high momentum 
fluid. The term “bursting” is often used in the literature to describe the ejection 
process. Such an analysis does not appear to have been performed for a separated 
and re-attaching shear layer of interest in this study, and is therefore the primary 
goal of this work.
The flow field of interest here, that of a re-attaching shear layer past the rib, 
is rather complex, as several studies have shown, and accurate prediction of such 
flows have been rather difficult (see Acharya et al. [66]). At the re-attachment 
point, the re-attaching shear layer breaks into two halves, one travels downstream 
along the wall (forward motion) and the other travels upstream (reversed motion). 
Hasan[9] observed that the downward motion of the re-attaching shear layer was 
not continuous but that it reversed intermittently. Amal and Friedrich[67] from 
their large eddy simulation of backward facing step flow observed large departures 
of the instantaneous flow field from the mean flow field. They therefore concluded 
that for a complete understanding of the re-attaching shear flow, the instantaneous 
flow structure is required. Further, for turbulence modeling, the measurements of 
the time-averaged turbulent shear stresses have been used to guide the development 
of turbulence models. However, the use of time-averaged measurements alone, 
without any reference to the flow structures and their motions, may be inadequate
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in developing universal models. All the previous investigations of re-attaching 
sheax layer have reported only the time averaged quantities. The objective of this 
investigation is to use an extension of the quadrant analysis, termed here as the 
octant analysis technique, to characterize the different types of eddy motion taking 
place in a re-attaching shear layer behind a surface mounted square rib. The 
contribution of all important flow motions towards the production of turbulent 
normal stresses and turbulent sheax stresses will be investigated. As noted earlier, 
the results of this study will serve as a useful guide to the turbulence modeler.
6.2 Octant Analysis Nomenclature
Corino and Brodkey[20] used high speed motion-picture photographs of very 
small particles suspended in the flow of a flat plate turbulent boundary layer, and 
observed a sequence of motions. These motions were identified as low speed fluid 
moving away from the wall called ejections(ej) (u! < 0, v' > 0), high speed fluid 
moving towards the wall called sweep(sw) (u' > 0, v1 < 0), high speed fluid pushed 
away from the wall as sweep motion reflected back as outward interaction(oi) {u! > 
0,-y' > 0) and low speed fluid being pushed back towards the wall as wallward 
interaction(wi) {u' < 0, v' < 0). This analysis that partitions the fluid motion 
into four quadrants is referred to as quadrant analysis. Wallace et al. [21] and 
Willmaxth et al.[22] used Corino and Brodkey’s analysis and observed that the 
ejection and sweep motions were primarily responsible for the total Reynolds stress 
production inside the boundary layer. Several other investigators[23, 24, 25, 26]
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have also used the quadrant analysis technique to describe ejections and bursts 
in turbulent and transitional boundary layer. Volino et al.[27] used an extended 
quadrant analysis technique for heated flows known as the octant analysis to study 
the turbulent end transitional boundary layer on heated flat and curved surfaces.
In a re-attaching sheax layer, the flow is intermittent in the flow direction 
due to the presence of a recirculating region behind the rib. In this paper, to 
separately partition the motions for both instantaneously positive and negative 
flows, the quadrant analysis technique used in flat plate boundary layer analysis, 
is modified into an octant analysis technique to identify the important physical 
processes taking place in a re-attaching turbulent shear layer. The fluid motion 
is classified on the basis of instantaneous flow direction as positive (u  >  0) or 
reversed {u < 0). For both the positive and reversed flows, the flow motions can 
be subdivided into four different quadrants depending on the instantaneous signs 
of the fluctuating velocities u' and v '. This results in a eight way partitioning, 
and is termed here as the octant analysis. Conceptual drawing of eddies and the 
notation used in this paper to indicate the different motions in each octant are 
presented in Figure 6.1(forwaxd motion) and Figure 6.2(reversed motion).
Octants can be further partitioned based on the strengths of the eddies [22]. 
Eddies of a certain strength characterized by the hole size H, can be delineated 
by computing their contribution to u'v' only if the signal \u'v'\ is greater than the 
value Hs\u'v'\. The central region bounded by eight hyperbole (|uV | < Hs\u'v'\)
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can be said to be the hole region. When the hole size is large, the Reynolds stress 
outside the hole region gives the contribution from the strongest eddies.
_ Octant 1 Octant 2 u* < O
(Outward InteractionCoO) CHjection(W))
Octant 3 Octant u- > O
(Wallward InteractionCwO) (Sweep(aw))
- — - - High momentum u ' O
__________ Low momencum. u* < O
•  Probe
u > O Scream- wise motion
Figure 6.1: Conceptual drawing of eddies in different octants for stream-wise mo­
tions of the re-attaching shear layer.
6.3 Results and Discussions
Results are presented for the flow past a single rib (h/D h=0.0626) at a 
Reynolds number of 14,594 and 8,236. For Re=14,594, the reattachment length 
is 5.8h and for Re=8236, reattachment takes place at a later location. Measure­
ments will be presented primarily at three stream-wise locations: representing an 
early stage of shear layer separation(X/h=3), representing a near-re-attachment 
position (X/h=6), and representing a location well past re-attachment (X/h=18).
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= = = = = = = = c High momentum u’ > O
------------------------- Low momentum u’ -<c O
9  P ro b e
u c  O Reversed motion
i
Figure 6.2: Conceptual drawing of eddies in different octants for reversed motions 
of the re-attaching shear layer.
6.3.1 Skewness, Flatness and Interm ittency
To investigate if the flow behind the rib has a Gaussian distribution, the 
skewness and flatness factor distribution behind the rib at different X /h  location 
are shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 respectively. At X/h=3, non-Gaussian 
behavior is observed both in the shear layer and in the recirculation regions. It 
is mostly negative implying that the instantaneously reversed motions originating 
from the separated flow region, contribute primarily to the non-Gaussian behavior. 
At X /h=6, the skewness in the upper part of the shear layer is still negative, 
while close to the wall positive values are obtained. This is presumably associated 
with the flow splitting in the vicinity of reattachment. The flatness factor is also
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observed to depart from the Gaussian value of 3 inside the shear layer. At X /h=6, 
this may be due to the large amplitude intermittent flow reversals due to sheax 
layer splitting. At X /h=3, the intermittent flow reversals contributing to the non- 
Gaussian skewness are also responsible for the large flatness values (&4). flatness 
factor doesn’t depart from the Gaussian value because the effect of flow reversal is 
not strongly felt away from the re-attachment point.
If the longitudinal velocity distribution obeys the Gaussian distribution, the 
reverse flow intermittency(/r ) is given by (Kiya and Sasaki [68]):
I r = |( 1  -  erf{UMean/Uttmt)) (6-1)
where, Ir is the fraction of time during which the flow is in the upstream direction. 
The reversed flow intermittency(/r) for Re(Z?/l) 8236 and 14594 at X /h=3, and 6 is 
plotted in Figure 6.5 and is observed to deviate from the above equation both inside 
the recirculating region ( / r value of 0.5-1.0) and inside the shear layer region, ( / r 
value of 0.0-0.5). This is expected from the above noted deviation of the skewness 
and flatness value from the Gaussian counterpart in these regions. The different 
types of fluid motion t aking place inside the shear layer region responsible for this 
deviation from the Gaussian distribution will be further examined in a subsequent 
section using octant analysis.
6.3.2 Classification of Flow Regions
The flow behind a rib can be subdivided into four distinct regions in the cross- 
stream direction, i.e. the separated flow region, the lower part of the shear layer,
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Skewnes s  Profile behind 6.3Smm rib 
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Figure 6.3: Skewness profile behind a 6.35 mm rib at different Reynolds n u m b ers  
and X /h  locations.
the upper part of the shear layer and the region outside the shear layer. To identify 
these regions, the definition of reversed flow intermittency is used. The separated 
flow region is characterized by reversed flow intermittencies greater than 0.5. The 
lower part of the shear layer is the region where the reversed flow intermittency 
is between 0.0 and 0.5, where upward motions in the sheax layer referred to as 
shear layer splitting by Hasan[9] may be taking place. This is followed by the 
upper part of the shear layer which extends to the Y-location where u reaches its 
maximum value. The location of the four different flow regions behind the rib 
are presented in Table 6.1. In the downstream direction (increasing X/h), the 
extent of the separated flow region decreases as expected, and the extent of the
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Flatness Profile behind 6.35mm rib
3.0
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i .o
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s.s5.02.0 2.S 4.0 .53.0
Figure 6.4: Flatness profile behind a 6.35 mm rib at different Reynolds numbers 
and X /h  locations.
lower part of the sheax layer region increases attaining its maximum value neax the 
re-attachment point.
6.3.3 Contribution o f Turbulent M otions Shear Stress
Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 show the distributions of the normalized sheax 
stresses, at X /h=3, 6, and 18 respectively, apportioned into four distinct events 
for both instantaneously positive (u  > 0) flows (octants 1-4) and instantaneously 
negative (u < 0) flows (octants 5-8). Also shown axe the mean velocity profile and 
the reversed flow intermittency profile.
In the reversed flow region(See Figure 6.6), the contributions to the sheax 
stress appear to come primarily from octants 7 and 6 representing sw and oi mo-
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Figure 6.5: Reversed flow intermittency behind a  6.35mm rib at different Reynolds 
number and X /h locations.
Table 6.1: Location of different flow regions behind a 6.35mm rib at different 
Reynolds number.
Re[X/h] Separated Regn. Lower Sh. Regn. Upper Sh. Regn. Out. Regn.
14594(3] 
14594(6] 
14594(18] 
8236 [3] 
8236(6] 
8236(18]
0 < Y / h <  0.7
0 < Y / h <  1.0 
0 <  Y /h  < .55
0.7 < Y /h  < 1.42 
0.0 < Y fh  <  1.89
1.0 < Y /h  <  1.42 
•55 < Y /h  <  1.57
1.42 <  Y /h  < 2.20 
1.89 <  Y /h  < 2.52 
0.0 <  Y /h  < 3.46
1.42 <  Y /h  < 2.20 
1.57 <  Y /h  < 2.20 
0.0 <  Y /h  < 3.94
Y /h  > 2.20 
Y /h  > 2.52 
Y /h  > 3.46 
Y /h  > 2.20 
Y /h  > 2.20 
Y /h  > 3.94
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Figure 6.6: Normalized Reynolds stress, velocity and reversed flow intermittency 
profile behind the rib at X /h=3 and Re(Z)/l)=14594.
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Figure 6.7: Normalized Reynolds stress, velocity and reversed flow intermittency 
profile behind the rib at X /h=6 and Re(D/l)=  14594.
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Figure 6.8: Normalized Reynolds stress, velocity and reversed flow intermittency 
profile behind the rib at X /h=18 and Re(D^)=14594.
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tions of the instantaneously reversed flows, and from octants 4 and 1 representing 
sw and oi motions of the instantaneously forward flows. In a typical boundary layer 
flow, the sweep motion follows an ejected stream  that is acted upon and dissipated 
by small scale turbulence. This does not appear to be the case in the reversed flow 
region, where a high momentum fluid packet swept inward does not lead to any 
ejections, but is simply reflected outward in an oi motion. This appears to be true 
for both the instantaneously negative flow from the recirculation region (octants 7 
and 6) and the instantaneously positive flow (octants 4 and 1) from the shear layer 
side. The importance of octants 4 and 1 imply the existence of streaks or bursts of 
high speed fluid from the shear layer penetrating into the separated region (down 
to Y /h  values as low as 0.2-0.3). For Y fh  <  0.4, the contributions of the  reverse-sio 
and reverse-oi motions that are of opposite signs are quite significant, but drop 
off to nearly zero by Y /h=1.4, which represents the upper boundary of the lower 
part of the shear layer region(see Table 6.1). This drop off occurs approximately 
at the same rate. In the recirculation region, both the reverse and forward motions 
appear to play important roles, but the reverse-st// and forward-oi counteract the 
reverse-oi and forward-sit; in their contributions to the shear stress. Therefore the 
peak in u'v' occurs not inside the recirculating region, but just outside it in the 
low speed side of the shear layer.
The maximum shear stress occurs near a Y /h value of about l.l(see  Figure 
6.6) in the lower shear layer region. In this region, the reverse-oi, forward-ej and
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forward-su; are the primary Reynolds stress contributing motions. The reverse- 
oz’ motion and the forward-sw motion reaches their maximum values at a Y /h of
0.944, while the forward-e/ motion reaches its maximum value at a Y/h=1.259; 
these locations are all inside the lower part of the shear layer. The mixing process 
along the lower edge of the shear layer seems to be characterized by ejection of low 
momentum fluid upward (forward- ej) which is replaced by a downward sweep of 
high momentum fluid from the shear layer side (forward- sw) and an upward surge 
of the instantaneously reversed flow from the recirculation region (reverse-oz). The 
interaction between the forward-sw motion (directed downwards) and the reverse- 
oz motion (directed upward) presumably leads to strong shearing and high values 
of shear stress. These intense shearing are also known to lead to Helmholtz-type 
instabilities that can result in the formation of streamwise vortices along the lower 
side of the shear layer. Near the peak location, the forward-e/ and forward-sw 
motions each contribute nearly 75% to the total stress, while the forward-oi and 
forward-mi (octants 1 and 3) motions reduce the shear stress by nearly 30% and 
20% respectively. This is qualitatively consistent with the boundary-layer flow 
observations on a flat plate or a channel where the ej and sw motions each account 
for 70% of the total shear stress and the vri and oi motions reduce the shear stress 
value by about 20% each. In the upper part of the shear layer (Y /h £1.4), the ej 
and sw motions (octant 2 and 4) are the largest contributors to the shear stress, 
and are of comparable order. Note the development of a local peak in the sw and
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ej contributions in the upper part of the shear layer, and this manifests itself as a 
second local peak in the shear stress profile near Y/h=1.6 at X/h=3-
The location X /h=6 represents the near-reattachment location, and the in- 
tennittency is zero everywhere except close to the wall (Y /h  < 0.8), where flow 
splitting in both directions is possibly occurring (Figure 6.7). In the region close 
to the wall(say Y /h j0.4), we note that the largest contributors in order of im­
portance are : reverse- oi, forward-sw, forward- oi and reverse-sw. This indicates 
that the eddies swept toward the wall(forward-sw) are split both in the stream- 
wise (forward-oi) and reverse (reverse-oi) directions. The larger magnitude of the 
reverse-oi motion indicates the significance of the flow splitting induced by the 
wall. The peak shear stress occurs close to the wall (Y /h  ~  0.6), and is influ­
enced by this flow splitting, with the forward-sw and reverse-oi motions providing 
the largest contributions to the shear stress. For Y/h  > 1, the forward-sw and 
forward-ej mechanisms are the most important, but now the peak forward-wi and 
forward-oi motions are nearly 40-50% of the peak sw and ej values, and have the 
opposite sign. The interaction terms in the upper-shear layer region have become 
more important, compared to a similar location at X /h=3, and represent a de­
parture from traditional boundary layer behavior. The Y /h  location of maximum 
forward-su; and reverse-oi at X /h=6 is lower than that at X /h= 3  due to the down­
ward curvature of the shear layer.
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At X /h=18 (Figure 6.8), well downstream of reattachment, one would ex­
pect recovery to the boundary layer behavior. The reverse-motion contributions 
have disappeared, as expected, but the forward-ura and oi motions are significantly 
greater proportion of the total shear stress than that reported for boundary layer 
flows. At the peak shear stress location, the sw, ej, oi, and wi contributions are 
roughly in the proportion of 1:1.446:-0.92:-1.076. For the fully developed boundary 
layer in the channel(measurements made without the rib), the above proportions 
are l:1.77:-0.39:-0.39. The larger contributions from the interactions motions (oi, 
wi) compared to that in a flat plate boundary layer implies that the wake of the 
separated shear layer persists well past the reattachment location, and even at 
a location as far downstream as X/h=18 it is inappropriate to assume that full 
recovery has taken place.
For Re(D&)=8236, the location X /h=3 and X /h=6 (Figure 6.9,6.10) repre­
sents stream-wise locations before reattachment. The general trends are similar to 
those observed at Re=14,594 but there axe differences in detail. The peak value of 
reverse-sw and reverse-oi close to the reattachment point (Figure 6.10) are more 
than five times stronger than that away from the reattachment region (Figure 
6.9). In re-attaching shear layer studies, shear layer splitting has been generally 
reported to cause the flow to move in both forward and reverse direction from 
the reattachment point. The peak value of reverse-oi is stronger than the peak of
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X/h=3, Re(Dh) = 8236
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Figure 6.9: Normalized Reynolds stress, velocity and reversed flow intermittency 
profile behind the rib at X /h=3 and Re(Z?^)=8236.
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Figure 6.10: Normalized Reynolds stress, velocity and reversed flow intermittency 
profile behind the rib at X /h= 6  and Re(.D/l)=8236.
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the reverse-stt; motion., as it was at the higher Reynolds number. The maximum 
reverse- oi motion appears to be largest close to the reattachment point where the 
effect of sheax layer splitting or upward motion is most pronounced.
The structure of the flow, sis Figures 6.6-6.10 reveal, is summarized as follows. 
The maximum total shear stress and the peak in the important shear stress pro­
ducing motions (i.e. forward ej and sw and reverse-oi) takes place inside the lower 
part of the shear layer. Inside the recirculating region, close to the wall (Y/hj0.4) 
the important motions produce Reynolds stresses of comparable magnitude but 
opposite sign (reverse- oi and forward-sw increase the shear stress and reverse-sw 
and forward-oi decrease the shear stress) and hence cancel each other resulting 
in lower total shear stress. The lower part of the shear layer appears to be the 
region of intense turbulent mixing supplemented by both streamwise and reversed 
stress producing motions. Traditionally, most of the re-attaching shear layer stud­
ies [9, 42, 15] have focussed attention on the upper part of the shear layer in order 
to study the effect of external excitation on the development of re -a t ta ch in g  shear 
layer. According to this study, the lower part of the shear layer is also an important 
region which should be investigated for a complete understanding of the turbulent 
structure of the re-attaching shear layer with or without external excitation.
The total Reynolds stress inside the separated region is less than the con­
tributions from the largest individual stress producing motions (forward-su; and 
reverse-ot) (See Figure 6.6) which is indicative of the relative importance of other
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stress reducing motions. Close to the reattachment point, the total Reynolds stress 
is more than, the individual stress producing motion (See Figure 6.7). This im­
plies that the reattachment process associated with flow splitting, significantly 
augments the stress producing motions but does not effect the stress reducing mo­
tions. Past the reattachment point in the stream-wise direction, the total Reynolds 
stress is again less than the individual stress producing motions (See Figure 6.8). 
The reduction in the shear stress after reattachment is due to the importance of 
interaction motions (octant 1 and octant 3), which reduces the skin friction. It 
will be shown later that these interaction motions enhance the turbulent kinetic 
energy. Thus a flow modulation scheme that enhances the interaction motions is 
attractive for mixing or turbulence enhancements with comparable reduction in 
skin friction.
6.3.4 Hole Size
For Re(Dfc) =  14594, at the reattachment point, Figure 6.11 shows the frac­
tional contribution to the shear stress from each octant, and the fraction of points in 
the octant as a function of the hole size. Close to the wall (Y/h=0.3145), the most 
energetic eddies appear to be those corresponding to the reverse-oi and forward- 
sw. These stress producing events are about twice as strong as the stress reducing 
forward- oi and re verse-sto motions. The ejection motions are virtually non-existent. 
These are consistent with the observations in Figure 6.7. The forward-su; motion 
is associated with the largest eddy (or hole size). Thus, at the point of reattach-
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Figure 6.11: Variation, of fractional contribution from an octant and fraction of 
points in an octant with respect to hole size behind the rib at X /h=6, Y/h=0.3145 
and Re(.D/i)=14594.
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points in an octant with respect to hole size behind the rib at X /h=6, Y/h=1.417 
and Re(.Dfc)=14594.
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ment, the sw and the oi motions dominate, with the strongest motions associated 
with eddies “sweeping” downwards, and reflected “outwards” from the surface in 
either directions. The absence of ej motions indicates that close to the wall the 
“bursting” of eddies (ejection followed by dissipation) does not occur. Further up 
from the bottom surface of the channel(Y/h=0.63), the scale and contribution of 
reversed sweep decreases while the scale and contribution of reverse- oi increases 
(Figure 6.12). Comparing the LHS and RHS of Figure 6.12, it may be noted that 
the forwaxd sweep (for sw) has a large number of small scale contributions, com­
pared to the other types of turbulent motions. After Y/h=0.63, the contribution of 
reversed-oi reduces but the scale is still the largest among all the motions. Hence, 
the reverse-oi motion in the shear layer are due to large scale eddies.
Further away from the wail (Figure 6.13), at Y/h=0.944, the forward-ey 
and the forward-u/i motions, both associated with low momentum fluid, become 
increasingly important. Although the fractional contribution from both ejection 
and sweep are the same, the ejected eddies are stronger since they are associated 
with a smaller fraction of points in the octant. The reverse-oi motions reduce 
considerably, but these eddies appear to be relatively strong given the very few 
points that fall in octant 6, and relatively large in size given that they continue to 
contribute up to a hole size of 24 while the other motions persist only up to a hole 
size of about 16. As one moves further upwards (Y/h=1.417) (Figure 6.14), the 
ejected eddies appear to be the strongest and they are also largest in size, implying
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that the expected process of these eddies breaking up into fine scale turbulence 
does not occur fully, and the distinct coherent eddies that are ejected are swept 
downstream.
o>■
Figure 6.15: Variation of fractional contribution from an octant and fraction of 
points in an octant with respect to hole size behind the rib at X/h=18, Y/h=0.3145 
and Re(I?/i)=8236.
From Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16, at locations well past the reattachment 
point, the  large scale structures are still observed to contribute significantly to the 
Reynolds stress production. Contrary to a flat plate boundary layer, both posi­
tive and negative Reynolds stress producing motion have large scale contributions. 
Close to the wall, the sweep and wall-ward interactions have the largest scale ed­
dies while away from the wall, the ejection and wall-ward interaction motions are 
associated with the largest scale eddies. The large hole sizes could represent coa-
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Figure 6.16: Variation of fractional contribution from an octant and fraction of 
points in an octant with respect to hole size behind the rib at X /h=18, Y/h=0.787 
and Re(JD/l)=8236.
lescence of eddies or increased coherence of neighboring streamwise and spanwise 
eddies.
6.3.4.1 Average H ole Size
To facilitate a consistent comparison of the strength of the different motions, 
an average hole size was calculated. This calculation was based on partioning the 
flow into the eight octant bins using a common reference, i.e.,
(uV )i =  -H,|uV|ma*
where, |u V |mai represents the maximum absolute shear stress at all locations. 
With this approach, a one to one comparison can be made of the octant contribu­
tions at all locations. The average hole size of any octant motions was calculated
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by:
H*(Av) =  f  {.uv')dHt / ( u v ')H.=o (6.2)Jo
This average hole size is a  n o n -d im ensional quantity indicating the average 
strength of eddies present in a particular octant. The average hole size profile at 
X /h=3, 6 and 18 axe presented in Figure 6.17, 6.18 and 6.19 respectively. From 
Figure 6.17, it may be observed that inside the recirculating region, the reverse-oi 
motions have contribution from sim i lar sized eddies as the reverse-sto and they 
have almost constant values. However, from Figure 6.6, it can be seen that the 
contribution of the reverse-su; is rather small. This implies that while the reverse- 
sw motion is associated with relatively large scales that occurs rather irregularly. 
Inside the lower part of the shear layer(0.7 <  Y /h  < 1.2), the scale of reverse-ox' 
increases significantly, and the strongest structures are associated with this motion. 
Figure 6.6 however shows that in this region, the m a x im u m  forward-sto motion is 
more than the maximum reverse-ox motion; yet the average scale associated with 
the forward-sw motion are considerably smaller. This is explained by noting that 
since the forward-sw motion is considerably larger than the reverse-ox motion, only 
a fraction of the sw motion is converted into the ox motion and that this fraction 
primarily comes from the large scale sw motions. The other fraction of the sw 
motion coming from the small and intermediate scale contribute towards the other 
important motions which include the forward -ox' and forward-tox’ motions.
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Comparing Figure 6.17 and 6.18, it is observed that the average scale of 
motions from each octant has increased in downstream direction. At X /h=6, the 
reverse- oi continuously increases in size away from the bottom surface till the 
lower part of the shear layer. Comparing Figure 6.7 and 6.18 it is observed that 
the scale of motions of the forward-siu motion is a lm ost, consistent throughout the 
shear layer but the sw contribution continuously decreases from Y/h=0.8 outwards. 
This implies that the probability of forward-su/ reduces as one moves away from 
the wall. It is observed that both the u v contribution and the average hole size of 
an octant increases as the re-attachment point is approached, indicating that the 
growth of different fluid motions is primarily due to the transfer of energy from 
the mean motion. This observation is similar to that for a free shear layer, where 
Rajaee and Karlson [11] predicted th a t the dominant role played by the energy 
exchange mechanism is between the mean flow and different modes in comparison 
to the exchange between different modes.
The average hole size near the wall past the re-attachment point, (X/h=18) 
is shown in Figure 6.19. From Figure 6.8 it can be seen that the shear stress 
contributions from the forward-toi and forward-oi motions axe similar to each other. 
However, the forward-tot holesize is smaller compared to that for the forward-
oi. Hence, the forward-un motion is the  stronger interaction motion compared to 
forward-oi motion but occurs less frequently than forward-oi motions. Comparing 
Figure 6.18 and 6.19, the average scale of eddies from octants are observed to
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decrease after the re-attachment. This may be due to either the break-up of large 
scale motion associated with reattachment or a reduced energy transfer from the 
mean motion required to sustain the scales.
6.3.5 Probability D ensity R epresentation of Turbulent Mo­
tions
Probability density at different u' and v' values is expected to give a better 
visual representation of the importance of different octant motions. Hence the 
probability density was calculated using the following relationship.
where, P& is the probability density and P  is the probability. Figure 6.20 and 
Figure 6.21 show the probability density of streamwise motion and reversed motion 
at Re=8236, Y/h=0.787 and X /h= 6 at hole size of 0 respectively. The probability 
density plot of streamwise and reversed motions for hole size {H, =  5) are presented 
in Figure 6.22 and Figure 6.23 respectively. It can be seen that the more energetic 
eddies ( if , =  5) are associated primarily with the forward-su/ motion(Figure 6.22) 
and reveres-oi motion (Figure 6.23). This is consistent with the observation in 
Figures 6.7 and 6.14.
6.3.5.1 N orm al S tress
Results are also presented of the normal stresses computed from each oc- 
tant(Figure 6.24-6.25). Unlike the shear stresses, the normal stresses are always
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Figure 6.17: Average hole size profile of different octants at X /h=3 and
Re(D/l)=14594.
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Figure 6.18: Average hole size profile of different octants at X /h=6 and
Re(Dfc)=14594.
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n .as
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Figure 6.19: Average hole size profile of different octants at X/h=18 and
Re(Dh)=14594.
TLJ > 0,R.e = 8236, Y = 5mm,X/h. = 6,HE =0
Figure 6.20: Probability density of u  and v for the stream-wise motion behind 
6.35mm rib at X/h=6, Y/h=0.787, Re(Dh) = 8236 and H. =  0.
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U < 0,Re = 8236, Y =5nun,X/h = 6,H =0
Figure 6.21: Probability density of u and v  for the reversed motion behind 6.35mm 
rib at X /h=6, Y/h=0.787, Re(Dh) =  8236 and H. = 0.
Figure 6.22: Probability density of u  and v  for the stream-wise motion behind 
6.35mm rib at X /h=6, Y/h=0.787, Re(i^Al) =  8236 and H, = 5.
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positive. What is apparent is that the motions that contribute most toward shear 
stress production also contribute the most for the normal stress production, that is, 
the forward sweep and the forwaxd ejection motions. The reverse-sw and reverse-oi 
motions assume importance in the recirculation region. However, the forward inter­
action motions, that detract from the shear stress production, contribute positively 
to normal stress production. At X /h=6 and Re(Z?h)=14594, it can be observed 
that u'2 and v12 attains high values neax the wall while the corresponding u'v' are 
small. This is because close to the wall, the forward-su; and reverse-oi motions 
contribute strongly towards the stream-wise and cross-stream normal stress (see 
Figure 6.24 and 6.25), leading to high values of u12 and v'2 while the contributions 
to u'v  from the forward-sw, reverse-oi and the forward-oi, reverse-sto counteract 
each other and reduce the sheax stress near the wall (see Figure 6.7). However, 
away from the wall the u and v (and therefore u'2, v'2 and u'v1) seem to be well 
correlated with each other because both the forwaxd- ej and the forwaxd-sw mo­
tions have strong contribution towards the stream-wise normal stress, cross-stream 
normal stress and shear stress. It should be noted that ua peaks very close to the 
wall, yet the traditionally accepted u v'Su/Sy production term peaks at Y /h=0.8 
and is relatively small at the location corresponding to the un peak. Clearly the 
dynamics of the coherent structures, most notably high momentum eddies sweep­
ing downwards and reflected outwards in the reverse direction, contribute greatly 
to the generation of turbulence neax the reattachment location.
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At X /h=6, the maximum, normal stress in the stream-wise direction(u^) 
takes place inside the recirculating region(see Figure 6.24), while the Tna-x-iTnnm 
normal stress in the cross stream direction (v'2) takes place inside the lower part 
of the sheax layer (see Figure 6.25) at Y /h=0.8. The maximum shear stress (u'v1) 
also occurs near Y/h=0.8, implying a strong correlation of the sheax stress and 
presumably the heat flux with vn (rather than with u'2).
6.4 Summary
The re-attaching sheax layer behind a surface mounted rib is studied using 
octant analysis. The primary achievement of this study have been to delineate the 
flow mechanisms that contribute to the production of turbulent stresses.
In the separated region, streaks of high momentum fluid from the sheax layer 
penetrate into the recirculation region (forwaxd-sw motion). Accompanying this, 
axe bursts of instantaneously reversed flows directed upwards from the recircula­
tion into the sheax layer(reverse-ot motion). These two counter-directed motions 
provide high shearing rates, which axe partially ameliorated by the reverse-su; and 
forward-oi motions. The peak sheax stress and the peak normal stress occur at 
the low-speed side of the shear layer and this region is therefore important from 
the perspective of turbulent mixing and transport. In the high speed side of the 
sheax layer, the forward-sto and ej motions typically associated with the burst­
ing phenomena in wall boundary layer axe the most important stress producing 
mechanisms. The outward and wall-ward interactions ameliorate the magnitude
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U < 0,Re =8236, Y = 5mm, X/h = 6,H =5
Figure 6.23: Probability density of u  and v for the reversed motion behind 6.35mm 
rib at X /h=6, Y/h=0.787, Re(Dh) = 8236 and H. =  5.
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Figure 6.24: Stream-wise normal stress profile with its contribution from different 
octants at X/h=6 and Re(.D/,)=14594.
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Figure 6.25: Cross-stream normal stress profile with its contribution from different 
octants at X /h= 6  and Re(Dfc)=14594.
of the sheax stresses to a much larger degree(typically 65%) than in wall bounded 
turbulent boundary layers where the typical reductions associated with each of the 
interaction motions is around 28%.
At the point of reattachment, clear evidence of flow splitting is noted with 
eddies directed in both the forward and reverse directions. Close to the surface 
(Y /h  <  0.8) the contributions from the forward-sto(high momentum fluid sweeping 
downwards) and reverse-oi(eddies reflected outwards in the reverse direction) axe 
the strongest. This is consistent with the observations of intermittent flow reversals 
by Hasan [9],
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Well past reattadunent (X/h=18), the interaction motions continue to be 
very important, unlike that of a  typical turbulent boundary layer. This implies that 
flow recovery does not occur even 12 rib heights past reattachment. The motions 
continue to be associated with large scales(hole size) implying the dominance of 
coherent structures well past reattachment, and indicating that use of statistical 
turbulence models is inappropriate.
In examining the normal stresses, it is noted that all motions contribute 
positively to the normal stresses, but that the relative importance of the various 
motions are more or less unchanged from what they were for the shear stresses. 
The cross-stream turbulence intensity appears to correlate well with the turbulent 
shear stress.
The overall picture of the separated flow past the ribs appears to be rather 
complex with large scales persisting well past reattachment, and the absence of 
flow recovery even as far down-stream as X/h=18. Prior to reattachment, the low 
speed side of the shear layer is the region associated with the highest shearing rate 
and turbulent transport.
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Chapter 7 
The Effects of Excitation on the 
Turbulent Structure of a 
Reattaching Shear Layer
7.1 Introduction
Several investigators [14, 15, 9] have studied the effect of excitation on the 
reattaching shear layer developing behind a backward facing step. Roos and Kegel- 
man [14], observed that the low amplitude oscillation at the point of flow separa­
tion, regularizes and enhances the development of vortical structures in the reat­
taching flow, resulting in a reduction of the shear layer reattachment length. The 
intensity of the wall pressure fluctuations in the reattachment zone, was noted to 
increase for the excited case. Bhattacharjee et al. [15] reported an increase in the 
spreading rate for X f h  < 4 when the shear layer was forced at a Strouhal number 
(based on step height and freestream velocity) in the range of 0.2-0.4. The natural 
power spectrum observed by them has a relatively broad peak between a Strouhal 
number based of 0.2-0.6. For a backward facing step, undergoing laminar sepa­
ration, Hasan [9] observed that the perturbation increased the shear layer growth 
rate and turbulence intensity and decreased the reattachment length compared to 
the unperturbed flow. All these investigators, used the time-mean flow measure­
ments to present the effect of excitation on the reattaching shear layer. However,
144
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measurements reporting the evaluation of the turbulent structure and how they 
are influenced by forcing have not been reported.
For a backward facing step, Chandrasuda and Bradshaw [69] used the mea­
sured data to calculate the terms in the transport equation of turbulent kinetic 
energy. In the near reattachment region, they observed a marked decrease in the 
triple products and in the transport of turbulent energy and shear stress towards 
the solid surface from the region of maximum turbulent energy. The pressure 
strain redistribution term  in the transport equation of turbulent shear stress was 
also observed to increase when the solid surface was approached. Driver et al. 
[70], for a rearward facing step presented the effect of adverse pressure gradient 
on the turbulent kinetic energy budgets. It was reported that an adverse pressure 
gradient, tends to decrease the mechanism of production, dissipation, diffusion and 
convection of the turbulent kinetic energy.
The effect of excitation on the turbulent transport quantities of a reattaching 
shear layer past a wall-mounted rib has not been investigated to date. As noted 
earlier, ribbed duct flows are encountered in a variety of practical applications i.e. 
turbine blade cooling, heat exchanger, where it is desired to enhance the mixing 
in the separated shear layer. Hence, one of the objective of this investigation is 
to present the effect of excitation on the turbulent transport quantities of a reat­
taching shear layer past a surface mounted rib. Since, the coherent component is 
an important part of the turbulent structure, the second objective of this work is
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to investigate the contribution of coherent structures on the turbulent transport 
quantities as well. The energy budget of the coherent eddies will provide informa­
tion on the transfer of energy between the coherent and the random paxts. This 
information will be used to verify the traditional energy cascade concept, where the 
energy is transferred from the coherent structures to the random ones and there is 
very little back scatter. The study of the structure of the energy containing eddies 
is also attempted here with the help of higher order moments such as skewness and 
flatness. The results will be presented in the upper part of the separated sheax 
layer and after the reattachment region due to the limitation of the X-wire in the 
recirculating region.
7.2 The Mean Flow Measurements
The evolution of the mean streamwise velocity and cross stream  velocity af­
ter reattachment, for both excited and unexcited case axe presented in Figure 7.1 
and 7.2 respectively. The u-velocity is normalized by the maximum velocity at 
the corresponding X /h  locations. But, the v-velodty is normalized with the  av­
erage velocity in the channel. It should be noted that upto X/h=12.0 for both 
the excited and the unexcited cases, the streamwise u-velocity, close to the wall, 
increases in the downstream direction. The v-velodty is primarily negative and is 
assodated with the downward curvature of the mean flow. From LDV measure­
ments, Acharya et al. [66], observed similar variation of the mean velodty profile 
after reattachment of a sheax layer developing behind a surface mounted rib. The
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cross-stream v-velodty decreases in the downstream direction away from the bot­
tom surface of the ch an n el throughout the boundary layer. For the excited case, 
the u-velodty at X/h=11.0 and X /h=12.0 are very much sim ilar to each other, 
possibly indicating that the boundary layer is approaching self similarity. For the 
same X /h locations(X /h=ll, X /h=12), the boundary layer is observed to be in 
developing stage for the unexcited case, thus indicating that the boundary layer 
for the exdted case approaches self similarity earlier than the unexdted case. The 
average u-velodty inside the boundary layer for the excited case, is observed to be 
higher than that of the unexdted boundary layer at all X /h locations indicating 
higher u-momentum in the exdted boundary layer.
The mean velodty(both streamwise and transverse) dose to the reattach­
ment point (X/h=9.0) and downstream of the reattachment point (X/h=11.5) are 
plotted in Figure 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. For both the locations, the mean ve­
locity profile(u and v) are observed to be considerably affected by the imposed 
oscillation. For the exdted case, the mean u-velodty dose to the wall is observed 
to be larger than that for the unexdted case indicating larger momentum transport 
to the near-wall boundary layer region due to the imposed excitation. The effect 
of forcing on the mean v-velodty is observed to be considerably more pronounced 
than the u-velodty and manifests itself over the entire boundary layer region. This 
reflects the greater receptivity of the v-momentum to imposed perturbation. At 
X /h=9.0 location, the maximum absolute v-velodty value for the unexdted case
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is 41.66% more than the excited case. Similarly, for X/h=11.5 location, the max­
imum absolute v-velodty value for the unexdted case is about 50% more than 
that of the exdted case. The smaller v-velodties for the exdted cases imply that 
the flow recovery has proceeded to a greater extent. This in turn indicates that 
flow reattachment occurs earlier for the exdted cases. The decrease in the max­
imum v-velodty between X/h=9.0 location and the X/h=11.5 location by 35% 
and 38.8% for unexdted and exdted case respectively. Hence, downstream of the 
reattachment, the evolution is similar for both the exdted and unexdted flows, 
implying that the effects of forcing m anifest, themselves p rim arily  in the separated 
shear layer region with the effect more pronounced on the v-velodty compared to 
u-velodty.
To investigate, the effect of exdtation on the u and v velodty upstream and 
near reattachment region, the u and v velodty profile are plotted in Figure 7.5 
at X/h=1.5, 4.0 and 6.5. It may be observed that the effect of exdtation on the 
u-velodty is higher in the near-field region than the after reattachment region. 
The magnitude of the v-velodty can be seen to change its sign around X/h=6.5.
7.3 Velocity Fluctuations
The velodty fluctuations and Reynolds stresses in both streamwise and trans­
verse direction for both the exdted and unexcited cases are plotted in Figures 7.6, 
7.7, 7.8 7.9, 7.10, and 7.11 for X/h=9.0 and X/h=11.5 location. The values are 
normalized by the average velodty in the channel to assess the effect of exdtation
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Figure 7.1: The mean velocity profile at various X /h  locations for the unexcited 
case.
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Figure 7.2: The mean velocity profile at various X /h locations for the excited case.
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Figure 7.3: Mean velocity profile at X/h=9.0 for both excited and unexcited case.
on the level of fluctuations and their distributions at different X /h  and Y /h loca­
tions. In Figure 7.9, 7.7 and 7.10, it may be observed that inside the shear layer, 
the streamwise and cross-stream fluctuation for the excited case is smaller than 
that for the unexcited case. This may be attributed to the earlier development 
of the shear layer for the excited case compared to the unexcited case due to a 
smaller reattachment length for the excited case. Thus lower streamwise velocity 
gradient and lower turbulent production Me noted at X /h= 9  and 11.5 for the ex­
cited cases. It should be mentioned that for a backward facing step, Hasan [8] also 
observed lower streamwise turbulence intensity for the excited case than for the 
unexcited case at around the reattachment region. From Figure 7.6 and Figure
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Figure 7.4: Meaax velocity profile at X /h=11.5 for both, excited and unexcited case.
7.9 two peaks can be observed in the u-velodty fluctuations, one very near to the 
wall and another at about Y /h  value equal to 1.0. This may indicate the presence 
of two different shear layers in the reattaching shear layer, one is the wall shear 
layer and the other is the shear layer developing from the separation point i.e. 
edge of the rib. Both the shear layer may be assumed to consist of separate large 
eddy structures similar to the two peaks observed in the wake of a circular cylinder 
assodated with the vortex shedding from the opposite edges of the cylinder. Zhou 
et al. [32] also observed a similar two-layer behavior for a wall jet.
The coherent component of the streamwise velodty fluctuation calculated 
using the pattern recognition method (described in the previous chapter) also con-
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Figure 7.5: Mean velocity profiles at X /h=1.5, 4.0 and 6.5 for both excited and 
unexcited case.
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sists of dual peaks supporting the argument that the coherent structures in the 
upper and lower parts of the developing boundary layer have different origins. The 
coherent components are significantly larger than the random component which 
indicates that the large scale eddies dominate the development of the reattaching 
shear layer(see Figure 7.9). It may also be observed from Figure 7.6 and Figure
7.9 that the imposed oscillation mostly affects the coherent u-velodty fluctuation, 
while the random part is not noticeably affected. The random u-velodty fluc­
tuation for both exdted and unexdted cases have almost the same magnitude 
indicating that the coherent and random motions are uncorrelated, at this stage 
of development. The jitter contribution present in the u-fluctuation at X /h  =9.0 
and X/h=11.5 can be observed in the Figure 7.6 and 7.9 respectively. The pri­
mary source of jitter can be d th er from the lower frequency present in the signal 
not induded in the definition of the coherent structure or random low frequency 
present in the turbulent signal.
The peak in the v-velodty fluctuation (see Figure 7.7 and 7.10) can be ob­
served to occur further away from the wall compared to the u-fluctuation. This 
may be due to strong inhibiting effect of the solid surface on the v-fluctuation 
compared to the u-fluctuation. Zhou et al. [33], using no slip conditions and con­
tinuity equations argued that a t the wall, both the v-fluctuation and the gradient 
of v-fluctuation are zero and therefore the influence of the wall is more pronounced 
on the v-fluctuation dose to the wall compared to the u-fluctuation. Hence, due to
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this w a ll-d a m p in g  effect, peak in the v-fluctuation profile occurs at a higher Y /h 
value. For the excited case, the dual peaks are not strongly evident. The Reynolds 
stress for the unexcited case is observed to be more compared to the excited case 
at both X/h=9.0 and X /h=11.5 location.
To see the evolution of u and v fluctuation, in the near reattachment region 
and upstream of reattachment region, the u and v fluctuation(random, coherent 
and total) at X/h=1.5, 4.0 and 6.5 are presented in Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15 
respectively. The effect of excitation on the velocity fluctuation is observed to 
be significant in the upstream of reattachm ent and in the near reattachment re- 
gion(X/h=6.5) the effect is negligible.
The Reynolds stress for the excited case appear to develop faster in the 
downstream direction. This effect may be important because the p rim a r y  contri­
bution to the Reynolds stress (see Figure 7.8 and 7.11) come from the coherent 
component. Outside the shear layer, the Reynolds stress from both random and 
coherent contribution for excited and unexcited case axe same at X /h=9.0. At 
X/h=11.5 location, the Reynolds stress outside the sheax layer can be observed to 
reverse its sign for the excited case indicating the possibility of negative turbulence 
production. In this context, we quote Hussain [71], where it was argued that the 
negative production does not violate any basic principle and should not be a cause 
of concern. For the non-symmetric flows i.e. channel with two walls of unequal 
roughness, the location where, where, the mean velocity gradient (SU/Sy) and the
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Reynolds stress (uV ) do not coincide and hence there is a small region of negative 
production.
The evolution of Reynolds stress (coherent, total and random) at X/h=1.5,
4.0 and 6.5 is presented in Figure 7.16. Similar to the velocity fluctuation and mean 
velocities, the effect of excitation can be observed to be more pronounced in the 
near field region. At X /h=6.5, the Reynolds stress for the excited case is observed 
to be smaller than the unexcited case. Similar trend is not observed for the mean 
fluctuating quantities indicating that the Reynolds stress is more pronounced in 
the near reattachment region.
It may be argued that the resultant turbulent intensities at any location 
may be due to the interaction of large eddies originating at a different location. 
The larger eddies being responsible for the maximum turbulent intensity are the 
primary scale of turbulence and hence normalizing the turbulent intensity with the 
maximum turbulent intensity (maximum urmM or maximum vm i) may give a self 
similar profile. Keeping this in mind, the u and v fluctuations normalized with 
respect to their maximum values are presented in Figure 7.12 and 7.13 for various 
X /h locations. The normalized turbulent profiles collapse reasonably well onto a 
single asymptotic distribution when normalizing with respect to maximum xhma 
than when normalizing with uav velocity. The exceptions are the X/h=9.0 and 9.5 
locations for the unexcited case (see Figure 7.13) where the turbulent similarity 
has not yet been established.
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Figure 7.6: Streamwise fluctuations at X /h=9.0 for both, excited and unexcited 
case.
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Figure 7.7: Cross-stream, fluctuations at X /h=9.0 for both excited and unexcited 
case.
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Figure 7.8: Reynolds stresses at X /h=9.0 for both excited and unexcited case.
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Figure 7.9: Streamwise fluctuations at X/h=11.5 for both excited and unexcited 
case.
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Figure 7.10: Cross-stream fluctuations at X/h=11.5 for both excited and unexcited 
case.
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Figure 7.11: Reynolds stresses at X/h=11.5 for both excited and unexcited case.
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Figure 7.12: Normalized streamwise fluctuations at various X /h  locations for both 
excited and unexcited case.
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Figure 7.13: Normalized cross-stream fluctuations at various X /h  locations for 
both excited and unexcited case.
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Figure 7.14: Streamwise fluctuation profile for the  excited and unexcited case at 
various X /h  locations(X/h=1.5,4.0,6.5).
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Figure 7.15: Crossstream fluctuation profile for the excited and unexcited case at 
various X /h  locations(X/h=1.5,4.0,6.5).
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Figure 7.16: Reynolds stress profile for the excited and unexcited case at various 
X /h  locations(X/h=1.5,4.0,6.5).
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7.4 Higher Order Moments
Lumley [12] observed that relatively few measurements of higher order mo­
ments have been made by previous investigators. It was also shown by Lumley 
[12] that much of the information missing from the conventional statistical descrip­
tions may be found in the third and fourth moments. The higher order correlations 
i.e. skewness(u'3/(u 72)3^ 2) and flatness(u/4/(u /2)2) of the stream-wise fluctuation of 
velocity axe presented here for both excited and unexcited flow (Figure 7.17 and
7.18). For Y /h  > 3.2, the skewness of the Gaussian distribution is zero, indicating 
the symmetry of the fluctuation about the local mean velocity(property of Gaus­
sian distribution). The skewness value for the excited and unexcited cases are 
observed to have the highest absolute values at about Y /h=2.7 for both X/h=9.0 
and X/h=11.5. The skewness value is negative with a maximum value of about -2 
indicating strong anisotropy.
For both excited and unexcited case, the flatness is observed to have the 
maximum offset from the Gaussian value of 3.0 at the same Y fh  =  2.7 location 
where the skewness is maximum (see Figure 7.18). The high value of flatness may 
indicate the presence of high value of flow intermittency [46]. Hence, it may be 
conjectured that there is intermittent velocity fluctuation with its asymmetry in 
the negative stream-wise(X) direction. From Figure 7.6 and 7.9, the highest value 
of coherent and RMS fluctuations in the stream-wise direction is observed to occur 
below Y/h value of 1.5 for both X /h=9.0 location and X/h=11.5 location(excited
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and unexcited case). In this region, the skewness and flatness(see Figure 7.17 and
7.18) are in the vicinity of the Gaussian value of 0 and 3 indicating the flow struc­
ture in the high turbulent intensity region to have Gaussian distribution. From 
Figure 7.3 and 7.4, the location Y / h  ~  2.7 corresponds to the edge of the shear 
layer i.e. U/Umax =  0.99. The region Y/h  ~  2.7 corresponds to the region with 
relatively little coherent energy(see Figure 7.6 and 7.9). But the region Y /h  < 1.5, 
being the region of strong coherent structures and still following Gaussian distri­
bution, suggested the possibility that the high value of intennittency in the region 
Y /h  ~  2.7 may be due to low amplitude fluctuations. To verify this, we plot the 
skewness and flatness from the coherent part of the velocity signal obtained using 
the pattern recognition technique in Figure 7.19 and 7.20 respectively. The highest 
offset in the skewness and flatness value is observed to occur at the same Y/ h loca­
tion for the coherent velocity signal and the total velocity signal. The difference in 
the skewness and flatness value between the total and the coherent components is 
negligible. Hence, it can be said that the intermittent velocity fluctuation observed 
in the edge of the shear layer is mostly from the large amplitude fluctuation not 
from small scale eddies.
To inspect the difference in the velocity signal for the excited case between 
the region having Gaussian velocity fluctuation and non-Gaussian, the velocity 
signal at X/h=11.5 are plotted in Figure 7.21 at Y/h  =  2.375 and 5.125. At 
Y/h=5.125, definite sinusoidal like velocity fluctuation can be observed. This re­
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gion being outside the sheax layer the sinusoidal like velocity fluctuation from the 
loud speaker are not affected due to the absence of the mean shear in the veloc­
ity profile. At Y/h=2.375, the velocity signal is observed to have sinusoidal like 
fluctuations with some superimposed aperiodic low frequency fluctuation attribut­
ing to the intemnttency in the velocity signal. The histogram corresponding to 
the above Y /h  locations are plotted in Figure 7.22. The histogram corresponding 
to location Y/h=5.125, whose skewness and flatness values are close to Gaussian 
value, looks like a Gaussian distribution. But the histogram corresponding to the 
location(Y/h=2.375) at which the skewness and flatness has maximum deviation 
from the Gaussian value can be observed to have a skewed distribution and larger 
peak in probability density value at the mean velocity supporting laxger value of 
skewness and flatness at that location. For the excited flow case, the skewness and 
flatness values axe not observed to have any appreciable difference from X/h=9.0 to 
X/h=11.5 location. But, for the unexcited flow case, there is a substantial increase 
in both skewness and flatness values from the X/h=9.0 to X/h=11.5 location.
Comparing Figure 7.17 and 7.18 with Figure 7.12 and 7.13, it may be ob­
served that the Y /h locations having non-Gaussian distribution (higher value of 
skewness and flatness) corresponds to the upper part of the sheax layer, i.e. the 
region from maximum turbulence intensity to the edge of the boundary layer. In 
the upper part of the sheax layer, entrainment takes place in the form of large-scale 
engulfment of non-vortical fluid near the interface. These intermittent large scale
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entrainment motions may be the primary cause for higher value of skewness and 
flatness at these locations.
To investigate if the higher value of skewness and flatness present in the outer 
shear layer occurs only after reattachment, the skewness and flatness at X /h=1.5,
4.0 and 6.5 are plotted in Figure 7.23 and 7.24 respectively. I t  should be noted 
that similar to the downstream case(Figure 7.17 and 7.18) presented previously, 
maximum deviation of the skewness and flatness from the Gaussian value takes 
place in the outer edge of the shear layer. In the near flow region, the skewness and 
flatness value for the excited case has more deviation from the Gaussian value than 
the unexcited case. T he deviation from the Gaussian value is observed to increase 
in the downstream direction and increases even after reattachment. The deviation 
of higher order moments from the Gaussian value is not due to three-dimensional 
effect either. Because, from the spanwise variation of the mean velocity and fluc­
tuation presented in nest chapter, it can be observed that the three dimensionality 
effect is stronger in the lower shear layer region than the upper shear layer re­
gion. But, the strong non-Gaussian skewness and flatness values takes place in the 
outer edge of the sheax layer. Hence, it may be conjectured tha t the intermittent 
large scale wave responsible for higher value of skewness and flatness grows in the 
downstream direction and saturates downstream of the reattachment.
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Figure 7.17: Skewness profile of the u-velodty at various X/h. locations for both 
unexdted and exdted case.
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Figure 7.18: Flatness profile of the u-velodty at various X /h  locations for both 
unexdted and exdted case.
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Figure 7.19: Skewness profile of the coherent u-velodty for both unexdted and 
exdted case at various X /h  locations.
7.5 Quadrant Analysis
Quadrant analysis has successfully been used in flat plate boundary layer 
flow by several investigators in predicting the types of turbulent motion and their 
scales responsible for contributing to the non-isotropic turbulence. This tech­
nique is used here to investigate the types of turbulent motion responsible for non- 
Gaussian skewness and flatness values at the edge of the shear layer and to see 
the effect of excitation on the total contribution and scales of different turbulent 
motion both in the downstream and crossstream direction. The measurements 
are reported in three X /h  locations; X /h=1.5 represents near flow region, X /h  
represents near-reattachment region and X/h=9.5 represents after reattachment
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Figure 7.20: Flatness profile of the coherent u-velodty for both unexdted and 
exdted case at various X /h locations.
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Figure 7.21: The u-velodty signal at X/h=11.5 for the exdted case.
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Figure 7.22: The u-velodty histogram at X/h=11.5 for the exdted case.
region. In the upstream of reattachment region, the measurements are reported 
only at the outer region of the shear layer due to the limitation of the X-wire in the 
presence of reversed flow. For consistent comparison of the hole size at different 
measurement locations, the average hole size defined in the previous chapter is 
used. The contribution at different hole sizes is obtained by normalizing with a 
common reference equal to the maximum value of Reynolds stress at X/h=1.5, 4.0 
and 9.5(0.141m2/sec2).
The contribution from different turbulent motions for the unexdted case at 
X /h=1.5, 4.0 and 9.5 are presented in Figures 7.25, 7.26 and 7.27 respectively. 
Among the stress producing motions, ejection has higher contribution at the outer 
edge of the shear layer and sweep has larger contribution at close to the wall. The
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Figure 7.23: The skewness of u-fluctuation for both excited and unexcited case at 
X/h=1.5, 4.0 and 6.5.
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Figure 7.24: The flatness of u-fluctuation for both excited and unexcited case at 
X/h=1.5, 4.0 and 6.5.
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rate of increase in contributions from the stress producing motions i.e., ejection 
and sweep is more than that of the stress reducing motions(outward and wall ward 
interaction) from X/h=1.5 and 4.0. From X /h=4.0 to X/h=9.5, the maximum 
increase in contribution takes place for the ejection motion.
The average hole size profile for the unexcited case at X/h=1.5, 4.0 and 9.5 
are presented in Figure 7.28, 7.29 and 7.30 respectively. The maximum average 
hole size for all motions increases in the downstream direction. Before reattach­
ment, the wallward interaction has smallest contribution but after reattachment, 
the wallward interaction is observed to have a  larger hole size in the outer shear 
layer region than that of the outward interaction motion. Comparing the aver­
age hole size profile with the contribution profiles of all turbulent motions it may 
be observed that the nature of variation is sim ila r  i.e. larger average hole size is 
associated with larger contributions. As larger hole size indicate the presence of 
large scale motions, the large scale motions are observed to dominate even after 
reattachment. It should be noted that the large scale magnitude obtained using 
pattern recogniton method also support the above conclusion.
The contribution from different turbulent motions at X/h=1.5, 4.0 and 9.5 
for the excited case are presented in Figure 7.31, 7.32 and 7.33 respectively. At 
X /h=1.5 location, the stress producing motion has very strong presence than the 
stress reducing motion thus resulting in higher value of shear stress. At X /h=4.0, 
the ejection motion has stronger presence than the sweep motion at all Y /h  loca­
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tion and the outward interaction motion is stonger than the wallward interaction 
motion. The maximum shear stress at X /h=4.0 is smaller than that at X/h=1.5. 
The sweep motion contribution decreases from X/h=1.5 to X /h=4.0 location, while 
the maximum outward interaction motion and the ejection motion increases. At 
X /h=9.5, the wallward interaction motion has larger contribution than the outward 
interaction motion. There is substantial decrease in the contribution of ejection, 
sweep and outward interaction motion at X /h=9.5 than that at X/h=4.0.
The average hole size profile for the excited case for X/h=1.5, 4.0 and 9.5 
locations are shown in Figure 7.34, 7.35 and 7.36 respectively. Comparing with the 
unexcited case, the average hole size is observed to be higher at X/h=1.5 location 
for the excited case than the unexcited case indicating larger growth of the large 
scales. The same behavior is also observed from spectral analysis which will be 
discussed in the next chapter. The maximum average hole size of the ejection 
motion at X /h=9.5 for the excited case is smaller than that of the unexcited case, 
probably due to early break up of large scale motions for the excited case because 
of early reattachment.
7.6 Reynolds Stress Correlations
The Reynolds stress correlation (u/t///(u rm4vrm,)) for both unexcited and ex­
cited flow at X/h=8.5 and X/h=11.5 are presented in Figure 7.37 and 7.38 respec­
tively. The Reynolds stress correlation is a measure of the extent of correlation 
between u and v fluctuations. It also gives an indication of the measure of momen-
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Figure 7.25: The turbulent contribution profile of different quadrants at X /h=1.5 
for the unexcited case.
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Figure 7.26: The turbulent contribution profile of different quadrants at X /h=4.0 
for the unexcited case.
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Figure 7.27: The turbulent contribution profile of different quadrants at X/h=9.5 
for the unexcited case.
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Figure 7.28: The average hole size profile of different quadrants at X /h=1.5 for 
the unexcited case.
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Figure 7.29: The average hole size profile of different quadrants at X /h=4.0 for 
the unexcited case.
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Figure 7.30: The average hole size profile of different quadrants at X /h=9.5 for 
the unexcited case.
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Figure 7.31: The turbulent contribution profile of different quadrants at X /h=1.5  
for the excited case.
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Figure 7.32: The turbulent contribution profile of different quadrants at X /h=4.0  
for the excited case.
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Figure 7.33: The turbulent contribution profile of different quadrants at X/h=9.5 
for the excited case.
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Figure 7.34: The average hole size profile of different quadrants at X/h=1.5 for 
the excited case.
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Figure 7.36: The average hole size profile of different quadrants at X /h=9.5 for 
the excited case.
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turn transport across the boundary layer [33]. The maximum value of Reynolds 
stress correlation at X/h=8.5 for both excited and unexcited flow is about 0.46(see 
Figure 7.37 and 7.38). The m a xim u m  correlation value is observed to  be in the 
Y /h range(Y/h <  2.4)(see Figure J.37 and 7.38). The Y /h  range for maximum 
shear stress is at (Y /h  < 1.4)(see Figure 7.8 and 7.11). Hence, there is efficient 
momentum transport across larger portion of the shear layer i.e. up to  the edge of 
the shear layer well above the Y /h  range of maximum shear stress. A t X /h=11.5, 
the Reynolds stress correlation value for the excited case is observed to be lower 
than the unexcited case indicating higher momentum transport across the shear 
layer for the unexcited case. This may be because for the excited case, due to early 
reattachment, a self sim ilar boundary layer is achieved by X/h=11.5 resulting in a 
lower value of Reynolds stress. The maximum value of the Reynolds stress corre­
lation at X/h=11.5 is about 0.38 for unexcited case and 0.32 for excited case. For 
the unexcited flow behind the backward facing step, Chandrsuda and Bradshaw 
[69] observed the shear layer correlation to be equal to 0.47 near the reattachm ent 
region which subsequently falls to about 0.4 after reattachment, with no sign of 
recovery to the usual boundary layer value of 0.45 to 0.5. A similar drop in the 
correlation value after reattachment is observed for the present flow with the ex­
ception that the drop in the correlation value for the excited case is larger than 
the unexcited case. This is surprising considering the fact that for the excited flow 
case developing u-velocity profile after reattachment is closer to self similar profile
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due to early reattachment. It is therefore conjectured that the turbulent structure 
of the reattaching shear layer is different from a traditional boundary layer, and 
that the recovery afterreattachment is a rather slow process.
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-0 .5 0.3- O .  I 0.0 0.1
u'vVu v
Figure 7.37: Reynolds stress correlation at X /h=8.5 for both excited and unexcited 
flow.
7.7 Turbulent Kinetic Energy Budget
The conventional turbulent energy budget can be expressed by the the fol­
lowing equation [72].
+  \ U'i2u'i ~  2uuieii) ~  u'iu'jUi,i +  gct-wT' -  2ueijeij (7.1)
Where
1, , , . 1 . Su'{ Su'j
6ij ~  2 J +  = 2 ^  + S z ^
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Figure 7.38: Reynolds stress correlation at X/h=11.5 for both, excited and unex­
cited flow.
The left hand side of the above equation is the convection of turbulent kinetic 
energy representing the transport of turbulent energy by the mean motion can be 
simplified for a 2-D flow as the convection term:
S 1 _____  8q2 Sq2
Convection =  Uj - — (—u [ u ( )  = U — h V ——3 Sxj  2 Sx 5y
where,
f  = h iv * + v a + wn )
By assuming w12 lies 1/2 way between un and v12 [70, 69],
i 2 =  j ( “ ! + "’J
The first term in the right hand side of the above equation represents the transport 
of turbulence by pressure fluctuations. The second term in the right hand side
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represents the diffusion due to velocity fluctuation. Assuming v'wn  =  v'3 and
u'w'2 =  u'v'2 [33], the second term  can be simplified for a 2-D flow as:
D i f f u s i o n  =  M M )  =  ~ £ k ? )  -  £ ( « V )  =  - ~ K )  -
(7-2>
Using the assumption of Driver and Seegmiller [70] and Chandrsuda and Bradshaw 
[69], i.e. w'2 hes midway between ua and t?'2, the diffusion can also be calculated 
using the following equation:
D iffu s io n  =  — 7r - ( 7 (w/3 +  u'v'2)) — — (j ( u /3 +  v'u'2)) (7.3)ox 4 by 4
We calculated the diffusion contribution using both the above approximations to 
verify the importance of the associated assumptions, which are presented in Fig­
ure 7.39. The similarity in nature of variation and magnitude of the calculated 
diffusion is good considering the possible source of error in the central difference 
method used here in calculation of the streamwise derivatives. This indicates the 
appropriateness of either assumption for the diffusion calculation. Subsequently, 
the assumption used by Driver et al.[70] and Chandrsuda et al.[69] was used here 
for the calculation of diffusion.
The third term in the right hand side of the turbulent energy equation is the 
viscous diffusion term and usually neglected at high Reynolds number. The fourth 
term  in the right hand side of the turbulent kinetic energy equation represents the 
production of turbulent kinetic energy, which for a two-dimensional flow can be
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Figure 7.39: Verification of assumptions in diffusion calculation for the excited flow 
at X/h=11.5.
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simplified as:
— SU 8U —=SU  Sv‘Production =  —Uj-u, = —un —--u'v '—-------- v'2—----u 'v '-—  (7.4)5x 8y by Ox '
By using continuity equation, the production term can be written as:
   8U ___(8U 8 V \
Proiucticm. =  - ( « «  -  v« )—  -  u'v' +  —  J
where, the first term  is production due to normal stress and the second term is 
the production due to shear stress. The fifth term in the right hand side of the 
turbulent transport equation is the buoyant production and can be considered to 
be zero in the present case as the flow does not have any temperature fluctuation. 
The sixth term in the right hand side is the viscous dissipation term. The average 
rate of dissipation can be obtained by assuming the validity of the postulate of 
local isotropy; i.e. at sufficiently high Reynolds number, the small scale turbulent 
structure is isotropic even when the large scale structure is not and the streamwise 
derivatives of the velocity components are related by [73]:
f  8 u '\2 1 f  8 v '\2 1 f  8w '\
J = 2 \ t e )  = 2 \ t e )
Then, the average rate of energy dissipation (e) can be simplified as [73]:
£ = 1 5 , ( f ) 2 (7.5)
The above velocity fluctuation gradient can be derived from the temporal derivative
by using the Taylor’s approximation:
8 — 8 — =  I J -  
St 8x
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A correction for the dissipation calculation in the presence of high turbulence 
intensity as suggested by Champagne [73] was used here as:
(  v/2 vr2 +  vi'2 \
e"  =  £ ( 1 +  p + 2 * — ]  <7-6)
Where, em denotes the value of dissipation rate inferred from the measured tem­
poral derivative obtained using the Taylors approximation.
In the following paragraphs, the turbulent energy budget of the reattaching 
shear layer behind the surface mounted rib will be presented and comparison will 
be made with the results of the backward facing step for the unexcited case. The 
turbulent production profiles for the unexcited case at X/h=9.0 and X/h=11.5 
case are presented in Figure 7.40 and 7.41 respectively. For both the locations, 
the normal stress production can be observed to have its maximum value close to 
the wall. The normal stress production magnitude is higher than the shear stress 
production magnitude close to the wall resulting in negative total production of 
turbulent energy(responsible to laminarize the flow!!). For backward facing step, 
Chandrsuda and Bradshaw [69] also observed the importance of normal stress pro­
duction compared to shear stress production close to the wall. From their results, 
close to the wall, and at some X /h  locations, negative total production can also 
be inferred. Contrary to the above observation, for a backward facing step, Driver 
and Seegmiller[70] did not observe negative production at close to the wall. This 
may presumably be due to the difference in sign of their normal stress equation 
compared to the present case. It may be noted that negative production of turbu-
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lent kinetic energy was also observed in axisymmetrie jet (Zaman and Hussain [31]) 
and plane mixing layer(Oster and Wygnanski[74]) at certain locations. Hussain 
[71] discussed two possibility of negative production for a round jet flow. One cri­
teria requires that the cross section of span wise structures be non circular and be 
inclined with the flow direction. The second criteria is the existence of a leapfrog 
motion of two adjacent vortex rings during the pairing process which results in 
negative production. If this pairing motion takes place repeatedly at a location, 
then, negative time average production will be observed. Previously, it was noted 
that the shear layer developing after reattachment has an inner and outer shear 
layer with separate origins. The negative production taking place at close to the 
wall is presumably associated with the inner shear layer.
It is also interesting to observe that the Y/ h location of maximum shear stress 
production(Yjh  ~  1.0), (see Figure 7.40, 7.41, 7.42) the normal stress production 
changes its sign. It may also be pointed out that for a wall je t, (Zhou et. al. [33]) 
a similar behavior between the normal stress and the shear stress was observed. 
The maximum production value is also observed to decrease in the downstream 
direction presumably due to the development of the boundary layer associated 
with smaller velocity gradient or shear(see Figure 7.3, 7.4).
The effect of excitation on the production terms can be observed by compar­
ing the production terms for unexcited case with the excited case shown in Figure 
7.42 for X/h=9.0. The importance of the normal stress production can again be
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observed close to the wall in a m anner similar to the unexcited case. Similarly, the 
normal stress production can be observed to change its sign at the Y/ h location of 
maximum shear stress. The production profile at X/h=9.0 for the excited case has 
a behavior sim ilar to that at X /h=11.5 for the unexcited case indicating earlier 
development associated with the shorter reattachment for the excited case. The 
maximum production for the unexcited case can be observed to be higher than that 
of the excited case at X /h=9.0. This explain why the Reynolds stress were earlier 
observed to be smaller for the excited cases. However, this should not be taken 
as an indication that the excitation is responsible in suppressing the turbulence 
at all locations. Excitation may be responsible in en h a n cin g  turbulence in certain 
regions and suppressing in other regions. To verify this, the turbulent production 
terms at a Y /h location corresponding to U/U~—  = 0.7 is plotted for both excited 
and unexcited case in Figure 7.43. In  the first part of the shear layer(XT/h <  3.2), 
the turbulence production is enhanced by excitation while in the later part of the 
shear layer the turbulence production is suppressed by excitation. To investigate 
the effect of excitation on production at a different Y /h location, the production 
development at U/Umax =  0-9 is plotted in Figure 7.44. It should be noted that 
the production for the excited case takes place at an earlier X /h  location than the 
unexcited case but the maximum magnitude of production is not higher for the ex­
cited case. Therefore, for sustained enhancement of turbulence production for the 
excited case, the pitch between the ribs should be smaller for the excited case in
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comparison to the unexcited case. This conclusion is based on the assumption that 
the feed back effect does not play a crucial role in the upstream turbulent structure 
development, which needs further experimental verification. The U/Umax =  0.7 
location being away from the wall, the normal stress production does not appear 
to play a big role in the total production.
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Figure 7.40: Turbulent energy production for the unexcited case at X /h=9.0.
The convection of turbulent kinetic energy profile at X/h=9.0, for both un­
excited and excited case are presented in Figure 7.45 and 7.46 respectively. As 
for the backstep, the profiles show significant evolution after reattachment. The 
behavior of the convection terms for X /h=11.5 (see Figure 7.47) cases, are similar 
to the convection term of the backward facing step at a location sufficiently away 
from the reattachment. However, for the X /h=9.0 location significant differences
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Figure 7.41: Turbulent energy production for the unexcited case at X/h=11.5.
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Figure 7.42: Turbulent energy production for the excited case at X/h=9.0.
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Figure 7.43: Turbulent energy production at UjUm„T =  0.7 for both excited and 
unexcited case.
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Figure 7.44: Turbulent energy production at U/Umax =  0.9 for both excited and 
unexcited case.
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axe noted compared to the budgets for backward facing step flow. This discrep­
ancy close to the reattachment location may possibly be due to differences in the 
pressure gradient in the  two flows. Driver et al. [70] observed strong influence of 
the pressure gradient on the convection terms. For the excited case, the convected 
transport is mostly due to the streamwise gradient of the turbulent kinetic energy. 
For the unexcited case, however, both the streamwise and crossstream terms are 
important. External excitation primarily increases the streamwise convection close 
to the surface. The maximum value of the X-convection occurs at about Y /h=1.9 
and can be observed to be relatively unchanged by excitation. The Y-convection 
value is observed to decrease in the excited case compared to unexcited case at 
all Y /h locations presumably due to early flow reattachment and reduction in the 
v-velocity. For the excited case, at X /h=11.5, the Y-convection is observed to play 
little role in the turbulent energy transport, while the X-convection changes its 
direction of transfer at about Y/h=1.7.
The development of the streamwise convection terms at a Y /h location where 
U/Umax =  0.7 are plotted in Figure 7.48. Before, reattachment the Y-convection is 
observed to be the one mostly affected by excitation. The streamwise convection 
is the most dominan t term  for the unexcited flow; while for the excited case, in the 
separated shear layer region (Y /h  <  0.4), the cross stream convection is clearly 
the most dominant. Excitation clearly leads to large increase in the Y-convection 
which is presumably associated with a significant increase in the v-velocity and the
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cross stream en.trainm.ent into the shear layer. This leads to earlier reattachment 
and subsequent flow development.
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Figure 7.45: Turbulent energy convection for the unexcited case at X /h=9.0.
The dissipation profile at X /h=9.0 and X/h=11.5, for both excited and un­
excited case are presented in Figure 7.49 and 7.50 respectively. For both excited 
and unexcited case, the dissipation is observed to be maximum close to the wall 
and gradually decreases till the center of the channel. At both locations, the dis­
sipation is observed to be considerably affected by excitation. The dissipation for 
the unexcited case is observed to be more than that of the excited case close to 
the wall is consistent with earlier observations that the normal stresses beyond 
reattachment are reduced by excitation, and therefore the turbulent kinetic energy 
is higher for the unexcited flow. In the near wall region, from equilibrium consid-
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Figure 7.46: Turbulent energy convection for the excited case at X/h=9.0.
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Figure 7.47: Turbulent energy convection for the excited case at X/h=11.5.
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Figure 7.48: Turbulent energy convection at UfU =  0.7 for both unexcited and
excited case.
erations (production=dissipation) higher dissipation value may be expected. The 
development of the dissipation both before and after reattachment can be observed 
at Y /h location corresponding to U/Umax =  0.7 and 0.9 in Figure 7.51 and 7.52 
respectively. The above described trends are reversed upstream of reattachment in 
the separated shear layer region. Dissipation is higher for the excited flow. This is 
consistent with the observation of Favre-Marinet and Binder [75] who imposed a 
well-controlled large scale structure on a round jet and took hot wire measurements 
on the jet axis. The large scale structure amplified and then decayed while, the 
fine-grained structure increased and leveled out at a subsequent downstream loca­
tion. The fine-grained structure was observed to increase at a faster rate for the
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excited case than the unexcited case and the magnitude of fine-grained structure 
was higher for the excited case than the unexcited case.
Since, the fine-grained turbulence is dissipative in nature, the dissipation pro­
file presented in Figure 7.51 has similar trend as that of Favre-Marinet and Binder 
[75]. Liu [76] observed that the fine-grained turbulence occurs at the expense of 
the large scale structures and the turbulent dissipation mechanism is stronger for 
larger initial level of large scale structures. Both the large scale production inte­
gral and the viscous dissipation integral of smallest eddies had similar variation. 
Therefore, it may be argued that, in the present case, the dissipation for the excited 
case is larger than the unexcited case, due to higher large scale magnitude. The 
dissipation is observed to increase in downstream direction reaching its maximum 
value at about the reattachment point. It remains constant around the reattach­
ment region and than decreases with the subsequent development of the boundary 
layer. The maximum dissipation occurs earlier for the excitation case which is 
consistent with earlier flow reattachment. A distinctive feature of the dissipation 
profile in the cross-over point at about X /h=8 (near reattachment) beyond which 
the dissipation for the unexcited cases exceed the value for the cases with flow 
excitation.
From the coherent dissipation contribution at X/h=9.0, presented in Figure 
7.45 it may be observed that the dissipation is not only due to small scale eddies 
but also due the large scale eddies as opposed to the traditional belief that the
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dissipation takes place only due to small scale eddies. Here, the large scale eddies 
were found to be equally responsible for dissipation as the small scale eddies. It is 
traditionally believed that the large eddies are inviscid. But, it is our belief that the 
dissipation takes place due to the interaction among different large scale eddies and 
the interaction between large scales and small scales.. Hussain [71] observed that 
even though coherent structure dynamics is essentially inviscid, there is dissipation 
within the coherent structures, which can be significant. The results obtained and 
presented here support the prediction of Hussain [71] regarding dissipation.
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Figure 7.49: Dissipation profile at X /h=9.0 for both unexcited and excited case.
The combined energy balance for the unexcited and excited case at X /h=9.0 
is shown in Figure 7.53 and 7.54 respectively. The pressure diffusion(obtained from
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Figure 7.50: Dissipation profile at X/h=11.5 for both unexcited and excited case.
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Figure 7.51: Dissipation profile at If/Umax = 0.7 for both unexcited and excited 
case.
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Figure 7.52: Dissipation profile at U/Umax = 0-9 for both unexcited and excited 
case.
balance) is observed to to play a major role in the turbulent kinetic energy budget 
for both the cases. For the unexcited case, (see Figure 7.53) the convection and 
pressure diffusion axe of opposite sign and further reverses the sign at about same 
Y /h=1.2 location. Hence, close to the bottom  surface, most of the turbulent energy 
influx by pressure diffusion and production are either dissipated or convected away 
in the downstream direction with the latter mechanism dominating. Away from 
the wall the pressure diffusion transports the energy away gained by convection, 
production and diffusion. The pressure diffusion term is observed to be significantly 
more important than the velocity diffusion. For a wall jet, Zhou et al.[33] observed 
similar variation in pressure transport, i.e. positive gain in turbulent kinetic energy
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close to the wall and loss away from it. Driver et al.[70], assumed the pressure 
diffusion to be negligible and calculated the dissipation by balance. The dissipation 
contribution was observed to decrease with increase in adverse pressure gradient 
value. According to the present results the opposite seems to be true. Referring 
to Figure 7.51, higher value of the dissipation is observed for the excited case. 
Before reattachment, the reattaching shear layer sees an adverse pressure gradient 
and after reattachment, it sees a positive pressure gradient. For the excited case, 
due to early reattachment the adverse pressure gradient before reattachment, is 
stronger than that for the unexcited case. The dissipation for the excited case is 
also higher before reattachm ent, and this indicates am increase in dissipation value 
in the presence of strong adverse pressure gradient.
The difference in the trends of the dissipation profile noted here with those 
of Driver et al.[70] is possibly linked to their neglect of the pressure diffusion 
term, which from the above discussion seem to be significant. The importance 
of the pressure diffusion contribution was also observed by Zhou et al.[33]. The 
present study reaffirms their behavior. For the excited case, at X /h=9.0, the 
pressure transport and convection contribution do not change their sign at any 
Y /h location. Both, convection and pressure transport are observed to be the 
most dominant turbulent transport quantities. The combined energy balance for 
the excited case at X /h=11.5 is shown in Figure 7.55. The nature of variation of 
pressure diffusion and convection contribution are opposite to that of the unexcited
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case at X/h=9.0(see Figure 7.53) but continue to be the dominant term. Both of 
them are observed to change their sign at about same Y /h  location(~ 1.5). For 
(Y /h £0.5), the production contribution is observed to be small and almost equal 
to the dissipation.
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Figure 7.53: Turbulent kinetic energy budget for the unexcited case at X/h=9.0.
7.7.1 K inetic Energy of Coherent Eddies
The kinetic energy budget from the coherent eddies was obtained here by 
using the formulation suggested by Hussain [16] as:
, r 5 ( 1 ____ \  8 (  " 1 T\ ,  .SUi . . Sud
\ 2 UeiUciJ ~  ~ lT j  +  2UciU )  +  (~ UciUei^!hrj ~  ^  UTiUri ^  8xj
,8u~ 8uc. ; . N i/ ,,8ud  8uc
~ s i + ‘' s T ^ i i 7 + l S )) ” 2( ( +  (7'7)
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Figure 7.54: Turbulent kinetic energy budget for the excited case at X/h=9.0.
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Figure 7.55: Turbulent kinetic energy budget for the excited case at X/h=11.5.
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The LHS term of the above equation 7.7 represents the coherent convection, and 
using the assumption similar to that made for the double decompsition method 
for wl, the coherent convection term can be simplified for 2-D flow as:
Coherent convection = +  U— {q%) (7.8)ay ox
where, ql is the coherent turbulent kinetic energy equal to | {u\ +  -uf). The first 
term in the RHS of the energy budget equation (equation 7.7) is the coherent 
pressure diffusion, which is a ssu m ed  here to be equal to the pressure diffusion 
value obtained from the double decomposition method. This assumption is based 
on earlier observations which estimated the coherent velocity component to be the 
significant part (see Figure 7.6 and 7.7). It is therefore assumed that the coherent 
pressure fluctuation is also a significant part of the total pressure fluctuation. The 
second term in the right hand side (equation 7.7) gives the coherent diffusion due 
to velocity fluctuation simplified as:
Coherent d iffu s io n  =  — ^ ( “ c +  ucvc )j ~  ( j ( u= VcUc)j (7-9)
The third term  in the RHS(equation 7.7) is the coherent production, simplified as:
Coherent 'production =  — (u\ — v%)-r— — ucvc ( —— I- -r— ] (7-10)
ox \o y  Ox J
The fifth term of the RHS (equation 7.7) known as diffusion of coherent en­
ergy by random velocity fluctuation is assumed here to be negligible. The sixth 
term in the RHS (equation 7.7) is the viscous diffusion and can be assumed neg­
ligible at high Reynolds number. The last term in the RHS (equation 7.7) is the
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coherent viscous dissipation, which is calculated using Taylor’s hypothesis similar 
to the double decomposition method. The fourth term known as the intermodal 
production terms between the random and the coherent contributions is calculated 
by balance of the main equation 7.7.
The coherent energy budget terms at X/h=9.0 for both the unexcited and 
excited cases are presented in Figure 7.57 and 7.58 respectively. Comparing the 
production contribution from the coherent eddies with that of the total production 
(see Figure 7.53), most of the production are observed to take place due to coher­
ent eddies. While, comparing the convection contribution for both the cases, the 
convection contribution is observed to be due to both coherent and non-coherent 
eddies. Sim ilar observation about coherent convection and production was also 
observed for wall jet case by Zhou et al. [33]. The nature of variation of the 
intermodal production terms obtained here is observed to be different from that 
observed by Zhou et al.[33]. For the unexcited case(Figure 7.57), close to the 
bottom surface, the coherent eddies are observed to contribute towards the ran­
dom scale motions(as the intermodal production term is negative), which may be 
dissipated subsequently. Away from the wall, the intermodal production term is 
positive indicating energy flux from the fine scale to the coherent motion(back 
scatter). For the excited case, (see Figure 7.58) both in the lower and upper part 
of the shear layer, positive intermodal production can be observed. Thus, back 
scatter observed in the shear layer after reattachment, may be contributing to a
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renewed organization of the coherent structures and the dominant presence of large 
scale structures well downstream of the reattachment point observed by Panigrahi 
and Acharya [36] from octant analysis. Since the intermodal production term was 
computed as a balance term, the validity of the assumption made primarily about 
pressure diffusion should be further examined.
We therefore investigate the effect of assumption that “the pressure diffu­
sion of coherent energy is equal to that obtained from 2-D decomposition” on 
the intermodal production term. Thus, the coherent velocity diffusion together 
with the total velocity diffusion are plotted in Figure 7.56 to compare the similar­
ity between the toted diffusion and coherent diffusion in the locations where high 
value of positive intermodal production was observed. It should be noted that a t 
Y /h  ~  0.625 and 1.375, the coherent velocity diffusion and total diffusion have 
sim ilar magnitude, supporting that coherent pressure diffusion and total pressure 
diffusion should be similar in these regions and the intermodal production calcu­
lation is not affected significantly in these locations. Contrary to the observation 
made for wall jet case[33], the coherent eddies do not contribute to the random 
scale motions throughout the shear layer. This is contrary to the traditional belief 
of energy cascade mechanism that the energy is always transferred from the large 
scale to the small scale.
We further support the observed backscatter behavior using the numerical 
analysis of Knight [77] and analytical arguments of Hussain [71]. Knight [77]
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Figure 7.56: Coherent and total velocity diffusion for the excited case at X/h=9.0.
studied the incompressible temorally-developing turbulent mixing layer by impos­
ing a week perturbation consisting of harmonic and subharmonic disturbance on 
the initial similarity profiles. For a variety of initial perturbation strengths and 
wavelengths, energy flux from the fine scale to the coherent scale was predicted 
during the pairing process. Hussain [71], in his review paper about coherent struc­
tures observed that principal contribution to the coherent vortidty comes from 
the incoherent field. It was shown that the random stretching of random vortidty 
fluctuations by random velodty fluctuations(u;r .ATtr ) and the random advection 
of random vortidty by random velodty fluctuations^  .Aw r) can be organized by 
the coherent structures in such a way to affect its coherent vortidty. It should 
also be mentioned here that the upper part of the shear layer (Y /h  > 1.2), we have
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previously observed that the velocity is of non-Gaussian type with higher absolute 
skewness and flatness value. It is this region that the intermodal production terms 
have the largest positive values.
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Figure 7.57: Turbulent kinetic energy budget of the coherent u-velocity for the 
unexcited case at X/h=9.0.
7.8 Summary
This chapter describes the turbulent structures of a reattaching shear layer 
developing behind the surface mounted rib; Measurements presented include the 
velocity profiles, the coherent and random Reynolds stresses , shear stress corre­
lation, higher order moments, total turbulent kinetic energy budget and coherent 
turbulent kinetic energy budget. From the mean velocity measurements, the X-
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Figure 7.58: Turbulent kinetic energy budget of the coherent u-velocity for the 
excited case at X/h=9.0.
momentum, transport is observed to be enhanced in the near wall region due to 
the excitation at the fundamental frequency. The imposed oscillation mostly af­
fect the coherent part of the total fluctuation. The random part of the velocity 
has a similar magnitude for both the excited and unexcited cases indicating that 
the coherent and random motions are uncorrelated. The flow developing past the 
reattachment point appears to be characterized by an inner layer and an outer 
layer. These layers appear to have different origins and retain the initial history 
well past the reattachment point.
The Reynolds stress correlation value obtained at X/h=11.5 well past the 
reattachment point, has a smaller magnitude than that of a traditional flat plate
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boundary layer. This supports the observation made earlier from octant analy­
sis regarding the d issim ila r ity  of turbulence structure between the two boundary 
layers. The Reynolds stress correlation in the outer part of the shear layer may 
indicate a negative production in that region due to the assymmetry created by 
the rib.
The higher order moments of the fluctuating u-velocity, i.e., skewness and 
flatness axe observed to depart from the respective Gaussian value of 0 and 3 in 
the upper part of the shear layer. This departure is attributed to the large scale 
intermittent fluctuation from the turbulent non-turbulent interface in the edge of 
the boundary layer.
The turbulent kinetic energy budget of the reattaching shear layer of the 
surface mounted rib, shows significant pressure transport contribution in the near 
reattachment region, contrary to the assumption made by previous investigators 
of backward facing step, that the pressure transport is negligible. The energy 
budget of the coherent component of turbulent fluctuation shows positive inter­
modal production in some Y-locations indicating the presence of reverse cascade 
mechanism.
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Chapter 8
Single Frequency and Two 
Frequency Excitation Effect on 
the Reattaching Shear Layer 
Development
8.1 Introduction
It is a well known, fact that coherent, vortical structures play a dominant role 
in the development of shear layers such as plane m ixing layers, jets and reattaching 
shear layers. The growth, evolution and interaction between these vortical struc­
tures is primarily responsible for the near-field development of the shear layer. The 
most extensively studied shear layer is that of a plane m ixing layer past a splitter 
plate. Ho and Huang [2] observed that the spreading rate of a mixing layer can be 
greatly manipulated by a low level forcing of the m ixing layer at a sub-harmonic of 
the most unstable frequency. This was attributed to the merging of vortices. Yang 
and Karlsson [13] studied the instability of a plane shear layer in fluenced  by the 
superposition of the fundamental frequency and its first sub-harmonic frequency. 
For the two mode forcing, greater shear layer growth was observed in the down­
stream  direction. The vortex merging termed as either “pairing” or “tearing” was 
observed to be dependent on the phase difference between the two modes. During 
“pairing” two or more span-wise vortical structures convect downstream, gradu-
211
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ally come close to each, other, then start rotating around each other and finally 
amalgamate to form a new larger vortex. During “tearing” , every other vortex 
in the row of the fundamental structures disintegrates and fluid associated with 
these structures become a part of the neighboring structures. Raman [35] reported 
the growth of the axisymmetric jet forced by fundamental and subharmonic tones 
and observed that two frequency excitation is more effective than single frequency 
excitation in enhancing jet mixing. At high forcing amplitudes of the fundamen­
tal and subharmonic, the subharmonic augmentation is independent of the phase 
difference.
The influence of shear layer excitation on the development and evolution 
of coherent structures behind a backward facing step has also been investigated 
by several investigators [14, 15, 9]. Bhattacharjee et al.[15] observed that the 
spreading rate can be increased most effectively by forcing at a non-dimensional 
frequency (based on step height and free stream velocity) between 0.2 and 0.4. 
Roos and Kegelman [14] observed sufficient reduction in the reattachment length 
when forcing at the non-dimensional frequency(based on free stream velocity and 
step height) greater than 0.25, due to the completion of at least one stage of 
pairing prior to the reattachment. Hasan [9] for a backward facing step, observed 
two distinct mode of instability: the shear layer mode(5’ta ~  0.012) and step 
mode(5t/l ~  0.185).
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The above-noted studies dealing with the effect of excitation on the develop­
ment of reattaching shear layer past a back-step are all limited to a single frequency 
studies. The ribbed duct flow represent a reattaching shear layer different from 
that past a backward facing step due to flow separation upstream of the rib. The 
effect of single frequency or two frequency excitation on the reattaching shear layer 
past a surface-mounted rib has not yet been investigated.
The objective of this investigation is to study the effect of single and two 
frequency mode excitation on the development of a reattaching shear layer behind 
a surface mounted rib. The pattern  recognition method for characterizing the 
large scale structure amplitude and phase decorrelation, and the modified HZFB 
method to quantify the phase decorrelation will be used as tools in analyzing the 
results. The mixing enhancement comparison will be made with the  help of u 
and v velocity profile and the boundary layer thickness. The detailed information 
regarding the modal development, energy exchanges between the mean flow and 
odd, even modes as well as binary energy exchange will be extracted. The effect 
of excitation on the phase jitte r or phase decorrelation magnitude will also be 
reported to show the effect on the zone of influence within which the control signal 
is phase locked to the vortex shedding or vortex merging.
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8.2 Forcing Criteria
8.2.1 Forcing Frequency
It is expected that both the forcing frequency and the forcing amplitude will 
play an equally important role in the modification of the large scale structures. The 
choice of forcing frequencies made here in the single mode forcing case are: funda­
mental £requency(/0=52Hz), 1st subharmonic(/0/2=26Hz), 2nd subharmonic(/0/4 
=13Hz), 3/2 fundamentaI(3/2/0=78Hz), 1st harmonic(2/o=104Hz) and 2nd har­
monic (3 /0=156Hz). The fundamental frequency f a is the dominant frequency 
observed in the near-field of the downstream edge of the rib, and represents the 
shear layer mode in the present flow. These modes have been reported to be the 
most dominant in simpler mixing layer studies. The fundamental frequency is equal 
to the natural frequency of the shear layer. The rationale behind choosing the sub- 
harmonic frequencies are to promote vortex merging similar to that reported for a 
plane mixing layer. The choice of the 3/2 fundamental and 1st harmonic is based 
on the assumption that the nonlinear interaction of the fundamental and its 1st 
subharmonic may result in the 3/2 fundamental and that of the fundamental with 
itself may result in the 1st harmonic. These are also expected to play a crucial role 
in the shear layer development. For two frequency forcing, the fundamental and 
its 1st subharmonic with phase difference of 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270° were used. The 
phase angle difference here is defined as the difference between twice the phase 
angle of the subharmonic wave and phase angle of the fundamental wave. One
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additional two-frequency forcing case involving the fundamental wave and its first 
harmonic with 0° phase difference between the two was also included.
To further substantiate the choice of the coherent-mode frequencies, the spec­
tra  of the flow forced at the fundamental is presented in fig. 8.3. The spectra 
presented for three X /h locations (=1.5, 4.0, and 9.0) and three Y /h locations cor­
responding to u/umax values that are closest to 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9. At X /h=1.5, the 
fundamental is clearly evident and dominates the flow field. At X/h=4, the subhar­
monic manifests itself, and the fundamental decay. Past reattachment (X/h=9.0), 
the fundamental, the first subharmonic and the second subharmonic are all im­
portant. The fundamental appears to be energized with respect to the X/h=4.0 
location and may be better associated with eddy breakup non-linear interactions 
with the other modes.
8.2.2 Forcing Level
The forcing level is defined here as the ratio between the r.m.s. velocity of 
the large scale fluctuations attributed to the excitation and the average velocity 
measured at the downstream edge of the rib at a Y /h  equal to 1.0 from the rib 
surface. This location represents the external free stream at the downstream edge 
of the rib. Different forcing levels were obtained by adjusting the voltage input to 
the power amplifier of the loud speaker arid thus the r.m.s. value of the u-velodty. 
For a desired amplitude and phase difference, the input to the function generator 
depends on the frequency response of the loud speaker chamber. Hence, initial
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Figure 8.1: The m om entum  thickness versus forcing level variation at X /h=8.0 for 
the excitation at 52Hz.
Figure 8.2: The momentum thickness versus forcing level variation at X /h=8.0 for 
the excitation at 104Hz.
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Figure 8.3: The u-velocity spectra development in the downstream direction for 
excitation at 52Hz.
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calibration, of the loud speaker was performed by plotting and curve fitting the 
forcing level versus the voltage supplied from the function generator. This helped 
in the selection of the correct input from the function generator to the power 
amplifier for a particular forcing frequency and forcing level.
To facilitate the selection of the forcing level for this experiment, the mo­
mentum thickness at X=8h from the downstream edge of the rib was examined for 
several different forcing levels for forcing frequencies of 52Hz and 104Hz. These 
results are shown in Figure 8.1 and 8.2 respectively. Both these figures shows that 
the rate of increase in momentum thickness with forcing level reduces after a forc­
ing level value of 2%. Therefore, the forcing level chosen for the present experiment 
was selected at 2%. It has been assumed that the 2% forcing level also represents 
an optimal level at other frequencies.
For a plane shear layer, Yang and Karlsson used the superposition of equal 
amplitude fundamental and subharmonic in their study of coherent structures and 
were successful in observing the importance of phase difference between the two 
on the shear layer growth rate. For an axisymmetric jet, Raman [35] observed that 
at high forcing amplitudes of the fundamental and subharmonic, the subharmonic 
is always augmented irrespective of the initial phase differences. At the forcing 
level of 3%, for both fundamental and subharmonic, the peak attained by the 
subharmonic was not highly dependent on the initial phase difference. Therefore, 
for the two frequency forcing, the forcing level for each mode was selected to
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be equal to 1%, such that the peak forcing level was 2% and thus consistent 
comparison cam be made between the single frequency forcing cases and the two 
frequency forcing cases.
8.3 Parametric Evaluation of Mixing Enhance­
ment
The mixing enhancement in the reattaching shear layer is evaluated by ex­
amining: (l)the mean u-velocity profile at X/h=8.5, where an excitation-induced 
increase in the stream-wise velocity inside the boundary layer indicates an increase 
in the stream-wise momentum transport(see Figure 8.4), (2) the mean v-velocity 
profile at X/h=8.5, where a decrease in the value of v-velocity indicates early reat­
tachment (see Figure 8.5) and (3) the Y locations Yo.gs and Yo.7 that correspond to 
the U/Umax =  0.95 and U/Umax =  0.7 respectively. The distance (Y(0.95-o.7)) (Fig­
ure 8.7) may be construed to represent the spread in the upper region of the shear 
layer(see Figure 8.6). These locations are decided on the basis that the hot-wire 
measurement would be erroneous due to the presence of instantanaeously reversed 
flow in the lower part of the shear layer. For a backward facing step, Bhattacharjee 
et al. [15] plotted the Y-location corresponding to 10% and 90% of the free stream 
velocity, for both the excited case and unexcited case. This showed the separated 
shear layer spreading rate for both the cases and the effect was observed in both 
the upper part of the shear layer and lower part of the shear layer. Therefore, it
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is assumed here that the spreading rate comparison using the U/Umax =  0.7 and 
U/Umax =  0.95 locations would be sufficient.
From Figure 8.4, at X /h=8.5, it may be observed that there is a negligible 
increase in u-momentum transport inside the boundary layer for a forcing fre­
quency of f=13Hz ( f 0f 4) indicating the absence of any vortex merging with 2nd 
subharmonic forcing. Sim ilarly, at the forcing frequency corresponding to the 2nd 
harmonic( 156Hz), negligible increase in momentum transport was noted, which 
indicated that the 156Hz forcing frequency being considerably further away from 
the most amplified frequency(52Hz), has negligible growth and hence negligible 
m ixing enhancement. For forcing frequencies between 26Hz and 104Hz, there is a 
significant increase in the u-values near the wall indicating increased u-momentum 
transport. Comparing all forcing frequencies, the 52Hz fundamental forcing shows 
the largest increase in momentum transport followed by the 78Hz (3 /0/2), 104Hz 
(2f 0), and 26Hz (/„/2) cases. In comparing the 52Hz forcing frequency with the 
forcing frequency of 26Hz, greater u-values axe noted with the 52Hz case. Subhar­
monic forcing in m ixin g  layers was noted to promote vortex pairing and to enhance 
mixing. Since such a behavior is not observed here, it can be conjectured tha t the 
pairing process, if it exists, is associated with weakened eddies, and does not led 
to enhanced entrainment or mixing.
Examination of the two frequency forcing cases, shows tha t the fundamental- 
subharmonic forcing with 270° phase difference has the least improvement in mo­
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mentum transport. In fact, in none of the fiindamental-subharmonic frequency 
forcing cases, is the increase in momentum transport more than that of the fun­
damental forcing frequency case. This observation again attests to the lesser role 
played by the subharomic-induced pairing process. However, interestingly, for the 
fundamental-harmonic forcing case, the increase in momentum transport is very 
similar to the fundamental forcing frequency case. Hence, from the mean u-velocity 
profile, it is clear that most of the increase in momentum transport due to the ex­
citation takes place for fundamental forcing and fundamental-harmonic forcing. 
Contrary to the plane mixing layer behavior, the subharmonic forcing does not 
appear to change the spreading rate dramatically.
Since the u-v velocity profiles are normalized with respect to the maximum 
velocity, it is useful to examine the behavior of u. This is shown in Figure 8.8. The 
maximum velocity occurs in the upper high-speed regions of the flow from which 
momentum is transported into the shear layer. Thus, low values of u imply higher 
momentum transport. Therefore, the lowest values are observed for cases where 
the greater rate was earlier noted to be maximum.
The v-velocity profiles and the normalized shear layer thickness(Y(o.95-o.7 )fh) 
profiles shown in Figures 8.5 and 8.7 respectively generally support the observation 
made using the u-velocity plots. The effect of excitation on the v-velocity is more 
pronounced compared to its effect on the u-velocity profile. For the 13Hz forcing
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case, there is no change in the v-velodty profile which indicates the ineffectiveness 
of the 13Hz excitation.
Figure 8.6 shows the growth rate (F0.95 — F0 .7) for the unexcited and excited 
cases and Figure 8.7 shows the respective Y0.7 and I 0.95 values. Ho and Huang 
[2], observed a parabolic growth rate at the near region of the mixing layer due to 
laminar growth. The initial parabolic growth region was followed by linear growth 
possibly due to the random vortex merging. Ho and Huang [2] observed further 
stepwise growth in the excited shear layer due to a a localized merging process. 
In the reattaching shear layer, no significant step-wise growth can be observed 
from Figure 8.6 and 8.7 suggesting the absence of any localized merging. A more 
careful examination of Fig. 8.7 however, reveals a perceptible increase in the slope 
of the Y0.7 curve in the X/h=6-8 range for the cases where the excitation had a 
significant impact (excitation at f a, and / 0 +  2/„, and / 0 + / 0/2 with A<f> 0 and 90). 
The Y0.95 line appears to be relatively unaffected and therefore an increase in slope 
of the Y0.7 line implies increased growth. Associated with this increased slope, the 
I 0.7 value at X/h=11.5 is the smallest for the cases with larger growth. Such an 
increase in growth can be associated with a pairing process. Further explorations 
of this possibility is examined in a later section.
8.4 Three Dimensional Effects
In order to examine the existence and nature of the three-dimensional ef­
fects, the mean and rms values of the streamwise velocity were examined at two
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X /h locations, 1.5 just downstream of the rib, and 10 which is past the reattach­
ment location. At X /h=1.5 location, measurements were made for three vertical 
positions, Y/h=1.375, 1.5, and 1.75. At X /h=10.0, measurements were made at 
Y/h=0.787, 1.662 and 2.5. Furthermore, one position, well upstream of the rib was 
examined to determine if three-dimensional effects were present in the approach 
flow. As seen in Fig. 8.9, small three-dimensional undulations are noted in the 
profile. However there is no preferred directional behavior, and the flow appears 
to be basically characterized by low amplitude, low frequency three-dimensional 
waves in the spanwise direction.
At X/h=1.5 and Y/h=1.375, the unforced flow shows three-dimensional ef­
fects (Fig. 8.10) in the mid-span region (0 < Z /h  < 6). At Z /h=4 a strong flow 
deceleration is observed. Shih and Ho [78] observed that the recirculation region 
in the flow past a backstep in a 3:1 channel was highly three-dimensional with lower 
velocities in the center-plane relative to an off-center plane. The similar behavior 
observed in the present case (at Y/h=1.375, just above the recirculation region) 
implies that some of the features present in Shih and Ho’s flow may be present 
here. According to Shih and Ho, flow reattachment occurs earlier along the center 
plane, which causes a weak secondary flow in the horizontal plane parallel to the 
surface; the recirculation region is divided into two by a low-velocity region along 
the centerline. In the present case, the three-dimensional effects are expected to
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be weaker than those of Shih and Ho because of the larger aspect ratio (5:1) of the 
channel.
The flow, forced by the fundamental, shows a significant reduction in the 
three-dimensional effects at this Y /h  location. This is presumably associated with 
an increased spanwise coherence associated with an initially two-dimensional forc­
ing signal. The rms values of both the forced and unforced signals show weaker 
three-dimensional behavior with an increase in the rms value associated with the 
flow decceleration in the center.
W ith increasing Y/h, the three-dimensional effects reduce considerably (Fig. 
8.11 and 8.12). At Y/h=1.5 (Fig. 8.11), the three-dimensional effects observed in 
Fig. 8.10 can still be seen although they are lower in magnitude. However, the 
forced flow at this location also shows the same three-dimensional behavior as the 
unforced flow. At Y/h=1.75 (Fig. 8.12), the flow is essentially two dimensional 
with a small boundary-layer effect near the right wall of the tunnel.
To examine if the three-dimensional effects are caused by the coherent or 
the random components, Fig. 8.13 presents the coherent and random fluctuations 
separately at the X/h=1.5 location. The random components are an order of 
magnitude lower than the coherent components. It is therefore evident that the 
spanwise variations are induced by three-dimensional effects.
At X /h=10, past reattachment, the three-dimensional effects are consider­
ably weaker than those observed at X /h=1.5. At all Y /h  locations (Fig. 8.14, 8.15
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and 8.16), the rms velocity profiles are relatively flat, and the mean velocity shows 
small three-dimensional effects near the centerline and the right wall.
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Figure 8.9: The spanwise variation of mean and RMS velocity in the streamwise 
direction at X/h=-10 and Y/h=0.55.
8.5 Phase Development
For the two-frequency fundamental-subharmonic excitation cases, the effect 
of the input phase-difference on the phase development of the fundamental and 
subharmonic at two X/h locations (0.5 and 2.5) are presented in Figs. 8.17-8.20. 
Also presented in these figures is the phase difference(A<£) between the funda­
mental and subharmonic. To interpret the phase evolution of the fundamental and 
subharmonic signals, it should be noted tha t the 0, 2r ,  ... represent the begining
of each cycle, and therefore a phase difference greater than ir should be interpreted
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direction at X /h=1.5 and Y/h=1.375.
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Figure 8.11: The spanwise variation of mean and RMS velocity in the streamwise 
direction at X /h=1.5 and Y/h=1.5.
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Figure 8.12: The spanwise variation of mean and RMS velocity in the streamwise 
direction at X /h=1.5 and Y/h=1.75.
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Figure 8.13: The spanwise variation of coherent and random energy in the stream- 
wise direction at X /h=1.5 and Y/h=1.375, 1.5, 1.75.
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Figure 8.14: The spanwise variation of mean and RMS velocity in the streamwise 
direction at X /h=10 and Y/h=0.787.
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Figure 8.15: The spanwise variation of mean and RMS velocity in the streamwise 
direction at X /h=10 and Y/h=1.662.
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Figure 8.16: The spanwise variation of mean and RMS velocity in the streamwise 
direction at X/h=10 and Y/h=2.5.
as a phase difference of +  A(f>) with respect to the begining of the next cycle. 
Consider the fundamental-subharmonic phase difference first. For an initial phase 
difference (input) of 0° (Fig. 8.17), the phase-difference between the two-modes 
in the middle of the shear layer is low with an average value of about 1 radian 
(approx. equal to tt/ 3 ) .  A s the input phase difference increases in increments 
of 7r/2 (Fig. 8.18-8.20), the average phase-difference between the two modes also 
increases, roughly by the same increment. This implies strong coherence between 
the two modes at this location, and for sufficently low phase differences, should 
provide conditions ideal for subharmonic growth. However, this is not observed in 
Fig. 8.24, and implies that the fundamental is weak (as seen in Fig. 8.17) and/or
Without forcing 
With forcing 
Without forcing 
With forcing
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the lowest average-phase difference noted (of the order of 1 radian) is still above the 
threshold required to promote subharmonic growth, particularly in the presence 
of a  weak fundamental. At X /h=2.5, the average fundamental-subhannonic phase 
difference does not increase in x /2  increments with corresponding i t /2 increases 
in the input signal. For a phase input of 0°, the measured phase difference varies 
betewwen -2.3 radians in the mid-region of the shear layer to about +2.2 radian 
in the upper part. For a 90° phase input, the corresponding variation is from 1.7 
radians to 3.25 radians. For input phase differences of 180° and 270°, the measured 
phase-difference remains mostly in the 1-3 radian range. However, despite the lack 
of correlation between the input phase difference and that measured at X /h=2.5, 
we observe strong subharmonc growth for a phase difference input of 180 and 90 
degrees. For these conditions, Fig. 8.18 and 8.19 show the lowest measured phase 
difference values in the lower and middle regions of the shear layer (Y /k  <  1.8). 
The lowest subharmonic amplification observed in Fig. 8.24 was for the 0 and 
270 degree, and for these cases Fig. 8.17 and 8.20 show high values of measured 
phase difference for Y /h  < 1.6. For ail input phase differences, the strength of the 
harmonic is significant.
The above observations appear to be consistent with the theoretical analysis 
of Monkewitz [79] and the experimental study of Haj, Miksad and Powers [80] 
for a mixing layer. It was concluded from these studies that when the phase 
coupling between the two modes was high, subharmonic growth occurred for a
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phase difference less than a critical value. On the other hand, if the phase difference 
is high, subhannonic growth is not observed. In our measurements, as noted above, 
we report somewhat sim ilar behavior.
We turn our attention next to the phase differences between the measured 
fu n d a m e n ta l and the input fundamental signal and the measured subharmonic 
and the input fundamental signal. In Fig. 8.17-8.20 it can be noted that the 
measured fundamental-input fundamental phase difference is always greater at 
X /h  of 0.5 than at X/h=1.5. This implies the possible existence of a lock-in 
mechanism downstream of the 0.5 location which is responsible for reducing the 
phase difference. For the 270-degree phase difference case, the measured phase 
differences at X/h=0.5 and 2.5 are closest to each other for Y /h^l.6 compared to 
other cases. This could possibly imply an earlier onset of lock-in in the outer shear 
layer regions. We note that highest amplification of the harmonic mode was noted 
for this 270-degree case (fig. 8.22). The increments in the measured fundamental 
phase difference does not appear to correlate well with the increments in the phase 
in the input signal.
In examining the subhannonic-fundamental phase difference, we note that 
for the 0° case, the phase difference of the subharmonic is substantially lower 
at the X /h=0.5 location. Thus as the disturbances travel downstream, phase 
separation of the subharmonic occurs with respect to the input fundamntal. In 
general, the phase differences in the measured subharmonic seem to correlate with
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the increments in the input phase difference. Therefore the subharmonic is more 
strongly coupled with the input driving signal than the fundamental, in contrast 
to observations of Ho et al. [1] who note that phase decorrelation occurs first with 
the subharmonic phase.
8.6 Modal Energy Development
The shear layer growth of a mixing layer is best explained by the down­
stream development of the fundamental and 1st subharmonic modes [2, 81]. In 
this section, we try to correlate the growth of the reattaching shear layer to the 
development of different modes. The development of the forcing frequencies for 
the single frequency excitation case are presented in Figure 8.21, while for the 
two frequency excitation case, the development of fundamental and subharmonic 
are presented in Figure 8.22 and 8.24 respectively. From Figure 8.21, it may be 
observed tha t the X-location corresponding to the peak of the forcing frequency 
decreases with increasing forcing frequency indicating the dependence of instabil­
ity wave growth on the acoustic wave length rather than the step height. Similar 
observation was obtained for a backward facing step by Hasan [9], who for laminar 
separation past a backward facing step, observed the linear growth rate at the edge 
of the backward facing step for all forcing frequencies. This initial growth rate was 
noted to be the maximum growth rate. In the present case, this was not true for all 
the forcing frequencies e.g. for the 1st subharmonic and 2nd harmonic frequency. 
For the 1st subharmonic frequency, the maximum growth rate was observed at
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Figure 8.17: The phase and phase difference profile for two mode forcing with 0° 
phase difference at X /h=0.5 and 2.5.
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Figure 8.18: The phase and phase difference profile for two mode forcing with 90° 
phase difference at X /h=0.5 and 2.5.
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Figure 8.19: The phase and. phase difference profile for two mode forcing with 180° 
phase difference at X /h=0.5 and 2.5.
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Figure 8.20: The phase and phase difference profile for two mode forcing with 270° 
phase difference at X/h=0.5 and 2.5.
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about X/h=1.2 following an initial decay in the growth. For a circular je t, Zaman 
and Hussain [30] observed the initial decay of forcing frequencies in the near flow 
region followed by subsequent growth for some forcing frequencies irrespective of 
the status of the exit boundary layer.
For a mixing layer, it was observed that the growth of the 1st subharmonic is 
traditionally related to the vortex merging. The vortex merging takes place within 
several wavelengths and the position where it saturates was defined as vortex 
merging location [1]. The growth rate of the forced plane shear layer was consid­
erably different from the unforced case due to vortex merging. For the reattaching 
shear layer and for the subharmonic forcing case(see Figure 8.26) the subharmonic 
growth rate is maximum at about X /h=2. The harmonic is seen to slowly in­
crease in the downstream direction, while the subharmonic decays sharply upto 
X /h=6. Interestingly. Interestingly, the subharmonic increase again after reat­
tachment while the harmonic shows evidence of saturating. The re-emergence of 
the subharmonic and decay of the fundamental could imply possible, albeit week 
pairing of the fundamental modes. The location X /h  > 6 also corresponds to the 
point where the Yo.7 curve presented earlier changes slope(Figure 8.7). Another 
possibility is that the growth of the subharmonic is due to its natural amplification 
and doesn’t have any direct relationship with vortex merging. For the 2nd subhar­
monic forcing case, the maximum growth of the forcing frequency was observed at 
about X /h value of 2.4. But from Figure 8.6, no improvement in growth rate was
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at any X /h location. Hence, it may be concluded that for a reattaching shear 
layer case, the subhannonic forcing does not lead to a strong pairing event that is 
associated with a significant enhancement in the entrainment.
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Figure 8.21: The development of forcing frequencies for the single frequency exci­
tation case in the downstream direction at U/Uma* =  0.7.
Referring Figure 8.22 and 8.24 it may be observed that the relative phases 
between the two frequencies has more influence on the subharmonic growth rate 
than the fundamental growth rate. Comparing Figure 8.21 and 8.22, it may be 
observed for each mode the point of saturation of the fundamental occurs earlier 
for the f=52Hz forcing case. This may be associated with a higher average forcing 
level in the single frequency forcing case. For the  single frequency forcing, the point 
of saturation for the subhannonic was at a larger distance compared to that for the
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Figure 8.22: The development of 525z frequency in the downstream direction, for 
two frequency excitation at U/UmrT =  0.7.
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Figure 8.23: The development of 52Hz frequency in the downstream direction, for 
two frequency excitation at UfUm~~ =  0.9.
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Figure 8.24: The development of 26Hz frequency in the downstream direction, for 
two frequency excitation at U/U  =0 .7 .
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Figure 8.25: The development of 26Hz frequency in the downstream direction, for 
two frequency excitation at U/U—- =  0.9.
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Figure 8.26: The development of 26Hz and 52Hz frequency in the downstream 
direction, for 26Hz forcing frequency at U/Umax =  0.7.
fundamental. This is not the case in the neax field of the two frequency(/0, / 0/2) 
forcing case where both the fundamental and subharmonic peak at about the same 
X /h  location. It should be mentioned that Nilritopoulos and Liu [81] observed the 
importance of the initial energy density of the fundamental and subhannonic in 
addition to the phase difference to be an important factor in the modal develop­
ment of the two frequency forcing case. The differences in the initial energy density 
of the different modes can be seen by noting the X /h=0 levels in Figure 8.22 and 
8.24, and may be responsible for the different modal development of the forcing fre- 
quencies(both fundamental and subharmonic). For the fundamental-subharmonic 
forcing case, the primary growth of both fundamental and subharmonic is observed
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for X / h  < 3, while only the subharmonic starts growing at about X / h  ~  6 (see 
Figure 8.22 and 8.24). Thus, the subharmonic growth of the shear layer takes place 
in two stages. In examining Figure 8.6 and 8.3, the shear layer growth is observed 
to be enhanced after X [h  ~  6, for fundamental-subharmonic forcing cases with 
the Yo.7  curve changing its slope at this location. Hence, it may be concluded that 
the shear layer growth is mostly affected in the second stage by the subharmonic 
growth. For a backward facing step, Eaton and Johnston [42] observed a drop 
in the Strouhal number value by about 50% at around the reattachment region 
possibly because of the large scale structure(fundamental frequency) splitting sug­
gesting the importance of subharmonic frequency after the reattachment. After, 
the reattachment, it seems that the conditions are favorable for the subharmonic 
growth and hence the subharmonic extracts most of the energy from the mean 
flow and is responsible for the shear layer growth. Another possibility is that 
the generation of subharmonic following the shear layer reattachment is due to 
pairing/tearing events which enhances the shear layer growth subsequently.
A rather anamolous behavior is observed in the near field (X / h  < 1) of 
both Figure 8.21 and 8.22. The energy levels of both modes show an initial de­
cay, as if they were feeding energy to the mean or to other modes. Evidence of 
this is also noted for some of the single frequency forcing cases, but not in the 
fundamental-harmonic forcing case. It is speculated that in these cases, the initial
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turbulence energy levels.
For the fundamental-harmonic frequency excitation case(see Figure 8.22) the 
saturation of the fundamental wave is observed to take place earlier than that for 
the fundamental-subharmonic excitation case even-though its initial energy density 
is not the highest. This may be attributed to the importance of nonlinear inter­
action between the fundamental and harmonic in the early region of reattaching 
shear layer.
Figures 8.23 and 8.25 shows the development of the fundamental and sub­
harmonic at a higher Y /h location corresponding to UfUmax =  0.9. Trends similar 
to that at the U j U =  0.7 location are noted. The most noticeable feature is the 
clear re-emergence of the fundamental past X /h=6. Further the initial energy lev­
els for all cases are the same unlike that a t the Yo.t locations. Thus, in the present 
measurements the forcing level in the fundamental and subharmonic at the outer 
edge of the shear layer is essentially the same for all phase angle differences.
In comparing the different phases, we note that the highest amplification of 
the fundamental occurs (see Figure 8.22 and. 8.23) for a A ^i_2 of 270 degrees while 
the highest amplification of the subharmonic (see Figure 8.24 and 8.25) happens 
for A<£i_2 of 180 degrees(in the near field, X / h  <  3) and 90 degrees (for X / h  > 3). 
In comparing these observations with the growth of the shear layer (see Figure 
8.7), it is noted that the largest growth (at X/h=11.5) is associated with a A ^ i_ 2
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of 90 degrees which, is consistent with the maximum subharmonic energy levels 
for the 90 degree A$i_2 value. Thus, for the two-frequency excitation cases, the 
shear layer growth is more strongly controlled by the subharmonic. Since, forcing 
at the fundamental frequency was the most favorable one for shear layer growth, 
at this excitation frequency, we present the detail developments of total turbulent 
energy, the total coherent and individual components of the kinetic energy and 
the shear stresses(coherent and total) are presented in Figure 8.27, 8.28 and 8.29 
respectively. Figure 8.27 shows that both the Urmt and Km* increase rapidly with 
X /h, but reach their peak values at different X /h  locations. At U/Uma3. =  0.7, 
the Urmt peaks just downstream of the separation, then decay to a m in im u m  at 
X /h=2. At this location, Km* peaks, followed by a decay. The decay in Km* is 
associated with an increase in Urmt which again peaks at a  X /h location of about 
8. At U/Umax of 0.9, a similar behavior is observed, except that the first Urmt peak 
occurs further downstream. The growth of the forcing frequency i.e. the funda­
mental at Y-locations corresponding to U/Umax =  0.7,0.8, 0.9 occurs at a different 
rate in the streamwise direction(see Figure 8.28). The X /h  location at which the 
saturation of the fundamental takes place is earlier (X /h  ~  0.5) for U/Uma3- =  0.7 
location in comparison to the X /h  ~  1.4 and 2.5 for U/Umax= 0.7 and 0.9 loca­
tions respectively. This may be due to the larger mean strain at UfUmax =  0.7 
location, which leads to a larger growth rate resulting in earlier saturation. The 
larger initial energy density at (compare Figure 8.24 and 8.25) U/Umax =  0.7 may
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also be responsible for earlier saturation of fundamental. After the completion in 
the growth rate of the fundamental, the subharmonic growth rate increases and is 
the primary contributor to the total coherent turbulent kinetic energy. Subsequent 
growth of the fundamental and the the 2nd subharmonic are also appreciable in 
magnitude and are the primary contributors to the magnitude of the total coherent 
energy. The random scale motions are small even after reattachm ent as shown in 
Figure 8.27. Figure 8.28 shows that the energy in the fundamental mode is mostly 
redistributed into the subharmonic and second subharmonic. It should be noted 
that at the outer edge of the shear layer U/U—  = 0.9, the fundamental seems 
to re-emerge, drawing energy either from the mean or from the random scales. 
At X/h=7.8, there is a sharp drop of the fundamental bu t the subharmonic and 
second subharmonic continue to increase. This behavior has characteristics simi­
lar to a pairing/tearing event, although at this location, the individual modes are 
relatively weak. As noted earlier, enhanced growth (see the  lo.r profiles) is noted 
in the vicinity of this location.
The coherent and random Reynolds stress at U/Umax =  0.7 and U/UmnT = 
0.9 are plotted in Figure 8.29 and indicate that most of the Reynolds stresses are 
due to the large scale structure. Comparing Figure 8.29 and 8.28 it may be observed 
that after X /h  ~  4.0, the coherent Reynolds stress contribution decreases while 
the coherent kinetic energy is still predominant indicating that energy exchange 
between different modes play an important role in that region. Similar to the
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coherent energy shown (see Figure 8.28), the coherent Reynolds stress at U/Umax =  
0.7 takes place at an earlier X /h  location than that for U/Umax =  0.9.
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Figure 8.27: The development of total turbulent energy(both stream-wise and 
cross-stream) in downstream direction for forcing frequency equal to 52Hz, at 
U/Umax ~  0.7, 0.9.
8.7 Energy Exchange with the Mean Flow
In the previous section, the coherent component of turbulent energy was 
shown to be the dominant contributor to the total energy in the shear layer. In 
this section, the energy exchange of different modes with the mean motion i.e. 
the production of the modal energy is discussed. The energy exchange of different 
modes with the mean flow can be calculated to be equal to —UnVnj=pr, where ”n” 
represents the index for predominant modes present in the flow. A positive value
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Figure 8.28: The development of coherent energy and its constituent modes in the 
downstream direction for forcing frequency equal to 52Hz at U/Umax=0.7, 0.8, 0.9.
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Figure 8.29: The development of coherent and random shear stress in downstream 
direction for forcing frequency equal to 52Hz(U/Umax = 0.7, 0.9.)
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of the above energy exchange term  indicates the transfer of energy from, the mean 
motions.
For single frequency excitation at the fundamental, the modal energy ex­
change with the mean flow is shown in Figure 8.30. The predominant  energy 
exchange with the mean flow is observed to be due to the fundamental and sub- 
harmonic mode. The energy exchange of the subharmonic with the mean flow 
grows after the energy exchange with the fundamental reaches the maximum value. 
Comparing, the growth of the fundamental frequency in Figure 8.30 with the fun­
damental energy development shown in Figure 8.28, it may be observed tha t the 
saturation of the turbulent kinetic energy takes place earlier than the X /h location 
at which the mean flow energy exchange reaches its maximum value. This indi­
cates the importance of either the binary energy exchange or dissipation on the 
development of modal energy.
The energy exchange with the mean flow for the subharmonic forcing case is 
presented in Figure 8.31. Most of the energy exchange is observed to be through 
the subharmonic frequency only. Comparing with Figure 8.21, it may be observed 
that the peak in the subharmonic kinetic energy takes place at X /h  ~  2 close to 
X/h=2.4 location where, the peak in the energy exchange of the subharmonic with 
the mean flow occurs. Surprisingly, for this case the fundamental mode does not 
grow through energy exchange with the mean.
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The energy exchange for the fundamental-subharmonic forcing case with a 
90° phase difference is presented in Figure 8.32. The energy transfer from the 
mean flow to both the subharmonic and the fundamental frequencies is observed 
to be equally important in the near flow region ( X/ h  < 2) of the shear layer. The 
energy exchange with the fundamental peaks first at X / h  ~  2 and that for the 
subharmonic occurs at (~  3.8). The maximum magnitude of the subharmonic 
energy exchange is also observed to be larger (nearly twice) than that of the fun­
damental. But from Figure 8.22 and 8.24, the fundamental energy is observed to 
be larger than the subharmonic energy, indicating the importance of either binary 
energy exchange terms or transport terms. Further, the X /h  location where the 
subharmonic energy peak occurs is close to the location where the fundamental 
energy exchange peaks ( X/ h  ~  2) but is substantially before the X /h=3.6 loca­
tion where the maximum energy exchange of the subharmonic with the mean flow 
takes place. This observation points to the importance of the pressure and viscous 
diffusion terms.
The energy exchange of the fundamental and subharmonic mode with the 
mean flow for various phase difference of the fundamental-subharmonic forcing 
cases is presented in Figures 8.33 and 8.34. The mean-fundamental energy ex­
change increases rapidly in the near field region reaching a peak at X / h  ~  2, and 
decays monotonically downstream. The fundamental energy levels shown in Figure 
8.22 show a similar trend, except for the anomolous behavior for X /h jl where the
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fundamental energy levels initially decreases. The energy exchange of the subhar- 
monic with the mean flow occurs more gradually with a flat peak at X / h  ~  4 and is 
observed to be more sensitive to the phase difference(see Figure 8.34). Rajaee and 
Karlsson [11] for a mixing layer, observed a similarity in the energy transfer of the 
fundamental with the mean flow for both tearing and pairing type of vortex pair­
ing. The energy exchange of the subharmonic with the mean flow was observed to 
be negligible for the tearing type of vortex merging, while it was substantial for the 
pairing type of vortex merging. Here, for all phase angle differences considered, the 
energy exchange of the subharmonic with the mean flow is not negligible(presence 
of pairing interaction!!), particularly in the region 3 < X / h  <  6. For the phase 
difference of 270°, the subharmonic production has the lowest magnitude, but the 
fundamental mode has the highest energy exchange magnitude. I t should be re­
called here that among all the fundamental-subharmonic excitation case used here, 
the 270° phase difference had the minimum mixing enhancement (largest Y0 .7  value 
at X/h=11.5), possibly due to the relatively small subharmonic production.
8.8 Binary-mode Interactions
The magnitude of two wave interactions is expected to be able to explain the 
dominant physical mechanisms in the growth and decay of the fundamental and 
subharmonic disturbances and the significance of initial conditions and phase angle. 
The mode interaction term i.e. the rate of energy transfer from the fundamental
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Figure 8.30: The development of modal energy exchange with the mean flow at 
U/Umax = 0 .7  for forcing frequency equal to 52Hz.
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Figure 8.31: The development of modal energy exchange with the mean flow at 
U/Umax — 0.7 for forcing frequency equal to 26Hz.
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Figure 8.32: The development of modal energy exchange with the mean flow at 
U/Umax =  0.7 for fundamental-subharmonic forcing with 90° phase difference.
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Figure 8.33: The development of fundamental frequency energy exchange with the 
mean flow at U/Umax =  0-7 for fundamental-subharmonic forcing.
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Figure 8.34: The development of subharmonic frequency energy exchange with the 
mean flow at U/Umax =  0.7 for fundamental-subharmonic forcing.
to the subharmonic is given by:
0 a&Ui — u ° u ° .— -
1 3 S x j
where, the superscript ”o” stands for the subharmonic mode and ”e” stands for 
the fundamental mode. This energy exchange represents the work done by the 
Reynolds stress of the subharmonic mode with the strain field of the fundamental 
modes. The estimation of spatial derivatives(^) of the fundamental mode is 
only possible when the instantaneous spatial fluctuation can be measured with the 
help of large array of probes. The spatial derivatives can not be reconstructed 
from single point measurement due to the presence of phase jitter. Therefore, the 
spatial derivatives of the even mode are calculated assuming the validity of Taylor’s
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hypothesis. Thus, the binary mode energy exchange is calculated from:
Suf Suj—u°u°( — -  H----- - )' A VSt USt
The subharmonic-fiindamental energy exchange for the fundamental-subharmonic 
forcing case at different phase difference calculated from the above equation is 
plotted in Figure 8.35. The positive sign of the energy exchange term s indicate 
the transfer of energy from the fundamental to the subharmonic while the negative 
sign indicates the loss of energy to the fundamental.
The importance of the phase angle can be observed in the near field of 
the separated shear layer region(X/h <  3), while away from the separated re 
gion( X/ h  > 3 ) ,  the binary exchange of the coherent modes is small and no effect 
of phase difference can be ascertained. For a mixing layer, Rajaee and Karlsson 
[11] observed the binary exchange terms to be negligible in the early developing 
region (small X). Here, the importance of the binary exchange term in the near 
field region indicates the importance of the nonlinear interaction close to the edge 
of the rib. In the far field region, the small effect of the phase angle should not be 
considered to indicate that the flow development is linear. This may be attributed 
to the phase decorrelation in the near reattachment region and hence the absence 
of any true phase difference between modes. This will be made clear in the fol­
lowing section describing the results of phase decorrelation. The mode interaction 
term  is mostly positive for A<f> equal to 90° and 180°, and negative for 0° and 270°. 
This behavior is consistent with the mode interaction integral behavior of a mixing
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layer [81], where, it was noted that the sign of the inter-modal energy terms was 
phase dependent i.e. it reverses its sign based on the phase difference. Comparing 
Fignre 8.35 with Figure 8.34 and 8.33, it may be observed that in the near field 
region, the binary energy exchange is as dominant as the energy exchange with the 
mean flow. Thus the net amplification rate and modal energy development is not 
primarily dependent upon the production from the mean flow only but also on the 
binary exchange terms. Note that in Figure 8.22 and 8.24, the fundamental is most 
amplified in the near field for a A<f> of 270°. This is directly related to the transfer 
of energy from the subharmonic to the fundamental, since both modes draw energy 
from the mean. Correspondingly the subharmonic is the least amplified. Contrast 
this with the 90° and 180° A<f> cases, where the binary energy exchange as shown 
in Figure 8.35 is positive, and correspondingly the subharmonic mode for these 
two cases show the highest amplification in Figure 8.24.
8.9 Phase Decorrelation
Ho et al.[l], discussed the physical mechanism responsible for phase decor­
relation in a plane mixing layer and presented the evolution of phase jitter. The 
spreading rate was greatly changed with forcing in the region where the flow was 
locked to the forcing signal, while the forcing lost its influence in the region where 
the flow was not locked to the forcing signal. It was observed that the zone of 
influence can be increased by subharmonic forcing. In the present investigation,
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Figure 8.35: The development of binary energy exchange between fundamental 
and subharmonic at U/Umax =  0.7 for fundamental-subharmonic forcing.
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the evolution of phase jitter in a reattaching shear layer undergoing both single 
frequency and two frequency forcing is presented.
The modified HZFB method discussed in the previous chapter is used here 
to calculate the coherent structure histogram. Similar to Ho et al. [1], log-normal 
distribution was chosen to fit the coherent structure histogram at all measured 
locations(jf/h), and the standard deviation of the log-normal distribution was 
used as a quantitative measure of phase jitter. The log-normal distribution used 
here is given by[l]:
1P (r)  = -exp _ 1  ^ Zra(r) ~ /*y (8 .1)
( 2  t ) ° -5<t t
where, a  is the standard deviation and fi is the mean value of Zn(r) and r  is 
the non-dimensional period calculated by normalizing the period of each coherent 
structure(T) by the local average time period. In the presence of two peaks in the 
histogram, the sum of two log-normal distributions were used with four parameters 
such that the area under the fitted histogram is equal to 1. The final equation of the 
combined log-normal distribution, describing the two peaked probability density 
distribution:
P ( r )  =
(27r)°-5(o-1 +  C<r2)i
exp 1 f l n r - f r Y ]  \  1 ( l n r - f i 2 \
_ 2 (  ffj )  +C exp  - 5 ( - S — J
(8.2)
where, fii and fi2 axe the r  value at 1st and 2nd peak, while <T\ and er2 are the 
standard deviation of the respective peaks and ”C” is an arbitrary constant. The 
derivation can be found in the appendix. The total standard deviation of the
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above histogram was calculated by using the  following expression whose derivation 
is given in the appendix:
+ < * > + -  ( - : t o T ! ) 2 ™
where, a  is the total standard deviation of the two peaked probability distribution.
8.9.1 Phase J itter of a Natural R eattaching Shear Layer
Figure 8.36 shows the coherent structure histograms with the fitted log­
normal distributions at various stream-wise locations of a naturally evolving shear 
layer at the Y-location where U/Umax — 0.7. At X /h=0.0 and X/h=0.5, the his­
togram has a sharp peak compared to the later X /h  locations. Comparing the 
present results with the coherent structure histograms of an unforced free shear 
layer, presented by Ho et al. [1], it can be observed that the probability density dis­
tribution of a plane shear layer has sharper peak than that of the reattaching shear 
layer developing behind the surface mounted rib. Hence, it may be concluded that 
the vortex structures present in a naturally evolving reattaching shear layer are 
more jittery  than that of a free shear layer in the preliminary stage of flow devel­
opment. No dual peak histograms were observed in the reattaching shear layer, in 
contrast to a m ixing layer where, the presence of dual peaks in the histogram was 
considered to be an indication of vortex mergings. But, from the simulation results 
presented earlier and the histograms for two frequency forcing presented in the fol­
lowing sections it will be clear that the presence of dual peak in the histogram 
is not necessarily an indication of vortex merging. The m axim um  value of phase
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jitter observed in the near field(X/h <  5) of a reattaching shear layer(~ 0.53) is 
also greater than the maximum value, about 0.38, observed in a free shear layer 
[35]. This may be an indication that even-though the phase information is lost 
in the downstream regions for both the free shear layer and the reattaching shear 
layer, there is a greater level of jitte r in the reattaching shear layer.
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Figure 8.36: The development of phase decorrelation of a naturally evolving reat­
taching shear layer using the modified HZFB method at U/Umax — 0-7. The 
symbols corresponds to the actual data and the solid lines correspond to the curve 
fit line and the a  is the standard deviation.
8.9.2 Phase J itter  for Single Frequency Excitation Case
The evolution of coherent structure histogram, of the reattaching shear layer 
excited at its natural frequency is shown in Figure 8.37. Comparing with the 
unforced flow case shown in Figure 8.36, it may be observed that the histogram 
of the excited case has a much sharper peak than that of the natural case. The
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standard deviation in the near field region of the reattaching shear layer and free 
shear layer [1] are comparable in magnitude (~  0.05) for the flow forced at the 
fundamental frequency. For the reattaching shear layer, the largest j ump in the 
phase jitter value is observed to occur after X /h  = 2.5 location in the excited 
case and after X /h  =  0.5 for the unexcited case. In a mixing layer, the large 
scale structures are well correlated in the near field region for both the excited 
and unexcited case, and a sudden increase in the phase jitte r was attributed to 
the vortex merging. After vortex merging, the phase information was lost and the 
phase jitte r was similar for both the excited and unexcited case. For a reattaching 
shear layer, the large scale structures are well correlated only for the excited case 
in the near field region. For the unexcited case, the phase decorrelation is quite 
high (~  0.2 — 0.3) even in the near field. Hence, for a reattaching shear layer, 
the onset of phase decorrelation is delayed due to the forcing at the fundamental 
frequency. After, the attainment of complete phase decorrelation, the probability 
distribution of the unforced and forced reattaching shear layer axe similar to each 
other.
8.9.3 Phase Jitter for Two Frequency Excitation Case
Ho et al. [1] obsererved an increase in zone of influence of a mixing layer 
forced by both fundamental and subharmonic i.e. the phase decorrelation is de­
layed. The importance of the phase angle difference between the fundamental and 
subharmonic on the mixing rate was also observed by Rajaee and Karlsson [11] for
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Figure 8.37: The development of phase decorrelation of a reattaching shear layer 
excited at the fundamental frequency using the pattern recognition method at 
U/Umax — 0.7. The symbols corresponds to the actual da ta  and the solid lines 
correspond to the curve fit line and the cr is the standard deviation.
a mixing layer and Raman [35] for an axisymmetric je t. For, the reattaching shear 
layer considered here, as discussed in a previous section, only a small effect of the 
phase angle on the mixing rate improvement was observed with the 90° and 180° 
phase difference showing the highest enhancement and the 270° phase difference 
having the least enhancement. To examine the effect of both two frequency forcing 
and the phase angle difference between the two modes, the phase jitter evolution for 
phase angle differences of 0°, 90°, 180° and 270° are presented in Figure 8.38, 8.39, 
8.40 and 8.41 respectively. For phase differences of 0°, 180° and 270°, the largest 
increase in phase jitte r  takes place at about X /h  =  3.5, while for a 90° phase dif­
ference, the largest increase takes place at about X /h=4.0. For the excitation at 
the fundamental frequency, the largest increase in phase jitte r  was at about a X /h
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value of 2.5(see Figure 8.37). Hence, in comparing the single frequency excitation 
case with the two frequency excitation case the phase decorrelation delayed for a 
distance of about “h” , and the zone of influence correspondingly increases for the 
two frequency excitation cases. However, this increase in the zone of influence is 
not as significant as tha t reported for a mixing layer [1], possibly due to earlier 
breakup of eddies and presence of small scales when the reattachment point is 
approached.
The presence of the dual peak in the histogram does not however indicate 
vortex merging or the presence of subharmonic mode. This can be confirmed by 
Figure 8.24, where, it may be observed that at X /h  =  1.5 the amplitude of both 
subharmonic and fundamental are significant, however at this X /h  location, two 
peaks are not always noted in the probability density histogram. Hence, unlike 
the mixing layer results of Ho et al.[l], it can not be said that the two frequency 
forcing regularizes the 1st vortex merging. But, it can definitely be said tha t the 
phase jitter caused by both linear and nonlinear effects are suppressed for some 
distance due to the two frequency forcing. Comparing with Figure 8.24, it should 
be observed that the phase decorrelation is attained before the second stage of 
subharmonic growth and hence the effect of phase difference on the subharmonic 
growth is not significant at about X /h  > 3.6. The low level of phase coupling 
between two modes is not always an indication of suppression of subharmonic 
growth.
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Figure 8.38: The development of phase decorrelation of a reattaching shear layer 
excited at fundamental-subharmonic frequency with 0° phase difference using the 
modified HZFB method at U/Umax ~  0.7. The symbols corresponds to the actual 
data and the solid lines correspond to the curve fit line and the a is the standard 
deviation.
£
Figure 8.39: The development of phase decorrelation of a reattaching shear layer 
excited at fundamental-subharmonic frequency with 90° phase difference using the 
modified HZFB method at UjU—  ~  0.7. The symbols corresponds to the actual 
data and the solid lines correspond to the curve fit line and the a  is the standard 
deviation.
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Figure 8.40: The development of phase decorrelation of a reattaching shear layer 
excited at fundamental-subharmonic frequency with 180° phase difference using 
the modified HZFB method at U/Umax — 0.7. The symbols corresponds to the 
actual data and the solid lines correspond to the curve fit line and the a  is the 
standard deviation.
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Figure 8.41: The development of phase decorrelation of a reattaching shear layer 
excited at fundamental-subharmonic frequency with 270° phase difference using 
the modified HZFB method at U/Umax ~  0.7. The symbols corresponds to the 
actual data and the solid lines correspond to the curve fit line and the cr is the 
standard deviation.
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8.9.4 Phase Decorrelation and Subharmonic Instab ility
In a mixing layer, forced at the fundamental frequency only, it was observed 
by Ho et al.[l] that the large phase jitte r  is primarily due to subharmonic mode 
at about the location of vortex merging. For a reattaching shear layer, we tried to 
determine the source of phase jitter with the help of phase jitter evolution plots 
determined separately for each mode. These are presented in Figure 8.42, 8.43 and 
8.44 and are obtained using the pattern recognition method for the two frequency 
excitation case with a 90° phase difference. From the phase jitter evolution plot 
of the fundamental frequency only(see Figure 8.42), the complete phase jitter is 
observed to occur at about X /h=3.5. Similarly, from the phase jitte r  plot of the 
sub-harmonic frequency(see Figure 8.43), the complete phase jitte r is observed 
to occur at about XJh  =  4.0. The phase jitter magnitude for the subharmonic 
frequency was observed to be consistently lower than that for the fundamental 
frequency indicating that the subharmonic mode is not the primary cause of phase 
jitter in a reattaching layer. From Figure 8.44 showing the histogram of phase 
differences between the two modes the complete phase decorrelation is observed 
to occur at about X /h  =  2.5, before the location of phase jitter for the individual 
mode. Hence, the coupling between two modes is lost earlier than the start of 
complete phase decorrelation of individual modes. Comparing with the Figure 
8.35, it may be observed that the effect of phase difference on the binary energy 
exchange terms is present in the region of strong phase correlation or coupling
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between the individual modes. There is negligible coherent energy exchange in the 
region of phase decorrelation between the two modes.
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Figure 8.42: The development of fundamental wave phase decorrelation of a  reat­
taching shear layer excited at fundamental-subharmonic frequency with 90° phase 
difference using the pattern recognition method at U/Umax — 0.7. The symbols 
corresponds to the actual data and the solid lines correspond to the curve fit line 
and the a  is the standard deviation.
8.10 The Origin of Phase Decorrelation
Ho et al. [1] discussed the possible causes of phase decorrelation in a mixing 
layer. One possibility of the origin of phase jitter is the small scale transition, the 
small scales being responsible in varying the vortex merging distance and therefore 
can cause phase jitter of the coherent structures. Due to the presence of phase 
decorrelation in the two-dimensional calculation they [1] concluded that the phase 
decorrelation is a two dimensional phenomenon and the three dimensional effects 
such as small scale transition was not the primary cause of phase decorrelation.
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Figure 8.43: The development of subharmonic wave phase decorrelation of a reat­
taching sheax layer excited at fundamental-subharmonic frequency with 90° phase 
difference using the pattern recognition method at U/Umax — 0-7. The symbols 
corresponds to the actual data and the solid lines correspond to the curve fit line 
and the <r is the standard deviation.
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Figure 8.44: The development of phase difference jitter of a reattaching shear layer 
excited at fundamental-subharmonic frequency with 90° phase difference using the 
pattern recognition method at U/Umax — 0-7. The symbols corresponds to the 
actual data and the solid lines correspond to the curve fit line and the <r is the 
standard deviation.
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The random turbulent fluctuations shown in Figure 8.28 and 8.29 being negligible 
in magnitude, the importance of small scales on the origin of phase decorrelation is 
also ruled out in the present case. For a mixing layer, the primary source of phase 
decorrelation was attributed to the subharmonic instability or phase turbulence, 
where the periodicity of the waves were lost due to the chaotic behavior of phase of 
the waves. But, from the discussion in the previous section, one can conclude that 
the subharmonic instability is also not the primary cause of phase decorrelation in 
a reattaching shear layer. From the discussion of octant analysis of Panigrahi and 
Acharya [36], the importance of reversed outward interaction motion was observed 
near the reattachment region. It is our belief that the reversed outward interaction 
motion will be responsible in shredding or buffeting the large scale structures and 
are the primary cause of phase decorrelation. An earlier reattachment will result 
in earlier importance of the reversed interaction motion. Therefore, an earlier 
phase decorrelation is observed for the excitation at the fundamental frequency 
compared to the two frequency forcing. The same reasoning can also be applied 
to the two frequency forcing case, where no significant extension (m aximum lh) of 
zone of influence was observed in the reattaching shear layer case contrast to the 
free shear layer case.
8.11 Summary
In summary, severed observations regarding the single and two frequency ex­
citation on the reattaching shear layer development were made in this chapter. For
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the single frequency forcing, the forcing frequency selected were f ,  f  j 2, / / 4 , 3 /2 /, 2 /  
and 3 /. For the two frequency forcing case, fundamental-subharmonic mode with 
0°,90°, 180°, 270° phase difference and fundamental-harmonic mode with 0° phase 
difference were used. The mean velocity profiles in X and Y direction and the 
normalized boundary layer thickness were used to compare the effect of forcing on 
m ixing enhancement. Unlike the results of mixing layer and jet, in a reattaching 
shear layer, neither the subharmonic forcing nor the two frequency forcing was 
observed to have better mi-ring enhancement than the fundamental wave forcing.
The modal energy development, energy exchange with the mean flow, binary 
energy exchange and phase decorrelation results were discussed to show the details 
of excitation effect on the reattaching shear layer. The importance of nonlinear 
interaction was observed in the near region of the reattaching shear layer. The 
random scale motions were observed to be unimportant even after the reattach­
ment. This was evident from the magnitude of random component of turbulent 
energy and the random component of the turbulent shear stress. The energy in 
the fundamental mode was mostly redistributed into different modes after reat­
tachment, and among all modes, the growth of subharmonic was observed to be 
the most predominant after reattachment.
The phase inform ation  in the reattaching shear layer was lost in the down­
stream regions, and the phase jitter level of the reattaching shear layer was higher 
than that of the m ix in g  layer. The large scale structures were well correlated in
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the near flow region of the reattaching shear layer when forced at fundamental 
frequency. But in the near reattachment region, complete phase decorrelation was 
observed and the phase jitter magnitude for the excited and unexcited case was 
similar to each other. The two frequency excitation only had a small influence 
on the zone of influence of excitation compared to the single frequency excitation. 
The origin of phase decorrelation was attributed not to the subharmonic merging 
process as for mixing layers, but the intermittent buffeting and splitting of the 
shear layer associated with the reversed outward interaction motion of the shear 
layer near reattachment.
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Chapter 9 
Summary and Conclusions
9.1 Summary of This Work
The turbulence phenomena occuring in a reattaching shear layer of surface 
mounted rib is comparatively complex in comparison to mixing layer, jet and 
backward facing step, not only due to the wall effect but also due to the presence of 
recirculating region both in the upstream and downstream of the surface mounted 
rib. This work has been intended to increase the understanding of reattaching 
shear layer turbulence structure developing behind a surface mounted rib and to 
study the effectiveness of active forcing in mixing enhancement.
Coherent structures have been observed to be the dominant part in many 
flow applications. Therefore, the analysis of coherent structures is crucial for bet­
ter understanding and control of turbulence. The characterization of turbulent 
structures include the magnitude of coherent structure, their modal development 
and phase decorrelation. But, complete characterization of coherent structures is 
affected due to the inherent jitte r present in the turbulent signal. Thus, in Chapter 
4, suitable data analysis techniques are introduced and comparison is made with 
the existing methods using the simulated data and reattaching shear layer data.
Presence of large scale structures in mixing layer, jet and backward facing 
step is well documented in literature. But, the reported experimental and numeri-
276
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cal results regarding the vortex shedding of a surface mounted rib contradict each 
other. The experimental investigation of large scale structures present behind a 
surface mounted rib is discussed in Chapter 5. Subsequently, suitable length scale 
for calculating the non-dimensional frequency of large scale structures is presented.
Robinson [82] observed that “what is observed in a turbulent boundary layer 
is strongly dependent upon the tools used to make these observations”. As a 
result, a wide variety of coherent motions have been reported in the literature, i.e., 
the sizes and frequencies of the motions, ejections, sweeps, vortical structures of 
various forms(hair pin, horse shoe etc.) etc.. The description of turbulent motion 
is important from turbulence modeling and control point of view. The traditional 
quadrant analysis technique used for a flat plate boundary layer analysis is modified 
here to include the reversed motion present in a reattaching shear layer. This 
technique is named here as “octant analysis” and the different types of turbulent 
motions observed using the octant analysis technique are presented and discussed 
in Chapter 6.
The detail turbulent kinetic energy budget of a shear flow provides infor­
mation regarding the production, diffusion, dissipation, pressure transport and 
convection contribution of turbulent kinetic energy. This kinetic energy budget 
for both excited and unexcited flow are presented in Chapter 7. The turbulent ki­
netic energy contribution from the coherent part of velocity obtained using triple 
decomposition is also presented to provide the relative importance of large scale
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structure on the total turbulent kinetic energy budget. The information regarding  
the turbulent structure are also provided with the help of higher order moments 
i.e. skewness and flatness and shear stress correlation.
The effect of single frequency and two frequency forcing on the mixing en­
hancement of reattaching shear layer is discussed in Chapter 8. The comparison is 
made using mean velocity profiles and non-d im ensional boundary layer thickness. 
The large scale structure magnitude, phase decorrelation, modal development and 
the binary energy exchange are used to explain the mechanism responsible for 
modifying the flow structure of an excited flow.
9.2 Conclusions
Number of important conclusion drawn from this work is discussed in the 
following paragraphs.
From the results presented in Chapter 4, the inefficacv of traditional Fourier 
method or phase averaging method in predicting large scale magnitude of a signal 
having phase jitter is clear. Rather, the  pattern recognition technique is observed 
to be robust in predicting the large scale structure magnitude. The phase decor­
relation prediction technique(HZFB) used for analyzing mixing layer data by Ho 
et al. [1], is observed to have limitation in presence of multiple modes and small 
scales in the signal. The modified HZFB technique proposed here is successful in 
eliminating the effect of small scales in phase jitter calculation. The phase jitter 
magnitude obtained from pattern recognition technique is observed to be accurate
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in predicting the phase jitte r of a turbulent signal having multiple modes and small 
scales. The results presented here axe verified using both simulated and reattaching 
shear layer data.
The spectral content of large scale structures developing behind the surface 
mounted rib is discussed in Chapter 5. Contrary to the previous findings that 
“vortex shedding disappears when the gap between the channel wall and rib ap­
proaches zero” , definite vortex shedding is seen in the present investigation. The 
Strouhal number based on momentum thickness at the down-stream edge of the 
rib is observed to be the true length scale for Strouhal number calculation and had 
a universal value about 0.011.
From the discussion of Chapter 6, better insight into the turbulent motions 
of the reattaching shear layer is obtained. The interaction motions (u>i, oi) are 
observed to be significant long past the reattachment point(X/h=18), unlike that 
of a flat plate boundary layer. These motions have large scale contribution well 
past reattachment, indicating the use of statistical turbulence inappropriate in this 
region. The interaction motions reduce the sheax stress or skin friction of a ribbed 
duct boundary layer flow, and enhances the momentum transport near the solid 
wall. The reversed outwaxd interaction motion (revoi) is observed to be one of the 
most important turbulent motions around the reattachment region of a reattaching 
sheax layer.
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The turbulent structure shown with the help of higher order moments and 
turbulent shear stress correlation and turbulent kinetic energy budget for both ex­
cited and unexcited case discussed in Chapter 7. Higher value of skewness and flat­
ness are observed at the outer edge of the shear layer indicating the non-Gaussian 
nature of the flow. This is attributed to the intermittency from the turbulent and 
non-turbulent interface of the boundary layer. The shear layer after reattachment 
has two parts i.e. wall sheax layer and the shear layer developing from the sep­
aration point. This is evident from the dual peak in the stream-wise fluctuation 
intensity. The pressure transport term  in the turbulent energy budget equation 
is observed to have significant contribution in a reattaching shear layer of a sur­
face mounted rib unlike the assumption made by investigators investigating the 
backward facing step. The coherent dissipation of the reattaching shear layer has 
significant contribution contrary to the traditional belief that dissipation is a small 
scale phenomena. At certain locations, positive inter-modal production i.e. pro­
duction of the coherent structures from the random scales is observed, indicating 
the presence of reverse cascade mechanism.
From the results of single frequency and two frequency forcing shown in 
Chapter 8, two frequency forcing is not observed to be more conductive to mix­
ing enhancement than the fundamental frequency forcing. Among all the single 
frequency forcing cases, the forcing at fundamental frequency is observed to have 
maximum m ix in g  enhancement. The mixing enhancement at fundament ail forcing
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is attributed to the growth of large scale structure from, shear layer instability, 
not sim ilar to the subhannonic pairing observed in mi-ring layer. For two mode 
forcing, the phase decorrelation is observed to occur within a short distance from 
the edge of the rib ( X / h  ~  2.25). Therefore, the effect of phase difference between 
two modes on mixing enhancement is not significant for a reattaching shear layer. 
Contrary to the observation made for a m iring layer, the subharmonic frequency 
is not the primary contributor to phase decorrelation, rather it is speculated that 
the reversed outward interaction motion is the primary cause of phase jitter.
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Appendix A 
Description of Computer 
Programs
Brief summary of the computer programs developed and used in this work are 
discussed in the following paragraphs. Rest of the calculated quantities reported 
in this work were obtained using spreadsheet program. The description is limited 
to the following, i.e. the objective, the input quantities, the input file description 
for the computer program and the output file from the computer program. It is 
expected that the above descriptions will give enough information for future use 
by any user. The programs are well commented as necessary for thorough and ease 
in understanding and modifications in future.
O C T A N T .F
O bjective : The objective of this program is to perform the octant analysis of a 
velocity data file.
In p u t  q u an titie s : Hole size increment(NHl) is an input to the program, which 
is used to calculate the hole size ranges for the fractional contribution distribu­
tion calculation. The probability density distribution for a specified hole size can 
be calculated at any specified hole size(NHP) which may be given as an input to 
the program. The maximum hole size(NH), up to which the calculations should 
be performed, is a input to the program such that there will be negligible contri-
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bution for any hole size laxger than this. The probability density distribution is 
calculated by discretizing the total interval of probability density distribution into 
certain subdivision(ND), which may be given to the program as an input. The 
total no of data points(Il) is also supplied to the program as an input. The range 
for maximum fluctuating velocity u ’ and v’ is set in the program, by a parameter 
input (UVM). This parameter(UVM) is multiplied to the actual m axim um  value 
of u ’ and v’ which helps to smooth out the probability density plot such that one 
or two bad points does not skew the probability density plot.
In p u t  d a ta  file, U n it= 4 : This file contains the detail time history from the 
LDV measurements.
O u tp u t d a ta  file, U n it= 5 : The probability density distribution in the stream- 
wise direction, for hole size equal to 0 is stored as output in this file.
O u tp u t d a ta  file, U n it= 6 : This output file contains the average statistics of the 
output of the program. As per definition, the total probability should be equal to 
1 and for testing the validity of the analysis the to tal probability output is stored 
in this output file. Similarly, other output quantities such as mean and RMS ve­
locity, turbulence intensity, u and v kinetic energy(normal stress) and the reverse 
flow intermittency are also stored as a output from this program.
O u tp u t d a ta  file, U n it= 7 : The probability density distribution in the reverse 
direction, for hole size equal to 0 is stored as output in this file.
O u tp u t d a ta  file, U n it= 8 : The probability density distribution in the stream -
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wise direction, for specified hole size is stored as output in this file.
O u tp u t d a ta  file, U n it= 9 : The probability density distribution in the reverse 
direction, for specified hole size is stored as output in this file.
O u tp u t d a ta  file, U n it= 5 1 : The fraction of total Reynolds stress for each oc­
tant as a function of hole size is stored in this output file.
O u tp u t d a ta  file, U n it= 5 2 : The fraction of points from each octant is as a 
function of hole size is stored in this output file.
R A N D 12N .F
O bjectiverThis program creates simulated datafile with/without phase jitter(normally 
distributed phase) for testing and evaluating the data analysis programs developed 
and used in this work. This program uses the IMSL routine available in VAX or 
UNIX system of LSU for random number generation. Hence appropriate link com­
mand should be given while running this program.
In p u t quan titie s: The number of data points(NTS), the required sampling 
rate(SR) and the period of the fundamental frequency(1 /AT) are some of the 
main inputs to the program. Also input APHLIM is used to specify the phase 
jitter magnitude and input AVERD specify the magnitude of random scales as a 
percentage of the fundamental magnitude.
O u tp u t d a ta  file, U n it= 2 :T h is output file stores the simulated signal U(I) and 
V (I) .
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O u tp u t d a ta  file, U n it= 3 : This output file stores the random phase generated 
and used in the simulated data.
J I T T l .F
O b jective : This program calculates the phase jitter similar to Ho [1](HZFB 
method).
In p u t q u an titie s : The number of data points(NTS), sampling rate(SR) and the 
total no of interval(NP) for the probability density calculation is used as input to 
the program.
In p u t d a ta  file, U n i t= l :  This file provides the input data to the program. 
O u tp u t d a ta  file, U nit=2:T his file stores the probability density output of the 
program.
J IT T 1 P .F
O b jective : This program calculates the phase jitter using the modified HZFB 
method.
In p u t quantities:T he sampling rate(SR) of the data and the number of inter- 
vals(NP) are the primary input to the program. This program can process a 
number of data files(> 1), specified by NFILE as input, using one run command 
similar to the running in batch mode. The input APR specifies the percent of total 
no of points in the highest frequency of the large scale structures to be positive
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after zero crossing to be considered as a valid zero crossing point. Similarly, the 
input, DPER, is used as a convergence criteria of the program for specifying the 
m in im u m  nu m ber of time periods that should differ from one iteration to another. 
In p u t d a ta  file, U n it= 0 : This file provides the name of input data  files for the 
program and output data files from the program.
O u tp u t d a ta  file, U n it= 2 :T h is file stores the probability density output of the 
program.
JIT T 2 S .F
O bjective:This program calculates the probability density of phases obtained 
from the pattern recognition method, to be subsequently used for phase jitter cal­
culation.
In p u t quan tities: The total no of intervals of phases(NP) in the probability den­
sity plot is the only input for this program.
In p u t file, U n i t= l :  This file provides the phases obtained using the pattern 
recognition method.
O u tp u t file, U nit=2:This file stores the probability density results obtained 
from the program.
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O bjective : This program calculates the higher order moments and the miscella­
neous terms of the turbulent energy budget.
In p u t  quantities:T he sampling rate(SR) and the number of data  files (NFILE) 
to be processed is the primary input to this program.
In p u t file, U nit=0:T his file contains the input data file names to be processed 
in this program.
O u tp u t file, U n it= 2 : This file stores the following quantities: Umean, Vmean, u12, vn 
O u tp u t file, U n it= 3 : This file stores the following quantities: v'3, vPv', v '2u', u'v', ( 
O u tp u t file, U n it= 4 : This file stores the skewness and flatness value of the 
streamwise velocity.
LA R G E532E .F
O bjective:This program calculates the large scale structure characteristics using 
velocity data from the x-wire measurements. The large scale structure calculation 
of simulated data or pressure data etc. can also be performed using this code by 
changing the calibration parameters accordingly.
In p u t quan tities :The sampling rate(SR) of the input data and the constants 
from the calibration equation of the hot wire are the main input to the program. 
The program can process multiple data files simultaneously and thus the number 
of data files(NFILE) should be provided as input to the program.
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In p u t file, U nit=0:T liis file contains the name of input data files and output 
files.
O u tp u t file, U n it= l:T h is  file stores the 2-D shear stress, coherent sheax stress, 
3/2 fundamental frequency magnitude and 5/2 fundamental frequency magnitude. 
O u tp u t file, U n it= 2 : This file stores the magnitude of the fundamental(f), hax- 
monic(2f), 1st subharmonic(f/2), 2nd subharmonic(f/4) and third subharmonic(f/8) 
of the streamwise u-energy.
O u tp u t file, U nit=4:T his file stores the coherent u-energy (u ^ J , total stream- 
wise turbulent e n e r g y a c t u a l  and 2-D random u-energy, and the total jitter 
contributions.
O u tp u t file, U n it= 3 1 : This file stores the magnitude of the fundamental(f), hax- 
monic(2f), 1st subharmonic(f/2), 2nd subharmonic(f/4) and third subharmonic(f/8) 
cross-stream v-energy.
O u tp u t file, U nit=32:T his file stores the coherent v-energy(u^), total cross­
stream turbulent energy(u*m<), actual random v-energy, 3/2 fundamental and 5/2 
fundamental v-energy.
O u tp u t file, U nit=33:T his file stores the 1st subharmonic Reynolds stress(u//2u //2), 
fundamental Reynolds stress(ujvj), harmonic Reynolds stress(ti2yi;2/) , 3/2f Reynolds 
stress {ui/2fVz/2f)  and energy exchange from the fundamental to the subhaxmonic. 
O u tp u t file, U nit=34:T his file stores the energy exchange from the subhaxmonic 
to the fundamental, the energy exchange from the fundamental to the harmonic
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and energy exchange from the harmonic to the fundamental.
O u tp u t file, U n it= 5 : This file stores the overall statistics from this program. 
O u tp u t file, U n it= 5 5 5 : This file stores the the fundamental phases of the data 
file.
O u tp u t file, U n it= 6 6 6 : This file stores the subhaxmonic phase and the the 
phase difference between fundamental and subhaxmonic.
O u tp u t file, U nit=444:T his file stores the reconstructed data from the pattern 
recognition and Fourier method.
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Appendix B 
Derivation of Equation 8.2 and 
8.3
B .l Equation 8.2
The log-normal distribution of the variable Inr  is specified by the probability 
density density distribution(P(r)) as:
P(  r )  =
\ /2 inTTCTT
-exp (B .l)
such that:
f  P(r)dr  =  1 
Jo
Let us write a new function f ( r )  as:
- M - l p r 1)'
(B.2)
f i r ) (B.2)
To satisfy the equation B.2 we should have:
f  f ( r ) d r  =  
Jo (BA)
For the histogram with two peaks, let the mean(/t) and the standard deviation(o-) 
for the 1st and 2nd peak axe and cri, <t-i respectively. For the 1st peak we
can write:
/  / i ( r ) d r  =  y/2K<r\ 
Jo
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(B.S)
(B .6 )
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Sim ilarly, for the 2nd peak of the histogram we can write:
/ 2( r )  =  - e x p 1 f  I n r  — fi2 \  ~ 2 \ ~ 2 )
f  f i  (T)dr =  V2xo2
Jo
(B.7)
(B-8)
For the histogram with two peaks the total probability should be equal to 1 i.e.:
r  P ( t )<Lt  =  r  K ( f i ( r )  + C f 2(r))dr = 1 
Jo Jo
(B.9)
where, K and C are arbitrary constants. Using equations B.6 and B.7 we have:
Ky/2x<ri +  KC\Z2tc<t2 =  1
Which gives:
K  =
V E F fr  +  C(r2)
Hence, the probability density (P (r))  for histograms having two peaks can be
written as:
P(T)  =  K { h ( r )  +  C f 2(r)) =
y/2ir(o-i +C<r2)r
exp
-H
Inr — fii
<ri
+  C e x p
1 ( Inr — p2
2 V c 2
(B .ll)
B.2 Equation 8.3
It is established that for a Gaussian function P(X) given by:
21
(B .1 2 )
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The following holds true.
< X  > =  J  X P { X ) d X  =  fi
V a r ( X ) =  <r2 = <  X 2 > -  < X  > J
< X 2 > =  o-2 +  fi2
From the two peak probability distribution equation B .l l  we have:
V^7r(o-i +  C<r2)
exp 1 f  Inr — fix Y
" 2  1~ ^ T ~ )
299
+  Cexp 1 ( Inr — fi22 I <r2 )!
Hence, from the properties of Gaussian distribution we have:
< (Inr)2 > =2 ^   °1 i _2 , ,.2\ , /nr °2 /_2 , „2-j- Co'2 (o-i + ^ )  +  C (*2 + P2 ) (B-14)
Sim ilarly, using the property of Gaussian distribution, it can be written as:
T / \ ° i
<  > - (B.15)
Hence, the variance (<  (Inr )2 > — <  Znr > 2) of the histograms having two peaks, 
can be written using equations B.14 and B.15 as:
°*2 = w + A ) + g ^ r ) ( b -i6 )O’1  +  C o ’2
Q~2
0"x +  C,0’2
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Appendix C 
Uncertainty Analysis
There exist some errors in physical measurements due to faulty instrument 
or apparatus, inaccurate calibration and due to variation of the measured quanti­
ties due to drift and fluctuations. Here, procedure for propagation of uncertainty
described by Moffat [30] is used. The uncertainty in the function f ( x  i , x 2 !„)
is given by:
d / = S f dx i + S f dx,
■)'
T 1/2
(C .l)
1J ' \S x n
The basic uncertainty intervals used from the measurement are:
Velocity from LDV (du): ±0.01m/s 
Traverse position (dy): ±0.1mm
Displacement thickness: The displacement thickness (8*) can be written as:
(C.2)
Using the uncertainty equation given above, the uncertainty for displacement thick­
ness can be written as:
1 l/2
dS* =
'Ayduj j^  ^ j + ^ Ujdy^ (C.3)
Momentum thickness: The momentum thickness (0) is written as:
(C .4 )
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The use of the basic uncertainty equation will give the uncertainty in momentum 
thickness as:
( ( h - w ) Aydu<) + ( ( l£ -£)****) + { ( j ~ i p ) dy)
(C.5)
Vorticity thickness: The vorticity thickness (£„) is defined as:
dd =
x/ 3
<L = U m a x  U m i n  
(du/dy)max (C.6)
Using the basic uncertainty equation for vorticity thickness the uncertainty equa­
tion will be:
dSu, =
du + U m a x  U m in
1  1 /2
d(du/dy)r (C.7)(du/dy) m a x  J \ ((dufdy) mos)^
Here the velocity gradient (du/dy) is calculated by using finite difference method
as:
du u(k +  1) — u(k )
dy y(k  +  1) — y(k)
The uncertainty in velocity gradient is:
/  du
(C.8)
 \  , 9 (  u(k + l ) - u ( k ) >
y(k + l ) - y ( k ) J  \ ( y ( k  +  1) -  y(k))2 V)
1 1/2
(C-9)
Strouhal number based on rib height: The Strouhal number based on rib
height is given as:
S th = fmhU (C.10)
The use of basic uncertainty equation gives:
d(Sth) =
1 /2
(C .ll)
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Here, dfm is assumed to be equal to the spectral resolution i.e. 1Hz and is equal 
to the tolerance of supplied rib i.e 0.05mm.
Strouhal no based on momentum thickness-. Strouhal number based on mo­
mentum thickness is:
Stg = f r Ju (C.12)
The uncertainty of Stg can be calculated by using:
d(Stg) = frJdXT
u 2 ,
1 1/2
(C.13)
Non-dimensional frequency based on vorticity thickness: Non-dimensional 
frequency based on vorticity thickness is:
U)  =  ------ = —
2 U
Uncertainty in non-dimensional frequency is:
(C.14)
d (vm) =
'TS„dfm\ 2 , f  irfmd(Su) \ 2 . (irfm8ud u \ 2 
. 2 U  j  + { ~ ^ ~ )  + {  2 U 2 )
1 /2
(C.15)
Computer programs were written to read the data files and calculate the uncer­
tainty by using the above equations.
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